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1847 H.B.C. Rival Columbia Fur Co. Stampless Folded Letter, mailed by lawyer Charles R. Davis in New York
(MAY.19.1847) to Kenneth Mackenzie in St Louis Missouri
and encloses a 3 page letter, very fine. Well written-up on a
Gray Scrimgeour exhibit page and ex. Risvold.
.................................................................................... Est $300

617



618

Hudson’s Bay House London U.K. 1865 Letter, addressed to
T. H. Palmer in Rochester New York, the letter is neatly written
and discusses giving assistance to the addressee and to a
Telegraph Company, “... despite arrangement to be made at
Victoria.”. Interesting and fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 Interesting Group of Historical, Politician and Official

Covers and Letters, including 45 items from the House of
Commons, Senate or to Morgan. Ottawa free, House of Commons free and other markings. Noting: signed by William
Muclock Postmaster General, Earl of Minto (GG), Lord Aberdeen, William Black MP, Horatio Hocken MP, Gustave Boyer,
Robert Sutherland (clerk), Senator Joseph Shehyn, Charles
Gauvreau MP, Henry Emmerson MP Minister of Railway, Richard Dobell MP Privy Council, William Fielding MP Minister of
Finance (with letter), Pierre Blondin MP (with letter), John Wilson MP, Duncan MacMilland MP, Charles Pozer MP, John McDouglas MP Commissioner of Customs, J.G. Turiff, Sir Charles
Fitzpatrick MP Solicitor General, John Edgar MP, Charles Kaulback MP (with letter), Gilber MacLaren MP, A.J. Adamson MP,
Arthur Puttee MP, William Charlton MP, Flint Clerk of House,
Justice W. Lynch letter and clippings, Malcolm Macleod letter,
C.F. Fraser Gas Co., Rideau Club cover, Ottawa Historical letter 1891 from Port Hope, and McRae letter to Morgan. Some
modern Senate. A great lot, many are scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Sault Ste Marie, Michigan Possible Manitoba Route
Cover, postmarked “SAUT DE STE. MARIE” c.d.s. dated
MAR.2, with “PAID” and “10” in circle and addressed to Utica,
New York. Before a post office was opened at Sault Ste Marie
C.W. (November 6, 1846), much mail was sent to and from
the settlement through the more accessible US town of Saut
Ste Marie Michigan. In addition, mail from Michipicoten C.W.
and the Red River Settlement was put into the mail stream
there (see the 1846 examples in the De Volpi fur trade collection). This contemporary envelope entered the posts in Sault
Ste Marie, Michigan but it’s origin is unknown, as is it’s year
of mailing. An interesting cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Early Western Canadian Postal History

612

613

86



1874 Fort Garry Manitoba Stampless Cover, mailed
from Fort Garry on JAN.19.1874 to Osakis Minnesota, without
a receiver but docketed received on JAN.29. At this time the
rate to the United States was 6c if prepaid, and this cover
has a pencil “(5)” on front, possibly to denote cash [under]
payment. A rare and early cover in the infancy of the province,
very few stampless covers are known out of Manitoba after
the province joined Confederation and before stamp pre-payment was required in 1875. Very fine and accompanied by an
article on Fort Garry published in BNA Topics by Dr. Murray
Campbell. Ex. Gray Scrimgeour.
.................................................................................... Est $350

 1868 Rupert’s Land Cover with United States Stamp,
franked with a 3c rose Washington stamp (grilled, issued from
1867 to 1870) and in use on mail from Red River until the fall
of 1870. The stamp was applied at Fort Garry, and the letter
carried by the territorial courier to Pembina, Dakota, where
it was datestamped NOV.23 (1868). The address on the envelope is in the handwriting of Archbishop Robert Machray,
second Bishop of Rupert’s Land, whose seal is embossed on
the back flap. Archbishop Machray had made a trip to Canada
and to the United States in the summer of 1868. The Bishop
of Kentucky (to whom this letter is addressed) was his host in
New York City. A very rare usage of United States postage on
Canadian mail.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1850 Matawagamingue Ontario Trading Post H.B.C.
Interesting Stampless Folded Letter, written by Colin Campbell (of the Hudson’s Bay Co.) in March, 1850 and addressed
to James Keith, in Aberdeen, Scotland (North Britain). Carried
by canoe in the summer of 1850 to Fort William (Canada
East, AUG.1.1850 datestamp in red), rated “1/2” then postmarked at Pembroke, Bytown and Montréal, finally arrived
in Aberdeen on SEP.3.1851 (all backstamps). Keith had retired from a senior position with the company in 1845, and
the contents of the letter include the opinion that H.B. Co.
governor Sir George Simpson had invested the dividends of
his employees in an unwise fashion. it also goes on with “I
have nothing favourable to say for the fur trade here this year.
Through the great suffering of the Indians by starvation, they
could not exert themselves in hunting furs and I fear our returns will be short of my average. Rabbits, almost the only
dependence the Indians have for food, have disappeared almost entirely.”. A most interesting letter, rare and very fine.
Ex. Gray Scrimgeour.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1835 H.B.C. Rival Pacific Fur Co. Stampless Folded Letter, mailed by J. A. Osborne in Mayville, New York
(OCT.24.1835) to Wilson Hunt in St Louis Missouri and encloses a one page letter. Mailed via the Postmaster at St
Louis and stamped “FREE” in red. The cover has a tear and
some aging, still fine and interesting. Well written-up on a
Gray Scrimgeour exhibit page and ex. Risvold.
.................................................................................... Est $300

619

1847 Rivière du Pas Manitoba H.B.C. Favour Cover, written
by James Hunter on January 12th, 1847 to Rev. J. Smithurst,
Indian Settlement, Red River and carried by the “Winter Packet” (as evidenced by the first sentence of the letter). Neatly
written on 7 pages, with very interesting content. Very fine
and historically important.
.................................................................................... Est $500

620

1879 Northwest Mounted Police Letter from Shoal Lake,
Manitoba, written by William Parker (from Romney, Kent, England) to his “sweet sister Alice” in March 1879. Written-up on
an exhibit page, very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100

621

1879 Northwest Mounted Police Letter from Shoal Lake,
Manitoba, written by Sgt. William Parker (from Romney, Kent,
England) to his sister Alice in May 1879. Written-up on an exhibit page, very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100

625

 Two Free-Franked Stampless Covers, first mailed from
London to Crown Lands in Toronto, with 4-ring #19 canceling the incorrectly-applied “3” rate handstamp. Second is
endorsed by M.P.P. T. Brodeur and addressed to his wife in St
Hugues, with a large blue strike of the Legislative Assembly
/ Canada” datestamp MAY.10.1856, plus an italic “FREE” in
bars in red. Back has a black wax seal with “Assemblée Législative / Canada”, Montréal and St Hyacinthe transits. Both
covers very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Canada Stampless Covers
622

623

624

 Group of Three Registered Stampless Folded Letters,
starts with a stampless money letter from Québec City to
Kingston, datelined inside “Québec, December 8th, 1841”.
Front has a manuscript “Money” plus a “No. 180” (which is
also written on the inside letter) plus a red handstamped
“MONEY-LETTER”, manuscript rated 3/6. Very fine. Then an
1856 stampless folded letter from Brighton to Toronto, with
boxed “REGISTERED” and red “PAID 6” with opening cuts on
back from wax seal removal, else very fine. Lastly, a 1863
Shelburne NS registered “AR” green wrapper for a registered
letter addressed to Chester NS, returned as an acknowledgement of receipt to Shelburne via Yarmouth on NOV.20.1863
(accompanied by in-depth article on these by David Handelman), very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x626
626

 Two Stampless Trans-Atlantic Covers, first is a cover
mailed from Toronto on JUL.30.1854 to London, England,
with “8 PAID 10” rate handstamp in red plus AUG.14 London
receiver, tear on back flap and rough top, else fine-very fine.
Second is a stampless folded letter mailed from Port Hope
(SEP.18.1855) to Nottingham, England (OCT.7 receiver), with
“PAID 8d Stg 10d Cy” rate handstamp in red and Liverpool
Packet Letter tombstone dated OCT.6. The 3 page interesting letter inside is about the addressee laying out, locating
and building part of the Grand Trunk Railway to Port Dover
through the dense woods, and reads in part “get a good rifle
before you sail... to Boston or New York. Take the railway to
Rochester on Lake Ontario, then steamer to embrio city of
Port Hope...”. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

627

 1857 Montréal Advertising Cover, mailed on APR.6.1857

 1770 Stampless Turned Folded Letter from New Bruns-

wick to Newport, Rhode Island, datelined New Brunswick
October 7th, 1770, mailed by John Sleght (born 1740) later
part of the US Militia, who served during the American Revolutionary War (1775-1783). The letter is endorsed “Favour of
Cap. van Emburgh” (probably Peregrine van Emburgh, born
1745). The reverse of the letter is datelined “Newport 17th
Oct 1770” and written back to John Sleigh. Faults, still an interesting historical letter.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 1813 Stampless Folded Letter Re: War of 1812, date-

to Kingsville, through Amherstburg (APR.8 transit in blue) and
with very scarce large c.d.s. “MONT & BR. GRD. TRK. R.W. /
MAIL COND’R No. 2 / APR.6.1857 UP”. The cover has a lovely
oval corner card in brown for “J.A. & H. Mathewson / Importers & Wholesale Grocers / McGill St. / Montréal”. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

lined “Hudson Sept 18th, 1813” and addressed to [Capt.] Peter Ogilvie in New York. Ogilvie was born in 1792 in Little River,
Nova Scotia and commanded in the War of 1812. He was
captured by the British at the Battle of Queenston Heights
in Canada. The letter is written by James Rovert Mullany discussing Ogilvie’s “arduous and disparate command on the
13th of October 1812 at Queenston. I know ... to entitle you
to the character of a brave and valuable officer.” signed Jason
Robert Mullany / Lt. Col. 23rd Infantry. Insignificant stain on
front does not detract from the historical importance of this
otherwise very fine letter.
.................................................................................... Est $500

87

632

 Group of 15 Stampless BNA Letters and Covers from
the Maritimes, 1832-1862, noted Halifax Tombstone, North
Sydney cross border, Halifax to La Have via Bridgewater (5),
some with contents, Lower Stewiacke to England, Richbucto,
Miramichi to Bathurst, Richmond NB with W.O. Victoria etc.
Nice clean. All scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

633

628



1854 Montréal Advertising Cover, mailed on
JUN.21.1854 (tombstone-style in red) to Rockland, Maine,
with “PAID” italic handstamp in red and manuscript “Paid”.
The cover has a lovely fancy corner card in dark blue for “St.
Lawrence Hall / Great St James Street / Montréal”. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150



Group of 60 Ontario Stampless Covers and Letters
1843-1874, noting: Brantford, Paris, Walkerton, Bytown, Ottawa, Port Hope, Cavan, St. Thomas, Colchester, Sandwich,
Kingston, Owen Sound, Belleville, Clinton, Brockville, Campbellford, Cobourg, Pickering, Prince Albert, Drumbo, Norwood,
Hawkesbury, Startford, St. Mary’s, Mitchell, Barrie, Stayner,
Cornwall, Alexandria, Harriston, Guelph, Toronto, Port Robinson, St. Catharines and Hamilton. UC and CW including Berri
datestamps, numerous Paid, Free and Unpaid handstamps. A
review of the group shows folded letters or covers with letters
from the following: Kingston x6, Cornwall x2, Brockville, Owen
Sound, Colchester, Bytown, Paris, Port Hope, Cavan, Canada
Company in Toronto, Hamilton, Alexandria. Generally fine or
better. See our many scans online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Canada Postal Stationery

629

630

631

88



1853 Montréal Advertising Cover, mailed on
DEC.26.1853 to Huntingdon CE, with manuscript “3” rate.
The cover has a lovely fancy corner card in dark blue for
“Brewster & Mulholland / Importers of British, / American &
/ German / Heavy Hardware / Church Bells & Shelf Goods /
179 St Paul St. / Montréal”. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

634

PC 1898 Underpaid 1c Stationery Card to Moscow, Russia, UX9 mailed from Ottawa (MAY.31.1898 squared circle)
to Moscow Russia with two different receivers on front, taxed
with “T5” in circle, plus “&” in blue crayon. Toning on back and
edges, still scarce and illustrated in “Early Canada Post Cards
1871-1911” page 59, ex. George Arfken.
.................................................................................... Est $100



1853 Montréal Advertising Cover, mailed on
AUG.31.1853 to Walpole NH with “10” rate handstamp and
curved CANADA in red. The cover has a lovely fancy corner
card in dark blue for “Coleman’s / Montréal House / Custom
House Square / Montréal”. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150



Group of 20 Transatlantic Letters and Covers, 18181858, noting covers carried on the Cunard ships Hibernia
37th voyage, Hibernia 34th, America 37th, Hibernia 21st,
American 73rd, Asia 60th, Asia 13th, Britannia 9th, Canada
25th, Hibernia 30th, America 32nd, Hibernia 10th, Niagara
48th, Canada 35th, Canada 60th and Asia 38th. 3 interesting
early to Montréal by ship Highland Lad and New York private
traders etc. Good variety of rates and markings, a good research lot from and to Canada. All scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x635
635

PC UX4 2c Green UPU Stationery Card to Belize, mailed
Montréal FEB.14.1893 to Belize, British Honduras (FEB.26
receiver) through New York (FEB.15) and New Orleans (FEB
17). A scarce destination, and an ideal card showing all postmarks on front, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

636

PC UX4 2c Green UPU Stationery Cards to Egypt and Algeria, 1888 Toronto to Alexandria, Egypt with receiver on front,
and 1899 Sault au Récollet to Chebli, Algeria, with receiver on
front, both fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x643
643
637

638

PC UX4 2c Green UPU Stationery Card to Trinidad, then
onto Caracas Venezuela, mailed Toronto OCT.16.1893 to
Port of Spain, Trinidad (NOV.10 receiver on back), crossed out
and forwarded to Caracas, Venezuela. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

639

PC UX4 2c Green UPU Stationery Card to Salvador, Central
America, mailed Fredericton NB on FEB.1.1893 to Salvador,
with MAR.5 receiver, through New York FEB.17 machine transit. Very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $150

640

PC UX4 2c Green UPU Stationery Card to Java, mailed Toronto on FEB.2.1891 to Batavia, Java (Dutch East Indies), with
MAR.23 receiver on front, through San Francisco (FEB.8) and
Weltevheden (MAR.23). A rare destination, with all postmarks
ideally on front, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

641

PC UX4 2c Green UPU Stationery Card to Lahore, India,
mailed Bleeker Street / Toronto on MAY.5.1887 to Lahore, Upper India, with MAY.25 “Sea / Post Office” postmark on front.
Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

642

PC UX4 2c Green UPU Stationery Card to Natal, South Africa, mailed from Northville NS on MAY.17.1898 to Durban,
Natal with JUN.26 receiver on front and Halifax transit on
back. A good destination card containing a message from a
child to his or her father Capt. W.M. Gillmore. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 1908 and 1930 Two Interesting Stationery Covers, 1c
green KEVII cover from the “Saskatoon and Western Land Co.
Ltd” (Montréal) mailed 1908 to Natal South Africa unsealed,
with nude Montréal Station B machine. a 2c green KEVII cover mailed from St Anne de Beaupré (1930 duplex) shortpaid
to Bellagio Lake in Italy, with green T30 in circle and boxed “T.
L. 1,50” in purple, franked with 5x J7 and 1x J10 Italian postage dues (stamps have faults), all tied by “Grandi Alberghi
Bellagio / Como” datestamps. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

PC UX4 2c Green UPU Stationery Card to Colon, Panama,
mailed Toronto OCT.11.1893 to Colon “U.S.C.” (now Panama)
with “Agencia Postal Nacional / Colon” receiver on back. Bit
of overall toning, still a very rare destination, as the city was
almost completely destroyed in 1885, and again in 1915.
.................................................................................... Est $150

644

PC Collection of 34 2c Green UPU Postal Stationery Cards,
1881-1897, all #P4, with 11 neatly and extensively written
up on album pages, includes destinations such as Germany,
England, Ireland, Switzerland, Belgium, France, Austria, Romania and Spain. We noted some with pre-printed backs and
company handstamps, plus a nice variety of Canadian and
foreign postmarks. A very clean and premium lot, very fine,
and all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

645

PC Box of Nice Maple Leaf Stationery Issue Cards, Letter
Cards, Wrappers, with 190 items in all, with used examples
from 1898 to 1904, minimal mint, advertising, back advertising, letter cards, some wrappers. This lot includes a variety
of postmarks (small offices, RPOs, cds. and machine cancels). Mostly unchecked by us, especially the letter cards and
should be fun to sort, with some possible finds. Nice quality
lot and overall fine to very fine. Scans and photo online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

646

/PC

647

 Lot of Used Postal Stationery Filling One Shoebox Sized

Great Lot of 135 Stationery Cards and Covers,
1884-1972, a mix of unused and postally used stationery,
with envelopes, wrappers and cards. Many cards with advertising and back advertising, precancels, railway express related, Hydro, reply cards (single or attached) etc. Envelopes with
corner cards, return to printed and privately added corner
card. Noting Webb 7th Edition: EN13, EN14c, EN10a, EN15b,
EN48, P63, P71, P84a, P92, P94F, P107F, DP68E, HPK103c,
HKP106c. Unchecked for possible varieties, good catalogue
value, with some duplication. Consigner’s notes mention a retail of approximately $1,685.00. Overall fine to very fine and
certainly a fun lot to look through with a new Webb Catalogue.
Scans show a sampling.
............................................................................Retail $1,685

Box, consisting of over 700 items. We counted about 430
postal cards, 200 postal envelopes and 20 wrappers, from
the Victoria to George VI era, and approximately 80 cards and
envelopes from the 1960s to recent years. A cursory look revealed many business corner cards, a variety of postmarks
from Western and Maritime provinces but strength is with Ontario and Quebec. Scans only show a glimpse of the content
unchecked for varieties, a closer inspection may reveal some
finds. Clean lot, overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

89

648

 PC Lot of Mint Postal Stationery Filling One Shoebox
Size Box, consisting of over 500 items. We counted about
260 postal envelopes, 14 wrappers, and 55 air letter envelopes, from the Victoria to George VI era, and approximately
170 cards, envelopes and aerogrammes from the 1960s to
recent years. A cursory look revealed some duplication up to
35 of each for some. Scans only show a glimpse of the content, unchecked for varieties, a closer inspection may reveal
some finds. Clean lot, overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

649



Lot of Used Canada Post Stationery Envelopes, from
1970s to late 1990s, consisting of approximately 500 covers, mostly #10 size, housed in two shoe boxes. We noted a
variety of Klusendorfs, machines and C.D.S. from cities such
as Yellowknife, Gander, St-Roch-de-Richelieu, Amos, Centreville, etc. Also included is a group of twenty Edward VII era
postcards, about forty Aerogrammes and Domestogramme
F.D.C.s. as well as unused (1970s). Clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100

652

 #14, 15 Kingston to Montréal Registered Cover, mailed
from Kingston on JUL.17.1862 (year not clear) to Montréal
(part receiver on back), with a REGISTERED handstamp in
black, franked with a pair of 1c Queen Victoria and a 5c Beaver, paying the 5c domestic rate and 2c registry fee. A very
fine cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

653

 #14, 15 1865 Montréal to Buxton Registered Cover,
mailed from Montréal on JUL.20.1865 to Buxton (JUL.24
receiver, which is the ERD) through Chatham (JUL.22) and
Charing Cross (JUL.23, which is the LRD), with a REGISTERED
handstamp in black, and Montréal business corner card. This
yellow cover is franked with a pair of 1c Queen Victoria and
a 5c Beaver, paying the 5c domestic rate and 2c registration
fee. Reduced at left and other small faults still fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

654

 #14, 15 1867 12c Double Weight Registered Cover,
mailed from Québec City on MAY.20.1867 to Rivière du Loup
en Bas (faint receiver in red) through the “Québec & Rivière
du Loup No. 3” large double-ring c.d.s. railway postmark dated MAY.28 / DOWN. There is a REGISTERED handstamp on
back and the franking is composed of two 5c Beavers (double
domestic rate) plus two 1c Queen Victoria (registration fee).
Opening faults at top, else a scarce RPO and rate cover.
.................................................................................... Est $250

Canada by Stamp Issue

650

 #4 3d Beaver Imperforate on 1860 Registered Cover
to Oakville, mailed Toronto on JAN.2.1860, one year into the
currency period. The cover is endorsed “Money - Registered”
and has a “REGISTERED” handstamp, and it would appear
the 3d stamp (tied to cover by Toronto square grid) was converted to 5c for the domestic rate, and the 2c registration fee
paid in cash. Small tear on backflap, still very fine and a rare
late use of a Pence issue in the decimal era.
.................................................................................... Est $500

651

 #11 ½d Queen Victoria Perforated on Third Class Transient Newspaper Wrapper, addressed to Cote des Neiges
(near Montréal), this small wrapper is franked with a very
good centered ½d rose (stamp catalogues $500 alone), properly tied by what appears to be a 4-ring #37 (Québec) obliterator. Very fine. The wrapper served to adorn the title page of an
exhibit titled “Small Covers” (still on page).
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

90

655

656

 #14, 15 1863 1c + 5c Cents Domestic Cover, a lady’s
cover (with message written under backflap), mailed from
Murray Bay LC on AUG.4.1863 to Québec City (AUG.6 receiver
on back), with “Deplus 7” (French for “more to pay 7”). The
cover is franked with a 1c deep rose QV and a 5c Beaver, both
tied by neat grid cancels, with 5c (and small part of 1c) having
an additional pen cancel. The sender was given credit for the
first 5c, but since the cover was overweight, it was charged a
penalty of 7c extra to pay. A clean and very fine cover, with a
scarce rate / franking combination.
.................................................................................... Est $250

658



659

 #15, 22 1868 6c Double Weight Domestic Cover with
Cents / Large Queen Mixed Franking, mailed from Dundas
(JUN.13.1868 Berri duplexes) to Trecastle, Ont (Perth county),
franked with a 5c Beaver and a 1c brown red Large Queen,
paying the double weight domestic rate. A very unusual combination and one of only four such known, according to the
Firby census. Opened roughly at top (not affecting stamps)
and with light aging, still rare and ex. Sam Nickle (1993)
.................................................................................... Est $750



#14viii, 14x, 15 1865 Montréal to Drummondville
Registered Cover, mailed from Montréal on SEP.26.1865
to Drummondville (SEP.27 receiver) with REGISTERED handstamp in black, franked with a pair of 1c Queen Victoria (one
of which is described by owner as being the major re-entry
from position 58) and a 5c Beaver, paying the 5c domestic
rate and 2c registry fee. A very fine cover with uncommon usage of the 1c major re-entry.
.................................................................................... Est $250

660

657

 #15, 21 1868 6c Cross Border Lady’s Cover with Cents
/ LQ Mixed Franking, mailed from Peterboro (AUG.8.1868
Berri duplexes) to Oswego, New York and franked with the unusual combination of a 5c Beaver plus two ½c Large Queens,
paying the proper 6c cross border rate. Slight reduction at left
does not detract, with light offsets on back, still very fine and
rare, with only one other similar franking known, according
to the Firby census. Ex. Fred Jarrett (1960), Charles de Volpi
(1965, with his light handstamp on front) and John Robertson
(2004).
.................................................................................Est $3,500

#15, 22 1868 6c Cents / LQ Mixed Franking Cross
Border Cover, mailed from Ottawa on AUG.29.1868 to Boston, with partial SEP.1 boxed datestamp on back. The cover
is franked with a 5c Beaver and a 1c Large Queen, paying
the 6c cross-border rate. Insignificant repair on back, still very
fine and ex. De Volpi collection.
.................................................................................... Est $500

 #18 1866 12½c Queen Victoria Cover to England,
mailed from Montréal on SEP.21.1866 to Surrey, England
(OCT.2 receiver on back), endorsed “By Canada Packet” and
franked with a 12½c green Queen Victoria, tied by duplex.
Small backflap tears, still a very fine cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

91

661

 #18b 1867 12½c Blue Green Queen Victoria on Mourning Cover to England, mailed Montréal on JUL.26.1867 (duplex) to Guildford, England (AUG.7 receiver), endorsed “By Canadian Packet” and sailed on the S.S. Nova Scotian. A clean
and very fine cover, accompanied by detailed write-up.
.................................................................................... Est $200

662

664

 #21 1881 Pair of ½c Large Queens on Statistical Return Cover, (no content) mailed from Montréal (yearless duplex dated JAN.17) to Québec City (with JAN.18.1881 receiver
on back), franked with two ½c Large Queens (quite fresh) paying the 1c printed matter rate. Very fine and ex. S.J. Menich
(2000).
.................................................................................... Est $200

665



666

 #21, 21iii 1877 Pair of ½c Large Queens on Drop Letter,
cover was mailed to and from Ridgetown Ont on APR.20.1877
and franked with a horizontal pair of ½c Large Queens paying
the 1c drop letter rate. One of the stamp has the “white area
on bun of hair” , a.k.a. White Chignon variety. Small faults,
else fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

667

 #21, 21iv 1875 Strip of Six of the ½c Large Queen on

#21 Group of Five ½c Large Queen Frankings, with a
large part of a printed circular franked with a single tied by
cork cancel (faults), also three unsealed covers, each franked
with a pair of ½c paying the circular rate, one has hand-written
contents dated DEC.31.1877. Also a 1c stationery envelope
mailed from Ottawa to Chicago in 1909, uprated to 2c total by
adding two ½c Large Queens. Overall fine or better lot.
.................................................................................... Est $500

 #21 Pair of ½c Large Queens on Cover, mailed Waterdown on DEC.2.1879 (free strike of broken circle) to Brighton
(DEC.4 partial receiver). This unsealed cover is franked with a
horizontal pair of the ½c LQ, cancelled with a target. A lovely
and unusually fully dated example of this rate / franking, very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

663

 #21 1884 Pair of ½c Large Queens on Drop Letter,
cover was mailed to and from Sarnia on JAN.7.1884, duplex
tied a pair of ½c Large Queens, paying the 1c drop letter rate.
With nice contents, being a fancy letterhead receipt from a
Sarnia business, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Cover, mailed from Bronson Ont (OCT.20.1875 first report for
this instrument, as it is dated before the next proof) to Moira
Ont (receiver dated OCT.25, a new early date), through ___
River (OCT.21), Madoc (OCT.22) and Belleville (OCT.23). The
cover is franked with a strip of 6 of the ½c Large Queen, the
left stamp showing the “spur at left” variety. A very fine cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

92

668

 #21, 24, 36 Two LQ / SQ Combination / Mixed Franking
3c Domestic Covers, mourning cover mailed Bridgewater NS
to Halifax on MAY.8.1883 (same day receiver) franked with
two ½c Large Queens plus a 2c Small Queen (small faults); a
yellow cover mailed from Florence UC to Wordsville Ont (date
difficult to read) franked with a pair of ½c Large Queens and
a 2c Large Queen (light creases else fine).
.................................................................................... Est $200

669

672



673



#21vi 1881 Pair of ½c Large Queens on Statistical
Return, mailed from St Cuthbert QUE on JAN.22.1881 (broken circle free strike) to Québec City, franked with a very fine
horizontal pair of ½c greyish black Large Queens paying the
1c printed matter rate. No contents, still very fine and ex. Michael Roberts (2006)
.................................................................................... Est $200

674

 #22 1c Brown Red Large Queen on a Folded Bill, mailed

#21i 1869 Pair of ½c Large Queens on Drop Letter, small cover was mailed to and from Québec City on
MAY.2.1869 (duplexes tie stamps), franked with a vertical
pair of ½c Large Queens (both on thicker paper and showing the “spur” variety), paying the 1c drop letter rate. Back
flap has an embossed Union Bank of Lower Canada / Quebec
impression, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #21, 34 1886 LQ / SQ Mixed Franking Cross Border
Cover, mailed from Vernon River, P.E.I. on SEP.28.1886 to
Plymouth Maine through Charlottetown SEP.29, franked
with a very fine imprint strip of four ½c Large Queen (three
of which have “spur” varieties), plus single, plus a ½c Small
Queen, paying the correct reduced 3c cross border rate.
Roughly opened at right, else very fine appearance.
.................................................................................... Est $200

670

 #21, 36 1885 3c Cross Border Cover with Mixed Franking, mailed from Simcoe on JUL.27.1883 to Buffalo, NY, with
same day receiver on back. The cover is franked with an uncommon combination of a pair of ½ Large Queens plus a 2c
Small Queen, all tied by cork cancels, and paying the proper
3c cross border rate. Tiny bit of toning at right of right stamp,
still clean and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250
on DEC.9.1868 to the Sheriff in Whitby, this is a folded “An
Act to amend Chapter 119 of the Consolidated Statutes of Upper Canada, as far as it relates to feed for Sheriffs”, franked
with a gorgeous, large margined 1c brown red LQ (catalogues
$200), with bright colour, tied by a grid cancel. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Thousands of scans of these Postal History
lots and others can be found online.
671



#21a Pair of ½c Large Queens on Cover, an undated
cover with unsealed back flap, endorsed “Circular” and addressed to Dunkirk, NY. The ½c Large Queens are perforated
11½ x 12 (suggesting post-1873 use) and cancelled by a “tire
track” cork, with another free strike. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com
93
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676

 #22 1869 St John NB Large Queen Cover, mailed St
John on JUN.25.1869 to Newcastle NB with JUN.28 receiver
on back, franked with a very fine strip of three of the 1c brown
red Large Queen, with imprint at right, cancelled by 2-ring #7
obliterators. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

to and from Toronto on JUN.14.1869, this tiny blue cover (with
neat bow and arrow wax seal) is franked with a very fine 1c
yellow orange Large Queen, tied by the Toronto datestamp
and paying the 1c drop letter rate. Very fine and ex. Fred Stullberg.
.................................................................................... Est $100
681



682

 #23, 24 1870 1c and 2c Large Queens on Cover, mailed
from Annapolis NS (JAN.26.1870 despatch) to Yarmouth NS
(JAN.28 receiver on back), franked with a 1c yellow orange
and a 2c green (both tied to cover and each other by oval grid)
making up the 3c rate, just as the new Small Queens were
being shipped out. Reduced at left, still a very fine and pretty
cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

683

 #24 1870 6c Large Queen Cross Border Cover, mailed
from Toronto on FEB.19.1870 to New York City, franked with
a vertical strip of the 2c deep green Large Queen (top stamp
with corner fault), tied by cork cancels. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 #22 Group of Five 1c Brown Red Large Queen Frankings, 1868 Port Medway NS to Granville Ferry cover (three
singles pay the 3c rate), 1870 cover from Mildmay CW (sulphuretted pair cancelled by oval NS grid), and three 1868
drop letter covers (Montréal, Oakville and Waterdown, the
latter with enclosed letter). Some faults, still an overall fine
group with shades, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $250

677

 #22 Group of Six 1c Brown Red Large Queens on Folded Printed Matter Letters, a weekly produce circular from
Montréal JUN.26.1868, a nice printed St John Prices Current
JAN.18.1869, a Weekly Report of Canadian Securities from
Toronto to Stratford with AUG.6.1868 receiver, a Weekly Prices Current in Montréal to London with FEB.1.1869 receiver,
a printed circular from the Daily Telegraph Building in Toronto
to Chatham, datelined September 1868 (perfs clipped) and a
Toronto Trade Circular and Prices Current datelined “January
7,1868” (most likely mailed much later). A mostly very fine
and interesting group, with shades, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $300

678

 #22, 23, 24 1868-69 Group of Four 1c and 2c Large
Queen Combination Franking Covers, Thurso LC to Kemptville Ont JUN.28.1869 through Ottawa JUN.29 and received JUN.29 (very fine); Ameliasburg UC to Demorestville
Ont SEP.12.1868 with Belleville same day transit (slightly
reduced at left, still very fine); Hansport NS to Newport NS
MAY.22.1869, with MAY.23 receiver (very fine) and cover to
or from Newport NS on JUL.28.1868 (faults). An interesting
group, with stamp combinations all paying the 3c domestic
rate.
.................................................................................... Est $350

679

94

 #23 1869 1c Large Queen on Tiny Drop Letter, mailed

#23 Group of Eight 1c Yellow Orange Large Queen
Frankings, folded circular with 2-ring #6 (JUN.21.1869),
folded circular with 2-ring #1 (OCT.8.1869), cover with 2-ring
#1 (back has DEC.31.1869 W.O. Victoria / NB datestamp),
an illustrated Bill of Lading with Hamilton SEP.15.1869 datestamp, an unsealed cover with 2-ring #1 (endorsed “circular”), a folded “Printed Circular” to Guelph, with 2-ring #5 (no
contents), an unsealed yellow envelope from Woodstock with
FEB.8.1870 datestamp and receiver on back, and a folded
judicial statistical return with JAN.15.1870 Terrebonne LC
datestamp. A very nice group, with many of the stamps being
very fine centered (catalogue is $250), with a few usual file
folds, overall fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350



#22/37a Four SQ / LQ Mixed Franking Covers, 1c
orange SQ and 2c LQ on orange cover to London with Aug
25.1870 receiver (cover is missing parts but has enclosure
letter datelined Acton August 23, 1870); 1c orange SQ and 2c
LQ on cover mailed from Lennoxville FEB.15.1871 to Montréal
(next day receiver); 3c rose SQ and 6c yellow brown LQ on
large triple rate cover from Kingston (large fold and date unreadable); 2c SQ and 1c brown red LQ on small cover mailed
Toronto DEC.12.1873 to Montréal (next day receiver on back).
An interesting and generally fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $350

684



#24 Group of Three Different 2c Large Queen Franked Covers, first mailed from St Thomas to Morrisburg
DEC.30.1869 with a single 2c LQ (stamp attached with
hinge); second mailed from Caledonia Springs to Knowlton
AUG.9.1870 franked with a pair of 2c LQ; third mailed from
St John NB to the United States NOV.11.1872, franked with a
strip of three of the 2c LQ. First two covers have faults, third is
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x688
688

685

686

687

#24 2c Large Queen on a 1869 Promissory Note, an illustrated note from Conestoga on OCT.23.1869 promising to pay
the sum of $35. Docketing on back suggests the sum was
paid on APR.13.1870. Revenue tax was paid with a very fine
and large margined 2c Large Queen, manuscript cancelled.
Folds, staining on back and reduced, still a scarce usage for
this period. Ex. Lussey.
.................................................................................... Est $200

#24 2c Large Queen on Folded Statistical Return, mailed
from Québec on DEC.10.1868 to St Roch des Aulnaies, with
DEC.12 Village des Aulnaies broken circle on back alongside
a note reading “returned for better direction”. Docketing explains the addressee left the country to become a Supreme
Court judge in Illinois. Franked with a 2c Large Queen tied by
duplex. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #24, 25, 35, 37a Group of Three Small Queen / Large
Queen Combination Covers, first is 1871 cover franked 3c
rose SQ and 3c LQ (uncommon combination), mailed Kentville NS to Alabama, second is 1872 cover franked with 2c LQ
and 1c SQ mailed through St Johns QC, Montréal and Joliette
(backstamps - reduced at left) and third is same franking but
date unclear, from Goderich to Toronto. All three are fine to
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

689

 #24, 25, 37a Two LQ / SQ Combination / Mixed Franking 5c Registered Small Covers, APR.28.1868 Québec to
Halifax (MAY.4 receiver) franked with a 2c and a 3c (trimmed
at right) Large Queens; DEC.28.1871 Cheapside CW (first report of this datestamp) to Seneca (DEC.29 receiver) through
Port Dover (DEC.28) franked with a 3c rose Small Queen and
a 2c Large Queen (cover slightly reduced at left). Both covers
are fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

690



691

 #24, 35ii 1870 SQ / LQ Mixed Franking Cover, mailed
Québec City on NOV.15.1870 to Miramichi NB, with St John
NB NOV.18 and Newcastle NB NOV.21 backstamps. The cover
is franked with a 1c orange SQ and a 2c LQ, both tied by 2-ring
#3 obliterator and paying the 3c domestic rate. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

#24, 27c 1870 8c Double Weight Registered Large
Queen Cover, mailed from Saint John NB (“REGISTERED”
datestamp JUL.6.1870) to Falmouth NS through Wolfville NS
JUL.11 and Windsor NS JUL.11. Franked with a 2c and a 6c
black brown Large Queen, paying the double weight domestic rate plus 2c registration fee. Tear on back, else a scarce
franking / rate and fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 #24, 25 1869 2c and 3c Large Queens on Registered
Cover, mailed Toronto MAY.25.1869 to Galt and franked with
2c and a 3c Large Queens, both very fine and tied by grid
cancels, paying the 3c domestic rate plus 2c registration fee.
Slightly reduced at left, still a very fine and lovely cover.
.................................................................................... Est $150

95

692

 #24, 35ii 1871 SQ / LQ Mixed Franking Cover, mailed

696



697

 #24, 37a 1871 5c Registered SQ / LQ Mixed Franking

Orono, UC on JAN.6.1871 (broken circle in red shows incorrect 1870 year) to Toronto (JAN.7.1871 receiver) through Newcastle Ont (JAN.6 transit). The cover shows three numbers on
front, which may have been registration numbers applied to
each town, in which case the registration fee would have been
paid in cash. The cover is franked with a 1c orange SQ and a
2c LQ, both cancelled by manuscript “Orono” and paying the
3c domestic rate. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

693

694

695

 #24, 35ii 1870 SQ / LQ Mixed Franking Cover, mailed
Toronto MAY.12.1870 to Port Hope, received there on next
day. The cover is franked with a 1c orange SQ and a 2c LQ,
both tied by Toronto double broken circle datestamps and
paying the 3c domestic rate. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Yellow Cover, mailed registered from Carleton Place CW on
FEB.20.1872 to Montréal (next day receiver on back), franked
with a 2c Large Queen and a 3c deep rose Small Queen, both
paying the 3c letter rate plus 2c registration fee. Very fine and
ex. S.J. Menich (2000).
.................................................................................... Est $250

96

Cover, mailed registered from London Ont on DEC.16.1871
(duplex “6” cancels) to St Thomas (same day receiver on
back), franked with a 2c Large Queen and a 3c rose Small
Queen, both paying the 3c letter rate plus 2c registration fee.
Light horizontal fold at bottom, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
698



699

 #24b, 37a 1871 5c LQ / SQ Mixed Franking Registered

 #24, 35ii Three SQ / LQ Mixed Franking Covers, Geneva CE MAY.10.1870 to Pakenham Ont (MAY.11 receiver,
through Montréal MAY.10) fine; Canning NS APR.9.1872 to
Port Williams NS very fine; Québec City MAY.13.1873 to Ottawa (MAY.14 receiver) fine-very fine. Each cover is franked
with a 1c orange SQ and a 2c Large Queen, all paying the 3c
domestic rate.
.................................................................................... Est $250

 #24, 37a 1872 5c Registered SQ / LQ Mixed Franking

#24, 37a 1871 5c Registered SQ / LQ Mixed Franking Cover, mailed registered from Shubenacadie NS on
FEB.7.1871 to Acadia Mines (same day receiver on back),
franked with a 2c Large Queen and a 3c pale rose Small
Queen, both tied by nice oval grid cancels and paying the 3c
letter rate plus 2c registration fee. Very fine and lovely cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

#24, 37a Two 5c Registered SQ / LQ Mixed Franking Covers, first is undated and addressed to Toronto, with
stamps tied by straight line REGISTERED, second was mailed
from Montréal on AUG.31.1870 to Cobourg Ont (SEP.1 receiver). Both covers are franked with a 2c Large Queen and a 3c
rose Small Queen paying the 3c domestic letter rate and 2c
registration fee, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

Cover, mailed from Truro NS on FEB.17.1871 to Acadia Mines,
with same day Albion Mines backstamp. There is a red “REGISTERED / LETTER No ___” on front, and the cover is franked
with a deep green 2c Large Queen plus a very fine 2c pale
rose Small Queen paying the 5c rate. Very fine and ex. Norman Brassler.
.................................................................................... Est $250

700

 #25 Group of Three 3c Large Queen Registered Covers,
with Arthur CW SEP.4.1869 to St Jacobs (SEP.6 receiver in
blue), through Cobourg and Berlin (with contents, stamp has
small tear), Toronto SEP.12.1868 to Vittoria (no receiver), Galt
CW APR.21.1868 Berri duplex to Berlin (same day receiver).
All three covers are franked with a single 3c Large Queen paying the domestic letter rate, with the registration fee paid in
cash. Two have tears on back, still a very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $200

701

 #25 Group of Six 3c Large Queen Cross Border Covers,

705



#26 Two 5c Large Queen Covers to the United Kingdom, first from Whycocomagh CB (Cape Breton) SEP.4.1877
in blue to Edinburgh, Scotland (SEP.18 receiver) with 5c LQ
tied by blue oval grid, very fine. Second from Whycocomagh
NS OCT.10.1878 in blue to London, England, OCT.25 receiver
with 5c LQ cancelled by blue segmented cork cancel, also
very fine and accompanied by a 1994 Greene Foundation
certificate. Both covers also have Halifax transits on back. An
interesting duo mailed from the same post office one year
apart, using different instruments.
.................................................................................... Est $200

all dated between May 1868 and October 1869, all franked
with a horizontal pair (one is two singles) of 3c Large Queens
paying the 6c cross-border rate to the United States. One is a
folded illustrated advertising letter and one has its contents.
An overall fine to very fine group, with some tears on backflaps, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $200
702

 #25 Group of Thirty-Nine 3c Large Queen Domestic Rate
Covers, all used in period between April 1868 and December
1869 from a great variety of towns from Ontario, Québec and
the Maritimes, noting some mourning, some advertising, one
has a large embossed corner card from Simmers Seeds in
Toronto (scarce), handstamps include “Too Late”, “Mis-sent
to”, “Way Letter” in circle canceling stamp, some have their
contents, one is addressed to Louis Joseph Papineau, one
has green postmarks from Rock Island C.E, one is franked
with a pair (double weight rate), etc. The usual faults associated with such lots, still many fine to very fine items within, all
scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $400

703

704

 #25, 27 1868 Triple Weight Large Queen Cover, mailed
from Seaforth (SEP.29.1868) to Goderich (very partial receiver on back), franked with an unusual combination of 3c
and 6c Large Queens, paying triple weight domestic rate. Very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 #26 5c Large Queen Pair on 1875 Cover to Scotland,
mailed from Hamilton on OCT.14.1875 (duplex) to Edinburgh,
Scotland (OCT.26 receiver). The cover is franked with a horizontal pair of the new 5c Large Queen (issued two weeks prior
on OCT.1) paying double the preferred 5c rate (in effect OCT.1)
to Great Britain. A few faults do not detract from this scarce
franking, early example of the new rate, and early use of this
stamp.
.................................................................................... Est $500

x706
706

 #26 Group of Six 5c Large Queen Covers to the U.K.,
all franked with a single 5c Large Queen and dated between
November 1875 and July 1879. Three are addressed to Scotland, the others to England and we note many despatch, transit and receiving datestamps including an interesting “EDINB
& CARSTAIRS SORTING TENDER / AU 11 79”. One is opened
on three sides and there are a few back flap tears, else a fine
to very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $500

707

 #26, 36 1875 9c LQ / SQ Mixed Franking Cover, mailed
St Joseph QUE on DEC.30.1875 to Ste Marie with same day
receiver on back, franked with a 5c Large Queen and a pair of
2c Small Queens, tied to each other by target cancels, paying
three times the rate on a cut down #10 cover, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

We are always looking for quality
material to feature in upcoming auctions.
Please contact Stéphane Cloutier if you
would like to find out more details.
stephane@sparks-auctions.com
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#27, 27a Group of Thirteen 6c Large Queen Franked
Covers, all between 1869 and 1871, 10 are cross border to
the United States and three were mailed to Scotland. All covers have a single 6c Large Queen (with shades) and we note
a number of interesting postmarks, including datestamps,
corks, duplex, etc. One small cover still has its Christmas
gilded card inside. Some have creases or opening tears, still
overall fine with some very fine. All are scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $350

712

 #27a 1870 6c Large Queen on Cover to England, then

 #26, 37e 1875 8c LQ / SQ Mixed Franking Registered
Cover, mailed Brussels (NOV.11.1875) to Goderich (NOV.12
receiver) through Seaforth (NOV.12), with B.&.L.H.R.R. West
broken circle (NOV.12) and boxed REGISTERED / B. & L. H. R.
cancels on back. Franking is a 5c LQ and 3c SQ (perf 11½ x
12) paying the 6c double weight rate plus 2c registration fee.
The stamps are tied to each other with a bold and rare #11 in
circle obliterator (Lacelle #133). Folds (not affecting stamps),
still a desirable and scarce combination franking.
.................................................................................... Est $300

Re-Mailed on Other Side, mailed first from Montréal on
NOV 11 1870 to London (no receiver), endorsed “Canadian
Steamer” and franked with a 6c LQ paying the Allan Line rate.
Upon arrival, the back side was franked with a Penny Red and
re-mailed from London (NOV.23.1870 duplex) to the same
person, but in Canterbury where it got a NOV.24 receiver on
front. Repaired rough opening, still unusual and interesting.
.................................................................................... Est $200

709

 #27 1869 12c Double Rate Cross Border Rate Cover,
mailed from Halifax on SEP.28.1869 to Boston, endorsed
“per Carlotta” and would have travelled by coastal steamer.
Franking is a pair of 6c dark brown Large Queens showing
a small part of the imprint at left. Opening tear at right, else
very fine and a scarce franking, ex. Lussey.
.................................................................................... Est $200

713

 #27a 1871 12c Double Rate Cross Border Large Queen
Cover, mailed from Québec City on FEB.9.1871 (duplex cancels) to Lawrence, Mass, through Montréal FEB.10 backstamp, franked with two 6c yellow brown Large Queens paying the double weight cross border rate. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

714
x710
710
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#27, 27a Superior Quality Group of Seven 6c Large
Queen Franked Covers, from 1869 to 1871, each franked
with a single 6c Large Queen (with shades), all addressed to
the United States except for one addressed to England. Includes one with illustrated address space and we note some
interesting postmarks such as a Hamilton duplex 5 (small
tear at top), a St Catharines 2-ring 12, etc. Very fine and all
bought at major auction houses by the unit. All scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $400

 #27a, 28 Two Differently Franked Large Queen Covers
to England, both mailed from Québec to Clitheroe, England at
different times, with different frankings. Mourning cover was
mailed on AUG.13.1868 with a 12½c blue, through Blackburn (AUG.25) arrived AUG.25. Second cover was mailed on
DEC.22.1871 with a very fine 6c yellow brown through Blackburn JAN.3.1872 (arrived JAN.3). Both very fine covers, with
choice stamps and would make a nice display explaining the
rate changeover.
.................................................................................... Est $250

715

716

717

718

 #28 12½c Large Queens on Large Part Parcel Wrapper,
mailed from Montréal on JUN.12.1868 to Worcestershire,
England, with a Malvern JUN.24 datestamp on back. Franked
with two 12½c Large Queens paying the double rate, each
tied by Montréal duplex. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #28 1868 12½c Large Queen on Cover to Ireland,
mailed Ottawa (APR.17.1868 Berri duplex) to Boyle, Ireland
(APR.29 receiver on back) through Derby (red packet c.d.s.
on front), franked with a very fine 12½c (first month of use)
with deep rich colour, paying the Allan line rate. Cover has two
minor edge tears, still very fine, ex. Dick Lamb.
.................................................................................... Est $250

 #28 1868 12½c Large Queen on Cover to England,
mailed Halifax NS (AUG.14.1868 H duplex) to Manchester,
England (AUG.23 receiver on back), through Liverpool (red
AUG.23 transit on front), franked with a 12½c Large Queen
paying the Allan line rate, two vertical folds, still fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150


#28 Group of Four 12½c Large Queen Covers to the
United Kingdom, all dated 1869, three are addressed to
England, one to Scotland, and each is franked with a single
12½c Large Queen paying the Allan Line letter rate. A few
small faults here and there, still a mostly fine or better group.
.................................................................................... Est $500

719

 #29 1894 15c Large Queen Single on Registered CrossBorder Cover, mailed registered from Ottawa on JUL.7.1894
to Trenton NJ (JUL.10 receiver on back). The cover is franked
with a 15c probably overpaying a triple weight rate (9c) plus
5c registration fee. Reduced at both ends, still a very fine appearing cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

720

#29, 36i, 45 Bulk Periodical Mailing Receipt with Large
Queens, Small Queens and Widow Weeds, both sides have
Truro squared circle cancels from 1896, first side has a pair
of 15c LQ, second has a 2c and pair of 10c SQ plus a strip of
three 50c Widow Weeds. Faults, still pretty high frankings.
.................................................................................... Est $100

721

 #29a, 37 1876 18c LQ / SQ Mixed Franking Sextuple
Rate Cover, mailed from Georgina CW on JUL.31.1876 to Toronto (faint same day receiver on back) and franked with a
15c Large Queen perforated 11½ x 12 and a 3c Small Queen,
paying six times the domestic rate, very fine and a rare combination / usage with largely unsealed backflap.
.................................................................................... Est $300

99

722

 #29b 15c Large Queen on Cover to England, mailed at
Lévis on AUG 21.1868 to Liverpool, England (AUG.31 receiver
on back), through Québec (AUG.21). The cover is franked with
a 15c red lilac Large Queen (clipped perfs at bottom), just
tied by a target cancel. Cover has a small tear upper right and
tears on back flap, else very fine appearing and a scarce rate
/ franking.
.................................................................................... Est $350

723

724

100

 #29b 1868 15c Large Queen on Cover to England,
mailed from Hamilton (MAY.18.1868 Berri duplex) to Surrey, England, endorsed through New York with JUN.1 London
transit. The cover is franked with a 15c red lilac Large Queen
(significantly misperforated), paying the Cunard Line rate to
England, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

725



#30b 1887 30c Large Queen Cover to New Zealand, mailed from the “World Publishing Co’y” in Guelph
(MAR.30.1887) to Auckland, New Zealand (APR.30 squared
circle receiver) through Windsor ON (MAR.31) and San Francisco (APR.6 and APR.8 transits on back). The cover is endorsed “via San Francisco” and has some red accountancy
markings, and is franked with a pair of bluish grey 15c Large
Queens tied by fancy corks. Bit reduced at right and a few
stains, still a fine and interesting cover.
.................................................................................... Est $350

726



#30b 1889 15c Large Queen Overpaid Cover to New
Zealand, mailed from Guelph on FEB.27.1889 to Auckland, New Zealand (MAR.30 receiver) through Windsor Ont
(FEB.28) and San Francisco (MAR.7). This cover with World
Publishing Company corner card is franked with a 15c blue
grey Large Queen, overpaying, as the rate had been recently
(JAN.1.1889) reduced to 12c. Small opening fault, still scarce
and fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

727

 #30b 1885 15c Blue Grey Large Queen on Cover,
mailed from St John NB (OCT.20.1883 duplex) to Noel NS with
Maitland NS OCT.22 transit. Reduced by a third at left, with
wrinkles on the stamp, still a nice example of what appears to
be a quintuple rate cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

#30, 45 1891 25c LQ / SQ Franking on Parcel Wrapper,
mailed from Québec on JUN.2.1891 to St Joseph de Beauce,
franked with a 15c Large Queen and a 10c Small Queen combination, making 25c. No back, as this would have been used
as a parcel wrapper, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

728

 #33 1868 3c Large Queen on Laid Paper on Advertis-

732



733

 #34 Group of Eleven Various ½c Small Queen Franked
Covers, with single frankings (6 unsealed covers or wrappers,
some with corner cards, etc.), pairs (a Moncton drop letter,
a “Printer’s Copy” unsealed cover from Montréal to Toronto
and an advertising cover to Michigan from Port Hope squared
circle). Also two covers franked with 4 stamps (one is a strip
of 4 and one has two pairs) paying the 2c drop letter rate.
Overall fine to very fine group, all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $350

ing Cover, from the Gore District Fire Insurance Co., mailed
from Galt (OCT.14.1868 duplex) to Derenham, with Ingersoll
(OCT.14) and Tilsonburg (OCT.15) transits on back. The stamp
is a fine centered single on laid paper (tiny tear and corner
crease), which was removed to confirm and placed back.
A very fine and attractive cover, with accompanying 1991
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

729

 #34 1895 ½c Small Queen on Drop Letter, mailed to
and from St John NB on FEB.6.1895 (duplex ties stamp), cover was never sealed, so mailed at the circular rate, tear at top,
else very fine. Ex. S.J. Menich (2000)
.................................................................................... Est $100

730



731

 #34 1892 ½c Small Queen on Unsealed Cover, mailed
from St John NB (with lovely strike of their parcel cancel) to
Marshall in Liverpool NS, with SEP.3.1892 receiver on back.
Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

#34 Superior Group of Six ½c Small Queen Single
Franked Unsealed Covers, all unsealed and all have the
desirable feature of being fully dated on front. 1887 Halifax
to Fredericton, 1883 (July and October) Halifax to Moncton,
1893 (July and December) to “City” and a wrapper mailed
from the “Philatelic Messenger” with Oak Hill NB corner card
to the United States, with the stamp cancelled in 1897 at
Moores Mills NB (comes with a photocopy of a January 1898
Philatelic Messenger this would have originally contained. A
mostly very fine group, with a few small faults.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

x734
734

 #34 Lovely Group of Six Covers Franked with Multiple ½c
Small Queens, three are franked with six stamps paying the 3c
rate (1895 Montréal to California with corner card, 1895 Ottawa squared circles to Belleville and 1888 Halifax to Wolfville
NS (reduced at right). Also three franked with 10 stamps paying the 5c UPU overseas rate, in this case to Skyve Denmark
(1896 Toronto squared circles), 1895 Bathurst Street / Toronto
duplexes through London, and 1897 Toronto duplexes through
London. A very fine group, unchecked for varieties, shades or
re-entries.
.................................................................................... Est $300

735

 #34 1895 Plate Strip of Six ½c Small Queens on Cover,
mailed from Sherbrooke Qué. on NOV.30.1895 to New Haven,
Conn. with partial receiver on back, franked with a very fine
bottom imprint strip of six, paying the 3c cross border rate to
the United States. Light crease at left away from stamps, else
very fine and attractive.
.................................................................................... Est $100

#34 Group of Four ½c Small Queen Single Franking
Dated Covers, each is unsealed and addressed to Marshall
in Liverpool NS, with receiver backstamps in 1891 and 1892.
Two stamps are cancelled by cork grids, two others are cancelled with different segmented corks, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200
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 #34, 35, 41, 45 1890 Double Weight Registered Small

#34 Collection of ½c Small Queen Rates, Frankings,
Usages, etc. all written-up on 6 exhibit pages, and comprising
of 10 covers, one large piece, one used lower plate block of
12, 5 used blocks of four, one used block of six and two used
singles. The covers include a single franking to Liverpool, a
block of six to New York, domestic block of six, domestic strip
of six, domestic six singles, a combination 2c SQ and pair of
½c, some examples of ½c used to uprate stationery covers
(including one to Belgium and a card to Switzerland). Overall
nice quality material, and we note good postmark interest as
well, including squared circles. All pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #34 1897 ½c Small Queen Cover to Hawaii, mailed Ottawa (squared circles dated FEB.27.1897) to Honolulu, Hawaii, with MAR.16 receiver, through Windsor (FEB.28) and
San Francisco (MAR.5). The corner card Land Survey cover is
franked with a block of 8 plus a pair (faults), making 5c. Toning to various degrees, still an interesting and otherwise very
fine cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

737



#34 Lovely Group of 12 Stationery Items Uprated by
½c Small Queens, all but one are domestic rates (one cover
is cross border), and includes 3x 2c letter cards and 9 covers
(1c and 2c), all uprated by pairs or blocks, and we note a good
selection of postmarks including several squared circles,
flags, a Hamilton Orb with better “12” time mark, an RPO, etc.
One lovely corner card cover is uprated with a plate pair also
showing an inverted plate 1 with Paris squared circle, etc. A
very fine group, all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Queen Cover to Italy, mailed from Halifax on NOV.7.1890
to Modena, Italy, with NOV.22 receivers on front and back,
through London, England on NOV.20. The cover is franked
with a 10c, 3c, 1c, and pair of ½c, for a total of 15c, being
double the 5c rate plus 5c registration fee paid with postage
stamps. A very fine and colourful cover to a scarcer destination.
.................................................................................... Est $400

x738
738
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 #34 Group of 6 Covers Franked with ½c Small Queens

#34 Two Different 1c Stationery Cross Border Covers Uprated by ½c Small Queens, covers show two distinct
shades of the 1c Queen Victoria and are uprated by upper
plate strips of four, both showing the complete imprint, one
also showing a reversed plate number 2. Both have American receivers, one is slightly trimmed at top which does not
detract in the least, very fine. Would look very nice displayed
and written-up on the same page.
.................................................................................... Est $200
Paying all Different Rates, first is a small wrapper with a
single, addressed to Brooklyn NY, stamp tied by Halifax oval
parcel cancel. Also two covers to the United States franked
with 2x ½c stamps (one is a wrapper to New York and the
other is an unsealed cover from Hechler in Halifax). Then we
have two covers with 6x ½c paying the 3c rate to Maryland
and Manitoba, and finally a registered cover franked with 16
stamps (on both sides) paying the 8c rate from St Catharines
to Flemington NJ. We note a variety of postmarks. A very fine
and useful group.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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 #34, 44a, 46 1896 40c Rate Cover to Germany, mailed
from Windsor on JAN.8.1896 to Offenburg, Germany (JAN.19
receiver) through Hamilton (JAN.9 transit). This #10 size cover is franked with ½c SQ (x24), an 8c SQ and a 20c Widow
Weeds paying seven times the 5c rate plus registration fee of
5c. Minor faults (mostly at top and affecting a few stamps),
still a scarce foreign use of the 8c and 20c issues.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Did you know we have
thousands of scans online?
Scans of these postal history lots can be
found by visiting our auction online at
https://stampauctionnetwork.com
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#34/43 Group of Nine Better and Interesting Small
Queen Covers, in chronological order: 1871 Kars to Carp with
3c rose canceled by fancy “3” in red (fine); 1874 Dundas to Ingersoll with 3c cancelled by blurry 2-ring 46 (fine); 1881 pair
of 3c bright orange tied on cover to Madoc by lovely House of
Assembly duplexes in blue (reduced at right, still very fine);
1884 cover with 3c cancelled by crown cancel with address
written in message form (interesting and artistic) with 1884
receiver on back, missing backflap, still very fine; 1887 St
Catharines to Dublin PA, then franked with US stamp to forward to Berlin ON (through New York, Philadelphia, etc. light
aging, fine; 1892 Belleville to New York City registered, with
8c in a combination of colourful franking, very fine; 1892 6c
imperforate (double weight rate, well tied) on cover Toronto
to London, Ont. Very fine (ex. Fred Jarrett); 1893 1c on “5th
Class” unsealed cover to New Jersey with Belleville squared
circle, very fine; and 1896 two colour illustrated advertising
(Québec Midwinter Carnival) cover from Québec City to Toronto, very fine. See scans online.
.................................................................................... Est $300

x748
748

#35, 36i, 42 Two Better Uprated Stationery Small
Queen Registered Destination Covers, first is an 1896 2c
envelope (U7) mailed Toronto to Chateau de Dave in Belgium
“via New York”, uprated by 1c, 2c and 5c Small Queens,
through London AUG.8.1896, with Jambes AUG.9 backstamp.
Second is an 1891 3c envelope (U6) mailed Québec City to
Geneva, Switzerland, via Liverpool MAY.20, London MAY.21,
with MAY.22 Geneva receiver on back, uprated with a 2c and
a 5c Small Queen, for a total of 10c. Both covers are very fine
and lovely.
.................................................................................... Est $300

749

 #35, 36 Two “Other Printed Matter” Small Queen Rate

 #34/53 Group of 7 Queen Victoria Mixed Franking Cov-

ers, with various combinations of either Small Queens, Leafs,
Numerals or Jubilees, includes a 10c registered cover to Belgium (toning spots), uprated stationery cover to England, registered cover to the United States and #10 size 8c registered
cover to the United States, includes a cover franked with a
single ½c Small Queen (undated, to Liverpool NS), a cover
franked with 8 different stamps (including 10c Numeral, 20c
Widow Weeds, etc) address erased, mailed Montréal in 1899.
Overall fine to very fine with a few insignificant faults.
.................................................................................... Est $200

PC #35 1893 and 1894 Two Stationery Cards Used Twice,
first was mailed on AUG.31.1893 then again on SEP.9
with a faulty 1c SQ added (back has a printed message to
“please return this card, etc.”), second was first mailed on
APR.21.1894, then again on JUN.5.1894 with a 1c SQ added
from Parliament Street / Toronto. A scarce and fine pair of
cards, both sides are scanned. Fine and ex. George Arfken.
.................................................................................... Est $100

PC #35 1894 Uprated Stationery Card to Cape Colony,
Africa, a UX13 (oversize) card uprated by a 1c Small Queen
(fault), mailed from Uxbridge on JUL.31.1894 to Grahamstown, Cape Colony (with Grahamstown / C.G.H. receiver dated AUG.31.1894). Back of the card has a pre-printed religious
message plus a lengthy hand-written one. Edge wear, else
fine and a scarce destination, especially for this larger card,
which was not accepted by U.P.U. rules. Ex. George Arfken.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 #35, 23 1c SQ and 1c LQ Folded Circulars, both being
large folded Scammell Brothers’ Freight Circulars from Saint
John, NB, both mailed to the same person in Winterport,
Maine. First is dated MAY.3.1873 and is franked 1c yellow LQ
(faults) cancelled 2-ring 7. Second is dated one month later,
JUN.14.1873 franked with a 1c lemon yellow SQ tied by a
lovely oval grid. Overall fine and interesting pair.
.................................................................................... Est $150



Items, first is an 1888 Birth Certificate, turned and remailed,
both times at the 1c per 4 oz “other printed matter” rate.
Second item is a large wrapper from the William Ewing & Co.
Seeds Merchants mailed Montréal to Québec City, franked
with a single 2c paying the 1c per 4 oz. “other printed matter”
rate, containing a catalogue which would have weighed 2 oz.
Both items fine and ex. Michael Rixon.
.................................................................................... Est $150
750

#35, 36i, 41, 42 Two Small Queen Bulk Periodical Mailing
Receipts, one is double sided, and each side is dated with
a Brantford squared circle on JAN.27.1896 (31c for 31 lbs),
FEB.6.1896 (4c for 3 lbs) and APR.15.1897 (11c for 11 lbs).
Frankings include 1c, 2c, 3c and 5c Small Queens. Very fine
and ex. Ted Kerzner.
.................................................................................... Est $100

751

#35, 36i, 47 Bulk Periodical Mailing Receipt with Interesting Franking, consisting of 7x 50c Widow Weeds that are
dramatically misperforated, showing large parts of the written
value at top instead of bottom. The receipt also has a 1c SQ
on same side totaling $3.51 paying for 369 lbs. Other side is
franked with a 1c and strip of 5 of the 2c SQ paying for 11 lbs.
All stamps are cancelled with Toronto broken circles dated
OCT.25 and 26 1895. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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 #35/42 Interesting Group of 30 Small Queen Covers,
1871-1897, noting 7 registered with 2c or 5c RLS stamp, 5c
UPU to Denmark, Germany and England, Scotland, 8c to England via New York, 2c drop, advertising, 12c double rate to
US. Some early shades, etc. Condition is mixed but overall
fine or better. All scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

756

 #35d, 36e, 39b 1873 Pre-U.P.U. 11c Registered Cross-

#35, 41 1890s 5th Class Small Queen Mailing Tag, from
The Penman Manufacturing Co. in Paris Ontario and addressed to Philadelphia PA, endorsed “5th Class” and franked with 3c (strip of three) and 1c (x2) for a total of 11c. Finevery fine, and ex. George Arfken.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Border Small Queen Cover, mailed Port Hawkesbury NS on
MAR.27.1873 to Alfred, Maine, through Halifax (MAR.28).
There is also a “Registered / Saint John” datestamp on front
(date unreadable), as well as a two-line “REGISTERED No.
___” handstamp. The cover is franked with a 1c, pair of 2c
and a 6c Small Queens (all perforated 11½ x 12) paying the
6c cross-border rate plus 5c registration fee. A clean and
quite fresh cover, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

 #35, 42 1897 Registered Small Queen Suburban Rate
Cover, mailed Toronto on NOV.1.1897 (AM) through to East
Toronto, received there on NOV.2, also with Toronto NOV.1
(PM) datestamps. The cover is franked with a pair of 1c Small
Queens paying the 2c city to suburb rate (established on
MAY.20.1889), plus a 5c Small Queen paying the registration fee. The cover was handstamped “NOT CALLED FOR” and
sent to the Dead Letter Office on DEC.6. Fresh, very fine and a
rare rate, we know of only two other registered suburban rate
covers, ex. George Arfken.
.................................................................................... Est $250
757

 #36 1874 Registered Ontario Voter’s List, mailed from
Manchester Ont. JUL.14.1874 and addressed to Whitby, this
printed “List of voters for the Township of Reach, 1874” is
franked with a strip of three 2c Small Queens, paying 4c for
up to 4oz plus 2c registration, contrary to regulations (an exception was made for Voters Lists later, in the 1877 Postal
Guide). From 1873 to 1875 the printed matter rate was 1c
per 2oz. Folding faults and edge wear, still a rare rate and ex.
Michael Rixon.
.................................................................................... Est $200

754

 #35-37 1874 20c Double Pre-U.P.U. Trans Pacific Rate
via USA Small Queen Cover to Australia, mailed (possibly
from Bayham) on AUG.5.1874, through Windsor (AUG.8 backstamp) and Detroit Michigan “AUG.8 PAID ALL” (c.d.s. in red)
to Victoria, Australia, with SEP.28 and SEP.29 Melbourne
backstamps. Originally shortpaid, the cover received a “RETURNED FOR / POSTAGE” handstamp in blue, and was held
at the Post Office until the sender could be found and the
correct rate applied. The sender was found and the blue “ADVERTISED / AND NOT CALLED FOR” subsequently stuck out
in pen. The franking consists of an initial 16c with five 3c and
one 1c (all manuscript cancelled) and a further pair of 2c
(wrapped around the side of the cover) was added later, each
cancelled by a fancy “1” due marking in red, as the rate at this
time to Victoria was 10c per ½ oz. A red crayon “14”, possibly
an accountancy marking for the US Post Office fee, also adds
to the calculations. An interesting cover, with many important
faults, still scarce and useful to the specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $350
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#36/42 Two Registered, Multi-Franked Small Queen
Covers, first is 1874 Toronto to Boston, Mass (11c, 5c registration plus 6c cross border), second is 1897 Halifax NS to
London, England (15c total, 10c double weight plus 5c registration). Both are very fine, fresh and colourful.
.................................................................................... Est $200

759

760

 #37 1878 3c Small Queen Registered Drop Letter,
mailed registered to and from Toronto on JAN.21.1878 (same
day receiver on back), franked with a single 3c Small Queen
tied by straightline REGISTERED, paying the 1c drop letter
rate plus 2c registration fee. A clean and very fine cover and a
great example of this scarce franking, ex. S.J. Menich (2000)
.................................................................................... Est $250

 #46 1893 20c Widow Weeds Single Franking Cover,
“The Elliott” corner card cover mailed Toronto in June, 1893
and addressed to Chicago, franked with a single 20c Widow
Weeds, properly tied by Toronto orb cancel. Very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

764

#46, 47, 60 1898 Bulk Periodical Receipt with Widow
Weeds / Jubilee Mixed Franking, consisting of a 20c plus
two 50c Widow weeds and a 50c Jubilee, all tied by four
strikes of the Toronto squared circle dated APR.20.1898. The
total paid is $1.70, for 170 pounds of periodicals mailed. Very
fine and ex. R.H. Jamieson (1997)
.................................................................................... Est $350

765

#46, 47, 83 Better Franked Bulk Periodical Mailing Receipt, undated but franking consists of 11x 20c Widow
Weeds, a 50c Widow Weeds as well as 12x 10c Numerals, for
a total of $3.90, with all stamps cancelled by Toronto Union
Station rollers, very fine. Scott catalogue value of the used
stamps alone comes to $2,820.
.................................................................................... Est $200

/ #37, 41 Collection of 3c Small Queens on 4 Pages,
includes 4 covers, one of which is a lovely 1889 illustrated
advertising cross border cover, an 1875 2-ring 21 cover with
stamp perforated 11½, an 1876 cover with Lindsay fancy
segmented cork, and an 1876 cover with Guelph fancy crossroads cork. There are also 54 stamps, each selected to illustrate a different postmark, such as corks, a House of Commons “C” scarifying cancel, 4-ring 45, 2-ring #s 52, 13, 40, #s
27 and 33 in oval grids, a fancy “5” rate handstamp, Hamilton
5 and London 6, Peterborough fancy 4, a butterfly, WAY LETTER, three different crowns, etc. A nice quality collection, all
scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

761

763

 #37b Group of Three Early 3c Copper Red Small Queen
Covers, APR.21.1870 Berlin folded letter to Galt, with 2-ring
55, with “Postage Prepaid Drawer A” heading, franked with a
copper rose 3c (shade between copper and deep rose), ex.
Bill Simpson (1996, lot 127); JUL.19.1870 cover Saint John
to Halifax, with 2-ring 7, ex. Jephcott and Bill Simpson (1996,
lot 129); SEP.10.1870 McDonalds Corners CW registered
cover to Renfrew (via Perth and Lanark) with a pale pastel
copper shade (cover is reduced at right, 2c registration fee
paid cash). A nice early trio.
.................................................................................... Est $200

762

 #41 1898 3c Small Queen Cover with Stamp Previously
Used, mailed from Guelph on JUN.23.1898 to New York City,
franked with a 3c SQ with Waterloo c.d.s. postmark, with cypher applied next to it alongside “Stamp previously used”
mention at top. Sent to the DLO (broken circle on back dated
JUN.24.1898), then received a double oval DLO postmark in
blue “Dead Letter Branch / P.O. Dept Canada / Superintendent / JUN.27.1898”. Couple of creases, still a good example
of this attempt to defraud the Post Office, with 2 page letter
still inside.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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#47, 83 1900 High Value Franking Bulk Periodical Mailing
Receipt, franked with 16x 50c Widow Weeds plus 4x 10c Numerals, for a total of $8.40, the rate for 840 pounds worth of
periodicals. The stamps are tied by roller cancels and there
is a bright rose oval cancel “TORONTO ST’N R.M.S. / No. 1 /
MAR.15.1900”. Ex. Joel Stern collection.
.................................................................................... Est $350

767

#47/88 Mixed Frankings on Four Bulk Periodical Mailing
Receipts, each is double-sided and all are franked with a variety of issues including 50c Widow Weeds, 1c Jubilee, 1c to
10c Numerals and a 2c Leaf provisional and 2c Numeral provisional. Note various postmarks, rates, etc, and two sides are
missing a few stamps, else overall very fine. All sides scanned
online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

768

 #51/59 Group of Three Interesting Jubilee Registered

771

PC #75 1898 Illustrated Patriotic “Gloria Mundi” Post Card
to the United States, then Forwarded, mailed from Montréal
on JUL.23.1898 (Bickerdike machine flag cancel, one week
from date of issue of 1c Numeral) to Highlands, NJ through
New York (JUL.24 machine flag transit on front). Somehow the
card first ended up in Tenafly NJ on JUL.24 (receiver on front),
franked with 2c Trans-Mississippi and forwarded to Highlands
on AUG.17 (duplex ties American stamp nearly one month later, thus the need to re-frank?) and finally arrived in Highlands
NJ on AUG.17 (receiver on back). Tiny staple holes at top, still
very fine and interesting.
.................................................................................... Est $200

772

 #77, 79 1902 Registered Numeral Uprated Stationery
Cover to Dutch East Indies, stationery envelope #U8 mailed
from Montréal on JAN.20.1902 to Ngandjvek, Dutch East Indies (FEB.25 Maos receiver) through New York on JAN.22 and
London on JAN.30. The 3c envelope is uprated by a 2c and a
5c Queen Victoria Numeral, for a total of 10c (5c letter rate
plus 5c registration fee) and the stamps are covered by a New
York registration label. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

Covers, first is 1897 business corner card cover from Eganville to Montréal, with 3c and 5c, with Montréal squared circle
precursor receiver. Second is 1897 Hamilton to Belleville
(with receiver), franked with a 1c, 3c and 20c. Third is 1898
St Martins NB to Saint Johns NB (with receiver) with a single
8c. All three are very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250
769
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#66/82 Assortment of 25 Leaf and Numeral Covers
with Destinations and Advertising, 1898-1903, with 8c Leaf
and Numeral registered covers, 2c Empire to Bahamas (x2)
and Newfoundland with letter, UPU rates to Germany, Italy,
Late 3c rates, 1 booklet stamp, provisional, slip and 1c rate,
mourning cover, advertising covers with Saddlery, Hardware,
Cutlery, Bird Cage, Invalid Chair. Overall nice clean quality and
should be a fun lot. All scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

#74/83 Group of 5 Better Queen Victoria Numeral
Covers, with an 1899 double weight registered illustrated
advertising cover Montréal to England (3x 3c Numerals), a
lovely 1901 “Canada Mourns Her Beloved Queen” mourning
cover from Toronto to Portage la Prairie, Man (2c Numeral in
black collar, The Queen died on January 22, 1901), a 1903
registered uprated stationery cover to Germany (with 10c Numeral, totaling 12c), 1899 uprated stationery cover St Roch
de Québec to Valletta Malta (Jubilee / Numeral mix, stamps
are toned, receiver on back) and a bulk periodical receipt with
5c + 2x 2c on one side and 5c + 1c on the other. A mostly very
fine group, with both sides of each item scanned.
.................................................................................... Est $350

773

 #78, 83 1903 Quadruple Rate Registered Numeral Cover to England, mailed registered from Ottawa on FEB.11.1903
to England, with FEB.22 Liverpool oval registration transit on
front, through Hull (FEB.23) and arrived Burstwick on FEB.24.
The cover is franked with a 3c and 10c Numeral, paying the
5c registration fee plus four times the Empire 2c rate. Very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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#89 1905 Interesting 1c King Edward VII Mailing Tag, a red
orange mailing tag mailed from Windsor Ont DEC.8.1905 to
“Wolseley, Sask, N.W.T.”, with DEC.11 Wolseley ASSA receiver
franked with a 1c KEVII. The tag reads “I’m Coming to see you
/ (Teddy’s Favorite Bird)” and the tag has an attached metal
(pewter?) stork. Definitely interesting!
.................................................................................... Est $100

780

 #89, 90 Lovely Group of Four KEVII Watercolour Paint-

#85, 86 Two Advertising 2c Map Items, first is a
lovely multi-coloured “Gloria Mundi” illustrated patriotic private post card, mailed 1899 from Niagara Falls (with picture
of Niagara falls on half of message side), to Germany (receiver on front) through Hamilton (transit on front), franked with
a 2c blue Map stamp paying the proper UPU rate. Very fine
and lovely item. Also includes an 1899 advertising cover from
T.B. Escott & Co. in London, Ontario, advertising his “Grand
Mogull Teas” to Hamilton (receiver on back), with a 2c lavender Map stamp tied by two neat strikes of “Niagara Falls &
London RY P.O. / E”, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

#79, 83 1901 Numeral Issues on Bulk Periodicals Mailing
Receipt, one side is franked with 10c (strip of four) and a 5c
(45c pay for 45 pounds of material sent), tied by Brantford
c.d.s. dated MAR.29.0901. Other side is franked with10c (x3),
5c (x3) and a 2c (48c slightly overpays for 47 pounds of material mailed) again tied by Brantford c.d.s. but on APR.17.1901.
Very fine, and ex. “Libra” collection (2015)
.................................................................................... Est $150

 #82 1898 8c Numeral on Registered Cross Border Cov-

#85, etc. 1899 Registered Cover to Constantinople, Turkey, mailed from Parliament Street in Toronto on
MAY.24.1899, on a 2c QV stationery cover uprated by 2c Map,
1c Numeral (x2) and 2c Numeral (x2) making 10c. Has a London / Registered datestamp JUN.4 in purple on front, back
shows Toronto transit and British Post Office / Constantinople
receiver dated JUN.7. Bit toned in places, still a great destination and overall fine. This item is still on the title page of an
exhibit on foreign destinations.
.................................................................................... Est $150

er, mailed registered from Kingston on DEC.13.1898 to New
York City, with DEC.15 receiver, through Toronto on DEC.13.
The 8c stamp pays the 3c cross border rate plus 5c registration fee, a scarce short-lived usage for this stamp which was
issued on SEP.24.1898, as the rate changed shortly after on
DEC.31.1898. Very fine and ex. “Libra” collection (2015)
.................................................................................... Est $200

776

 #85, 51 Dec 8, 1898 Early Map Stamp Cover, mailed
from Berlin, Ont (Economical Mutual Fire Ins. Co. embossed
corner card in red) on DEC.8.1898, the second recorded day
of use of the 2c Map stamp, alongside a 1c Jubilee, used to
pay the proper 3c rate to New Berry, Pennsylvania (DEC.10
receiver on back). Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

ed Covers, 1905-1910, three are addressed to the same
person in Toronto (from Québec, Halifax and Hamilton) and
depict lovely country scenes and are very fine, except for one
which has small edge tears. The fourth was mailed in 1905
from Montréal to the “H.M.S. Russell / Channel Fleet, c/o
G.P.O. London England” with receiver on back and depicts the
H.M.S. Russell on the high seas. This one is quite faulty but
still very rare.
.................................................................................... Est $300
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/PC #89-91 Group of 53 Edward VII Covers and Cards to

#89, 90, 90bs 1912 KEVII Damaged Registered Cover to France, mailed registered from British Columbia on
MAR.15.1912 to Paris, France (two different APR.4 receivers,
front and back), through the “Nelson & Midway B.C. RPO”
then Montréal where, on MAR25it was sealed on three sides
with “Received in damaged condition” labels, all tied by 10
strikes of “Received at Montréal / in damaged condition” in
purple, plus another “Received open at Montréal / and contents noted ___” in purple with clerk’s signature. A most interesting cover, franked with 10c worth of 1c and 2c Edwards,
including at least one booklet single.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Destinations, Plus Rates, with UPU and Empire rates noting:
Ivory Coast, Indochina, Vietnam, Singapore, Mexico, Spain,
Saint Pierre et Miquelon, Crete, Italy, Turkey, Belgium, Bohemia, Norway, Austria, Holland, France, Germany, Finland, Switzerland, England, Ireland, New Zealand, Jersey, Cape Town,
Australia, US, drop and printed matter rates, mourning, postage due, advertising, some auxiliary markings. A fascinating
group, generally fine or better and most are scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $350
783
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 #98, 100 Two 1908 Québec Tercentenary Registered

PC #90 Two 2c Edward Picture Post Cards to Exotic Destinations, first mailed from Hamilton (DEC.16.1909) to Singapore, Straits Settlements (JAN.21 receiver on front) and
the second mailed from Agassiz, BC (APR.26.1910) to Pnom
Penh Cambodia (JUN.11 receiver on front). Overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

#96, 99 1909 Québec Tercentenary Issues on Registered Cover to Hawaii, mailed from Winnipeg on SEP.2.1909
and addressed to Honolulu, Hawaii Islands, with a SEP.17
receiver, through Vancouver (SEP.5). This 3c QV stationery
envelope (surcharged 2c) is uprated with a pair of ½c and a
5c Tercentenary issues, making 8c. There is a purple keyhole
registration handstamps on front, alongside two large “R” in
oval handstamps”, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Covers, first mailed registered from the “Economical Fire Ins.
Co. of Berlin” on DEC.30.1908 to Galveston, Texas, franked
with a 2c and a 7c Québec Tercentenary issues, with two
different Chicago transits and Galveston JAN.4 receiver. All
over light toning spots, else an attractive and very fine cover.
Second is a “The Journal Printing Co. Limited” corner card
cover mailed from Ottawa on DEC.11.1908 to Boston (DEC.13
receiver) through Montréal (DEC.12), franked with a single 7c
(ever so slight toning on stamp). Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 #89/93 Group of Four Better KEVII Registered Covers
to Europe, 1906 Baldur Man to Austria (single 10c franking,
nice backstamps including a C.N.R. W’peg & Brandon RPO),
1905 Montréal to Belgium (7c + 2c +1c, through Paris), 1923
Ottawa to France (pair of 10c, through London) and 1910 cover to Malmo, Sweden, with Leeville, Sask return address but
postmarked Warwick, Alberta JAN.15.1910, through Montréal
(JAN.20 c.d.s. on back), Montréal DLO (JAN.22 purple oval on
back, with “insufficiently paid” and red wax crown D.L.O. seal)
then another Montréal (JAN.22 front and back) then arrived
Malmo on FEB.2. A very fine group, both sides scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $500

785

 #90e, 92 1905 Uprated Letter Card to Germany, a 1c
green QV letter card (UL5) mailed registered from Notre Dame
Street West / Montréal on JUL.21.1905 to Dusseldorf, Germany (AUG.5 receiver) through Montréal on JUL.21 transit
backstamp. The card was uprated with a 2c carmine KEVII
(Type I) and a 7c KEVII olive bistre for a total of 10c (5c letter
rate plus 5c registration). Very fine and ex. George Arfken.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 #89-92 Group of Four KEVII Registered Covers, 1906
Montréal to Belgium through London, 1909 Calgary to Germany and 1905 Hamilton to Moline, Illinois, returned via US
DLO and Ottawa DLO through Windsor, and a large size cover
1904 Gold Run Yukon (postmark known used for only 3 years)
to the Assistant Gold Commissioner in Dawson Yukon (rough
opening at top). A very fine group, with various combination
frankings, all paying the correct rate. Both sides of all covers
are scanned.
.................................................................................... Est $300

784

786

789

 #104/113 Group of Three Interesting Admiral Covers,
first is 1918 mailed registered Belleville to St John NB through
RPO, second is 1917 mailed registered Lingan NS to Switzerland through Halifax, RPO and London, with censor tape at
left, tied by two oval “Ouvert / par Autorité Militaire / 902”
handstamps. Third is a mixed franking (15c) air mail cover
mailed 1931 Edmonton to Morocco, through Paris and Toulouse, with Casablanca receiver. All three very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

790

 #104/118 Group of 50 KGV Admiral Covers plus One
Block, 1913-1939, including registered with several 8c
registered war tax rate with keyhole from Quebec, some
destinations such as Panama (trimmed), 20c registered to
China (reduced), Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, New Zealand, France, 4c Empire from House of Commons to England
signed by politician, Finland, militia postmarks including the
very scarce Calgary, 1c on glassine to mail glitter postcard,
advertising, registered, War tax, printed matter rates, drop,
postcards. A nice 1925 8c light blue Admiral, a used block
of 16 from the lower left corner of the sheet, cancelled with
roller cancels, very fine and a scarce used multiple. Condition
is mixed but overall fine or better, 10 scans online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

794

Admiral Provisional Surcharges, all mailed from 1926 to
1929, with 5 first flight covers (various flights), plus 5 commercially used covers, including one cross-border, one to England, two single frankings (one each of the surcharge types),
one with a pair and one with a block of four. Overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

795

791



792



793

#118/148 Group of 5 High Franking Admiral / Confederation / Historical Issue Bulk Mailing Circular Receipts,
first with two blocks of 50c brown black Admirals ($4 for 800
circulars), second with pair of $1 Admirals ($2 for 200 circulars), third with mixed franking ($3.50 for 700 circulars),
last two are mixed frankings, each including a plate block
of 8 of the 12c Laurier & Macdonald (plate 1 and plate 2,
both overlapping yet very fine) with $2.57 (515 circulars) and
$2.21 (418 circulars). All are postmarked in St Hyacinthe PQ
in 1927-1928, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

 #139v 2c on 3c Admiral Provisional Surcharge Essay
Block on Registered Cover to England, stamps are all the
scarcer Die II, both lower stamps with small surcharge and
top stamps with larger surcharge, on a cover uprated by a
2c and a 10c blue Admirals making 20c. Cover was mailed
at Montréal Station H on FEB.27.1927, with c.d.s. cancels on
front and back, plus a boxed registration handstamp. Back
has two clean red wax seals with “GML” signet. Extremely fine
and fresh. This essay was produced by the King’s Printer, and
in the end a third type was adopted, one that was in between
both of these essays in terms of size. A great item for the
Admiral specialist.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

#110, 117 1923 Registered Admiral Cover to Hong
Kong, mailed registered at Hamilton on AUG.4.1923 to Hong
Kong, through the Fort William and Winnipeg RPO and Vancouver (backstamps). The franking consists of 4c olive bistre
(Empire letter rate) plus a 10c blue (registration fee). Bit of
edge wear and light creasing, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

#111 1920 Registered Admiral to Yugoslavia, mailed
registered from Hamilton on AUG.13.1920, with a purple
keyhole registration handstamp (believed to be the only one
known from Hamilton by previous owner Stéphane Cloutier), addressed to Yugoslavia with Zagreb AUG.30 receiver,
through London (AUG.28 transit). The cover is franked with
three 5c blue issues paying the correct 5c UPU rate plus 10c
registry fee. Small faults, still a rare destination and fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #139-140 Group of Ten Covers Franked with 2c on 3c

796

#155, 158, 159 1929 $3.60 Mailing Tag with High Value
Scroll Issues, tag was mailed from Toronto on SEP.3.1929 to
the Bank of Nova Scotia in Lanark (received there next day),
franked with a 10c, 50c Bluenose and $1 Parliament (x3),
fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

797

 #208 Group of Three Hand-Drawn Commemorative 3c
Cartier Covers, AUG.24.1934 commemorating the 400th
anniversary of Cartier’s landing in Québec (postmarked Montréal); AUG.25.1934 commemorating Cartier’s stop in Trois
Rivières on his return voyage (postmarked Trois Rivières);
SEP.3.1934 commemorating the erection of a cathedral in St
Jérome honoring the memory of Jacques Cartier (postmarked
St. Jérome). Cachets were all designed by F. McGarr of Toronto. Three great items for the 3c Cartier issue aficionado,
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

109

Canada Airmail

798

801

 #CL3/CL18 Collection of Semi-Official Flight Covers,
with CL3 on prepared cover with Trans-Canada Flight cachet
(postage stamp removed cat. $125); two covers with CL5 (one
with 3c Admiral, other with imperf strip of three of 1c Admiral,
$175 each); CL5 on front of cover ($175); CL6 on two covers with oval Kenora / Red Lake receiver ($85 each); CL7 on
cover ($250); CL9c on cover (filled-in wing variety $225); CL9
on cover forwarded to Sioux Lookout ($225); CL10 on cover
with pilot signature ($225); CL10b on cover (White Dot variety $275); CL11 on two covers, Rouyn to Haileybury and back
($90 each); CL13 on two covers with different US and Canadian frankings ($100 each); CL13 on cover ($100); CL13c on
cover with signed enclosure ($400); CL18 on two covers Woman Lake to Sioux Lookout and back ($300 each); CL18 on two
covers Sioux Lookout to Birch Lake with different frankings,
cachets ($300 each); Also includes a Western Canada Airways
MAY.30-31.1929 cachet facsimile. Very nice quality collection,
with all 21 covers scanned online.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,940

802



803



804

 #CL5 Sep. 2, 1925 Northern Air Service First Flight Covers with CL5, both are 3c Admiral covers one mailed Haileybury
to Rouyn and the other Rouyn to Haileybury, both are ideally
franked with a 25c blue Northern Air Service semi-official stamp
on front, with despatch and receiver datestamps, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

 #C2 1931 Registered Air Mail Cover Franked with Rare
Plate 1 Block of Six, mailed registered (in period) from Spadina Ave. in Toronto on APR.28.1931 to Milwaukee, Wisconsin (APR.30 receiver), through Chicago (APR.29 transits). The
cover is franked with the only recorded plate block of six of
#C2 (with inverted “1” in wide margin at left) on commercial
cover. Mint plate blocks are rare, with only about 3 recorded
(see in the stamp section elsewhere in this sale). Very fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

799



800



110

#CL2 Oct. 24, 1924 Haileybury to Rouyn First Flight
Cover with CL2, 3c Admiral #10 cover mailed Haileybury on
OCT.24.1924 to Rouyn (same day receivers on back), franked
with a very fine (25c) green Laurentide Air Service Ltd. issue.
The cover has creases and other faults (not affecting the semi
official stamp).
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

#CL2 Oct. 24, 1924 Haileybury to Rouyn First Flight
Commercial Cover with CL2, 3c Admiral corner card
cover (George Taylor Hardware Ltd) mailed Haileybury on
OCT.24.1924 to The McIntyre Porcupine Mines Ltd. in Rouyn
(same day receiver on back), endorsed for the flight by pen
and franked with a (25c) green Laurentide Air Service Ltd.
issue. The cover is reduced at left and has wrinkling, still an
overall fine and rare commercial usage.
.................................................................................... Est $500

#CL4 Jan 22, 1925 Larder Lake to Rouyn Lake First
Flight Cover with CL4, 3c Admiral cover mailed Larder Lake
on JAN.22.1925 to Rouyn Lake (receiver on back), endorsed
“By Air Mail” (to Montréal) and franked with a (25c) red Laurentide Air Service Ltd. issue, tied by large oval “First Winter
Flight” cachet for the flight. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $275

#CL4 Jan 22, 1925 Larder Lake to Rouyn Lake First
Flight Cover to England with CL4, 4c Admiral cover mailed
Larder Lake on JAN.22.1925 to Rouyn Lake (receiver on
back), endorsed “By Air Mail” to England, with FEB.10 Liverpool receiver on front, franked with a (25c) red Laurentide Air
Service Ltd. issue, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

805



#CL5 Sep. 2, 1925 Northern Air Service First Flight
Covers with CL5, both are 3c Admiral covers one mailed
Haileybury to Rouyn and the other Rouyn to Haileybury, both
are franked with a 25c blue Northern Air Service semi-official
stamp on back, with despatch and receiver datestamps plus
light flight cachet in blue and pilot signatures, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

806

 #CL9 Jun. 27, 1926 Elliot-Fairchilds Air Service and Patricia Airways Ltd. Double Flight Covers with CL9, first is a
double flight Roessler cover with dual franking mailed Rolling
Portage to Red Lake (MAY.27.1926) then forwarded to Sioux
Lookout by Patricia Airways. Second is Roessler air mail cover
mailed Rolling Portage to Red Lake, forwarded to Sioux Lookout by Patricia Airways. Both with appropriate despatch and
receiving datestamps plus Patricia Airways cachet on back,
alongside CL9 semi-official stamp, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

807

808

809

 #CL13 Aug. 17, 1926 Cryderman Mine to Sioux Lookout
Flown Cover, a 2c Admiral cover addressed to Winnipeg, with
stamp cancelled by boxed Patricia Airways Ltd. AUG.17.1926
Sioux Lookout handstamp. Top left corner of cover has a
hand-written cachet in red by pilot F.J. Stevenson (with his
signature), back is franked with CL13 tied by same Patricia
Airways handstamp than on front, with Sioux lookout AUG.21
receiver. Very fine and rare, as only 35 covers were carried on
this flight.
.................................................................................... Est $500



#CL13TCP CL13 Trial Colour Proof Used on Cover, a
(25c) Patricia Airways and Exploration Semi-Official proof on
buff coloured paper, franking a 2c Admiral personal commercial cover mailed a mining recorder in Sioux Lookout
(AUG.11.1926) to his wife in Prescott (AUG.13), forwarded
to Cobalt (AUG.17). It appears that only 2 or 3 panes were
printed in this colour, and this is the only known stamp used
on a cover, commercial or otherwise. Cover has a tear at top
(not mentioned in the certificate), still rare, and accompanied
by a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $750

810

“Small t” Variety on First Flight Cover, first flight # CL132602 Sioux Lookout to Red Lake (JUL.7.1926) with Maple
Leaf cachet in green on both sides, back franked with a (25c)
Patricia Airways first issue with “Small t” variety. A scarce
stamp, this one on a lovely corner card cover “The Berger Tailoring Co. Limited”, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750



#CL13 Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. Sioux
Lookout to Pine Ridge, and Return Covers, JUL.7.1926
flights #CL13-2602c, both covers franked with “Muddy
Waters” 2c Map stamps tied by appropriate despatch datestamps, both covers with CL13, tied by receiver datestamps
and Maple Leaf cachets in green, both with envelope glue
toning, still very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

We are always looking for quality
material to feature in upcoming auctions.
Please contact Stéphane Cloutier if you
would like to find out more details.
stephane@sparks-auctions.com

 #CL13b Patricia Airways Ltd. Semi-Official Stamp with

811

 #CL14e var 1927 with Unlisted Variety on Cover, a 10c
Patricia Airways route overprint in violet (not red), tied to the
reverse of an illustrated route advertising cover to Charlottetown, PEI, with Rouyn APR.11.1927 c.d.s. on front and back,
received in Charlottetown on APR.14. An official Patricia Airways and Exploration cover, and one of only two recorded
with this unlisted overprint variety. Accompanied by a 2019
Greene Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

111

812

 #CL18 (50c) Blue Patricia Airways Semi Official Stamp
on Cover, 2c Admiral cover mailed Birch Lake SEP.10.1926
to Sioux Lookout (SEP.10 receiver on back) with CL18 stamp
tied by Birch Lake c.d.s., scarce and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

813

 #CL29c Patricia Airways and Exploration Co. Ltd. Rouletted with Ascending Type A Overprint in Red and Inverted
Type D Overprint in Black on Cover, 2c Admiral cover mailed
Gold Pines on AUG.31.1927 (the earliest reported use of this
stamp) to Sioux Lookout with SEP.1 receiver. The inverted
overprint stamp has a sheet margin at right, and is tied by the
flight cachet, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $425

814

816

 #CL42 25c Yukon Airways Semi Official Issue on Dog
Sled Cover, AAMS # CL42-2703a. mailed Whitehorse on
NOV.24.1927 to Wernecke, Yukon (DEC.5 receivers front and
back). This flight was completed by dog sled, and 70 items
were carried. Very fine.
............................................................................... AAMS $200

817

 #CL42 25c Yukon Airways Semi Official Issue on Dog
Sled Cover, AAMS # CL42-2703c. a 2c Provisional Admiral
(used in period) cover mailed Whitehorse on NOV.24.1927 to
Dawson, Yukon (DEC.8 receivers front and back). This flight
was completed by dog sled, and about 20-25 items were carried. Very fine.
............................................................................... AAMS $200

 #CL42 Group of Yukon Airways and Explorations Co. Ltd.
1928 Covers, with 6 different covers and two “Whitehorse
Star” newspapers from the April 13th to 15th first flights. Catalogue numbers in the AMCN are CL42-2801 - CL42-2801g.
Some minor creases and one of the newspapers is toned and
also folded twice vertically, still a nice group.
...........................................................................Unitrade $710

815

 #CL42 25c Yukon Airways Semi Official Issues on Two
Different Covers, both 2c Scroll franked covers, first Atlin
BC (OCT.25.2929) to Whitehorse (OCT.28 receiver, Longworth-Dames states very few flown), and second Dawson YT
(APR.2.1929) to Aklavik N.W.T. Both covers very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
818

 #CL42 25c Yukon Airways Semi Official Issue on Dog
Sled Cover, AAMS # CL42-2703. mailed Whitehorse on
NOV.24.1927 to Mayo, Yukon. This flight was completed by
dog sled, and 75 items were carried. Very fine.
............................................................................... AAMS $200

112

822

 #CL42f 25c Blue Yukon Airways and Explorations Co.
Stamp with “Repair Entry on Left 2” on Two Covers, both are
2c Admiral covers mailed Champagne, Yukon JUN.23.1929 to
Whitehorse, Yukon (JUN.23 receiver on back), with the variety
quite visible, but with both stamps having a small corner tear.
A rare and undervalued variety, which occurs only once in every sheet of 80, covers are scarce.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

819



#CL42a 25c Yukon Airways Semi Official Issue with
“ArRWAYS” Variety on Cover, mailed from Whitehorse Yukon
on APR.13.1928 to Atlin BC (APR.13 receiver on back), signed
by pilot and very fine. A scarce stamp variety, on or off cover.
...........................................................................Unitrade $550

823

 #CL43 (10c) Patricia Airways Ltd. Semi Official on Cover, 2c Admiral cover mailed Red Lake MAR.9.1928 to Sioux
Lookout (same day receiver on back), with semi official stamp
on front, tied by Maple Leaf cachet and signed by pilot, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $175

820

 #CL42f 25c Blue Yukon Airways and Explorations Co.
Stamp with “Repair Entry on Left 2” on Cover, 2c Admiral
cover mailed Champagne, Yukon JUN.23.1929 to Whitehorse,
Yukon (JUN.23 receiver on back), with Airmail Strip covering
the bottoms of the stamps, leaving the variety quite visible. A
rare and undervalued variety, which occurs only once in every
sheet of 80, covers are scarce.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500
824

 #CLP1 1918 Aero Club of Canada Semi-Official on Registered Cover Ottawa to Toronto, blue cover is franked with
a 2c + 1c Admiral War Tax (Die II) and 5c Admiral (both tied
by Toronto roller), plus CLP1 (ideally on front) tied by large
“by Aeroplane” flight cachet in blue and Toronto AUG.26.1918
c.d.s. The front of the cover also shows the Toronto “AERIAL
MAIL” boxed cachet in violet, Ottawa same day receiver on
back. A rare cover, with only 26 items carried, lovely and very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

821

 #CL42f 25c Blue Yukon Airways and Explorations Co.
Stamp with “Repair Entry on Left 2” on Cover, 2c Admiral
cover mailed Champagne, Yukon JUN.23.1929 to Whitehorse,
Yukon (JUN.23 receiver on back), with Airmail Strip covering
the bottoms of the stamps, leaving the variety quite visible. A
rare and undervalued variety, which occurs only once in every
sheet of 80, covers are scarce.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

113

825

826

114

827



828



1930 R100 Airship Cover Flown from St Hubert to
England, Roessler cover mailed AUG.13.1930 from St Hubert (c.d.s. has been pen enhanced) to London with 12:15 /
AUG.18 wavy line receiving machine on the stamps, then forwarded to the final destination with a 1½d KGV GB stamp tied
by a London c.d.s. also dated 12:15 / AUG.18. The flight cachet has also been somewhat enhanced by pen, the address
label has since fallen off, and there is light staining (more so
on back), still a scarce cover, with only 26 having been flown
aboard the R-100 airship.
........................................................................... AAMC $1,200



#CLP2 1918 25c Aero Club of Canada Semi-Official
on Third Experimental Flight Ottawa to Toronto, 3c Admiral cover mailed from Ottawa on SEP.4.1918 to Toronto, with
large “by Aeroplane” flight cachet on front, alongside “By Aerial Mail to” manuscript endorsement. Back franked with a 25c
CLP2, with Toronto same day receiver, opened on three sides
for display, very fine. This cover was one of about 4 covers carried by pilot Lt. Edward C. Burton RAF on a Canadian Curtiss
JN-4 “Canuck” airplane. Extremely rare, and accompanied by
a 1999 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,500



#CLP3 Aug. 25, 1919 Toronto to New York Air Race
Cover with CLP3, a 3c illustrated Roessler cover mailed Toronto on AUG.25.1919 ((CNE Exhibition slogan) to New York
(endorsed “via New York”), with “Via Aeroplane” barred cachet in violet on front. Back is franked with a CLP3, tied by
a boxed AERIAL MAIL / TORONTO, CANADA cachet in blue,
very fine. Only a small amount of mail was carried on that
flight by pilot Colonel W.G. Barker, VC. AAMS #PF18. Also includes the matching return cover, mailed from Minneola, NY
on AUG.25.1919 (flag cancel) to Toronto. This one has light
staining, but makes a great companion to the accompanying
cover.
...........................................................................Unitrade $925

Roessler Fake R-100 Cachet Cover Signed by R-100
Captain and Other Crew, the cover is signed on front by Ralph
Booth, the R-100 Captain, as well as the First Officer and one
of the Riggers. There are also 6 other signatures on the back
(see scans). The St. Hubert c.d.s. appears to be legitimate, but
the postmaster George Faille was known to back date covers.
The R-100 cachet lacks the sharpness of the genuine cachets.
Still a very scarce signed cover.
.................................................................................... Est $250

829

 Group of 3 Better Canadian Flight Covers, 1927-1936,
best is a 1936 unofficial flight from Edmonton to the Air
Planning Council Convention in Portland, Oregon (#3616 in
AMCN), with 20 different signatures including that of Rear
Admiral E.A. King of the U.S. Navy and numerous US and Canadian postal officials. Also #2701, the Fargo ND to Winnipeg
JUL.15.1927 flown cover. Also a Walker Airport 1930 cover
signed by pilot “Bibby” to help as the cover states “to put
Walker Airport on Map”. A scarce cover not listed in AMCN. Minor edge creases, still very fine and a seldom offered group.
.................................................................................... Est $300

833

 Group of 135 Different First Flight Covers, 1936-1939,
all sleeved, including a number of better covers, noting #s
3805, 3805c from the 1938 Trans-Canada experimental air
mail, #s 3835d, f, g, also Trans-Canada flight legs 3847c Edmonton to Montréal plus others. Note some with minor creases, still an overall very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $200

834

 Group of Over 135 Different First Flight Covers, 1925-

/PC #R-100 Group of 9 R-100 Souvenir Cachet Covers
and Cards, the R-100 British Airship arrived at St. Hubert airport in Montréal on AUG.1.1930, where it stayed until AUG.13.
During its visit, souvenir cachet covers were done. Included
is an R-100 picture post card with a first day AUG.1.1930
oval “Aerodrome St Hubert Airport Air Mail Service” datestamp with postmaster George Faille’s signature, and a last
day AUG.13.1930 St Hubert c.d.s.. Also includes covers and
cards with AUG.1, AUG.5, AUG.7 (x3), AUG.9 and AUG.13 St
Hubert c.d.s. cancels. Two of the AUG.7 covers have the oval
Aérodrome St Hubert Air Mail handstamp on the back. Lastly,
there is an air mail cover with the R-100 cachet, but mailed
at Ingonish NS on AUG.9. Note a few minor creases and one
cover with paper adhesions to the back, otherwise all very
fine. The lot also includes 7 modern commemorative items,
plus a newspaper clipping on the R-100 picture post cards.
.................................................................................... Est $500

830

832

1930, noting a number of better covers , including #s PF29
Victoria to Seattle sea plane cover, #2703 the cancelled
across-Canada Jubilee air mail flight from 1927 and #s
3025a and b flights to and from Herschel Island in 1930.
Note a few covers with minor faults, still overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250
835

ers, 1929-1931, includes the following flights, as per Air
mails of Canada & Newfoundland: CL47-2900, 2900a, CL483100, 3101a, c and CL48-3102, CL49-2900 plus CL503000, 3100b. Also a CL48 commercial cover and CL48d
“break in oval” variety on a CL48-3101a flight cover. Note a
few relatively minor creases, otherwise very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,100



Group of 5 Canadian Pioneer Flight Covers, 1920 to
1925, includes FAM-2-2 (PF24) OCT.15.1920 Victoria to Seattle first flight, with no cachet and with only 50 pieces flown.
(cat. US$200 in AAMC 5th edition). Also a PF29 NOV.11.1929
variety, flown Seattle to Victoria, a PF29 later flight flown Victoria to Seattle NOV.12.1925 and two PF28 Estevan to Winnipeg flights without the CLP5 semi-official. These covers
catalogue $75 each in Unitrade (one of these has a vertical
crease down the middle). Note a few other minor creases, still
a very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $300

836

 Group of 110 Different First Flight Covers, 1931-1935,
includes a number of better items such as 3101a special
delivery cover, 3105j and k first US/Canada cross border air
mail transfers, 3107e first night flight cover, 3119 Brantford
to London C4 FDC with cachet 3241 4th Canadian Pageant
cover and a 1933 Alcock and Brown commemorative cover.
Note a few covers with minor creases or tears, still an overall
very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

837

 Group of 220 First Flight Covers, 1929-2018, all on #10
size envelopes and includes pilot signed covers, Snowbird
covers, C1 Plate 2 block of 6 on cover, some covers with hand
painted map cachets, air show and military covers, balloon
flown and radio controlled plane flown covers. Note incoming
flights to Canada from Australia, New Zealand and Malaysia,
as well as flights by Nord Air and Air Canada. Duplication on a
number of the flights and some with minor faults, still overall
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

838

 Group of 65 Snowbird Flown and Pilot Signed Covers,
includes covers from 1999, 2003, 2005 to 2009, 2011 to
2013, all signed by all 9 Snowbird pilots. Also sets of 9 individually signed Snowbird covers from 2007 to 2009 and 2011 to
2013. Also includes 2 Comet 50th Anniversary covers flown
on a CC144 Challenger. All very fine. Original retail from the
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society was $540. Also includes 8
different Snowbird brochures.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x831
831

 May 18, 1925 Northern Air Service Experimental Flight
Covers, both Admiral franked covers, one mailed Haileybury
to Rouyn Lake and the other Rouyn Lake to Haileybury, both
with appropriate purple cachet and datestamps. Only 8 covers were flown each way for B.M. Broatch to prove to the Post
office that he could provide the service. Some of the 8 pairs
of covers were since broken up, and so this is a very rare
opportunity to obtain a fresh and very fine intact pair. The
company’s first official flights (with semi-official stamps) were
not approved until June 27th of that year.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

 Group of 12 Different Commercial Airways Flown Cov-

115

839

 Group of 4 Covers from the April 8 1954 Trans-Canada
Airlines Plane Crash at Moose Jaw, nice group that includes
an oversize cover with a large “Salvaged from T.C.A. Wreck”
two-line handstamp. Also a #10 size business envelope with
a similar but smaller two-line handstamp. Also a #8 cover with
a Moose jaw “District Post Office Inspector / April 8 1954”
backstamp. Accompanied by an ambulance cover and letter
from the Post Office in Calgary re: the delay caused by the
crash. Finally a badly burnt postal stationery card with a Vancouver ambulance cover. Typical condition lot.
...............................................................................AMCN $300

840

841

 Group of 110 First Flight Covers, 1941-2000, with most
of the more common flights but includes better catalogue #s
4715, 4717h, j, k, 4811 and a variety of St Pierre & Miquelon
flights to Canada 4903, a, b, 4911, a Trans-Pacific flights to
Hawaii, Fiji, Australia, Hong Kong and Tokyo. Also #5005 first
jet lines Toronto to New York and a number of scarce later
flights to Europe, Israel, China and the set of 11 London UK to
Victoria air race. Some have minor faults, still overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

844

 1918 Toronto to Bahamas Special Delivery Cover,
mailed at Toronto JUL.12.1918 and franked with 1c and 2c
Admirals, plus a Bahamas 5d Queen’s Staircase (E2) single, addressed to Nassau Bahamas. Admirals are tied by a
Toronto “C” duplex and the Bahamas stamp is additionally
cancelled with a Nassau c.d.s. (JUL.25.1918) plus another
free strike on back. During a short period, Bahamas Special
Delivery stamps were sold in Ottawa, Toronto, Westmount
(Montréal) and Winnipeg post offices and could be used on
mail destined there, and cancelled upon arrival. Very fine, ex.
Dr. Bruce Nesbitt.
.................................................................................... Est $100

845

 1918 Toronto to Bahamas Special Delivery Cover,
mailed at Toronto JUN.25.1918 and franked with a 2c + 1c
War Tax Admiral, plus a Bahamas 5d Queen’s Staircase (E2)
single, addressed to Nassau Bahamas. Admiral is tied by a Toronto duplex and the Bahamas stamp (slightly sulphuretted)
is additionally cancelled with a Nassau c.d.s. (JUL.6.1918)
plus two other free strikes front and back. Back also shows
a Manseau QUE broken circle dated JUN.26 (cover was undoubtedly mis-sent there). During a short period, Bahamas
Special Delivery stamps were sold in Ottawa, Toronto, Westmount (Montréal) and Winnipeg post offices and could be
used on mail destined there, and cancelled upon arrival. Very
fine, ex. Dr. Bruce Nesbitt.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 Group of 20 Aerogrammes to Better Foreign Destinations, 1948-1974, to Singapore (x3), Israel, Hong Kong (x2),
Philippine Islands (x2), Japan, India, Austria, Greece (x2), England (x4), Italy (x2), some with receiver postmarks and one
“specimen”. An interesting group, generally fine or better and
all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

842



Group of 205 First Flight Anniversary Covers, 19711987, all produced by the Dean of Canadian aerophilately
Major Dick Malott. Includes anniversary covers for the 1921
RCAF flight from Camp Borden to Leaside, flights up to Canada’s North, internal Newfoundland air mails, numerous semiofficial air mail flights and more. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Special Delivery

843

116

 1917 Toronto to Bahamas Special Delivery Cover,
mailed at Toronto OCT.6.1917 and franked with a 2c and a
1c War Tax Admirals, plus a Bahamas 5d Queen’s Staircase
single (E2), addressed to Nassau Bahamas. All three stamps
are tied by two strikes of a Toronto “C” duplex and the Bahamas stamp is additionally cancelled with a Nassau c.d.s.
(OCT.29.1917) plus another free strike on back. During a
short period, Bahamas Special Delivery stamps were sold in
Ottawa, Toronto, Westmount (Montréal) and Winnipeg post
offices and could be used on mail destined there, and cancelled upon arrival. Very fine, ex. Dr. Bruce Nesbitt.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Canada Postmarks
846

 Collection of Canadian Postmarks mounted and described on 45 pages in a 3-ring binder, with a total of approximately 300 items (stamps, cut-squares, pieces) from
across Canada and mainly running from Small Queen issue
to modern. Tremendous variety here, and we note squared
circles, duplex, various cds, cork cancels, Military postmarks,
5 precancels on SQ, registered, way and crown cancels, rollers, many and various auxiliary markings, some slogans and
machine cancels, and so on. Very clean and well described.
Ex. Cecil C. Coutts collection, and scans only show a small
portion. Inspection is recommended to better appreciate the
quality and scope of this collection.
.................................................................................... Est $150

847

 Group of St John NB Circle in Oval Grid Postmarks on
Six Large Queens, with a 1c brown red, 1c yellow, 2c, 3c and
12½c (x2). A nice quality group, fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

854

 Edmonton D.L.O. Postmark Collection, written-up on 9
pages with a total of 9 covers, one letter and 1 piece, all dated
between 1914 to 1945. We note a 1945 cover with scarce
EDMONTON BRANCH cds without indicia (the only known
example according to Plain); a 1924 Netherlands registered
cover with numerous DLO markings, a 1914 ambulance cover
with 2c Postage due stamp; clerk double circle marking, Surintendent markings. Few faults, but overall fine condition. Ex
Plain, all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

848

 Group of Halifax “H” in Grid Obliterators on Large Queen
Stamps, with 10 different, Scott #s 22, 22b, 23, 25, 26, 27a,
27v, 28 and 28b. One of the Hs is different, overall fine with a
few better.
.............................................................................Scott $1,400

849

 Selection of Interesting Postmarks on Large Queen
Stamps, with 35 stamps in all, from all denominations, with a
wide assortment of postmarks such as PAID (handstamp and
manuscript), a manuscript not called for, several nice crowns,
cork cancels, a nude Eugenia on ½c, a PAID 3c in circle, a PD
in oval in red, a CALL in red and more, including 4 railway post
office postmarks. A fascinating group, overall fine or better, all
scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $500

855

/PC

850

 Collection of Numeral Postmarks on Large Queen
Stamps, with a total of 31 stamps, starting out with a gorgeous strike of a Toronto 6 parcel cancel, some 635 in grid, a
946 in grid, a small 7 in two rings (foreign?) some Hamilton 5
and London 6, followed by a selection of twelve 4-ring numerals and eleven 2-ring numerals. Strikes range from difficult to
read to lovely socked on the nose, a useful group, overall fine
to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

856

851

 Impressive and Valuable Collection of Registration Cancels on Better Stamps, all neatly displayed on 15 large quadrille pages. This collection was lovingly assembled stamp by
stamp and is loaded with many better and valuable items,
whether they be singles, pairs or large blocks, each with either “R” in oval, or other registration postmarks, including
ovals, with emphasis on Western towns. Stamps of note include 5-hole OHMS (on 10c Arch, 10c brown Admiral), $1
Parliament, Admiral coils, Small and Large Queens, Imperforate 2c Edward multiples, many Québec Tercentenary high
values, Jubilee high values to the $1, High values of the Small
Queen, Leaf, Numeral, Edward, etc., a gorgeous block of 10
of the $1 Train Ferry with Dawson Yukon ovals in same colour as stamps, many blocks of four (for example $1 Admiral,
$1 Champlain Statue, 2c Map, 50c Grand Pré, $1 Ramezay,
20c Edward, etc.), 1c Admiral experimental coil single, and so
much more. We noted only two stamps without registration
cancels (one of them has a nice RPO). Just a lovely collection
with a huge catalogue value, and well worth close examination. Overall fresh and fine to very fine or better. All pages
scanned online.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

/* Collection of Mostly Interesting Postmarks of All Kinds
on Stamps, with Emphasis on Western Canada, all displayed
on 16 stock pages plus three album pages. An eclectic collection to say the least, loaded with very interesting material
including a page of Nanaimo state 2 squared circles, a page
of Vancouver and Victoria postmarks, a page and a half of
Assiniboia postmarks including rare ones, many Western
Canada postmarks scattered throughout including high rarity
factor ones and many from British Columbia, a good selection of various postmarks on better stamps, such as two nice
Bluenoses (one with Yukon c.d.s. with inverted year slug), high
value QV and KEVII, KGV, etc, interesting back of the book
including registration stamps, many fancy corks, group of
imperforate Admirals, squared circles, precancels, nice high
denomination Québecs, a nice used OX1, mint never hinged
OX4, a mint Bluenose, page of used coils and page of modern
mint coil strips, a page of misperforated stamps and much
more, all from the Cents issues to the 1980s. We scanned all
the pages online and highly recommend a close look to better
discover all the treasures hidden within this one.
.................................................................................... Est $500

857

/ Group of Three Items Postmarked “FREE”, in serifed
and italic capital letters, with a #14 and #18 stamps (both
with small faults) plus a stampless cover mailed from Windsor to Crown lands in Québec on DEC.29.1862. Accompanied
by an article clipping discussing this postmark and its uses,
illustrating this #18 stamp, with caption of it being from the
Dr. Lewis Reford collection.
.................................................................................... Est $100

858

/PC

859

/PC Group of 175 Ontario Covers and Cards by County,
from SQ to 1970s, with Waterloo (x35), Middlesex (x41), Wellington (x24), Lincoln + Welland (x45), Perth (x13) and Oxford
(x15). Noting many small town postmarks, some registered,
etc. Overall fine to very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $200

852

 Group of 185 International Machine Cancels Used in
Québec, 1902-1918, includes covers and postcards, with
a large majority being from Montréal, and a few from Trois
Rivières, Sherbrooke and Ste-Hyacinthe. Unchecked by us for
better dies, dates, errors, etc. A few have corner card advertising, and there is some duplication. From the Cecil C. Coutts
reference collection. A great research lot for the specialist,
with mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $150

853

/PC Group / Collection of British Columbia Postmarks,
with covers, postcards, pieces and photos of post offices and
postmasters, from Chilliwack, Vedder Crossing, Sardis, Rosedale, Monte Creek, etc. dating from the Small Queen issue
era to 1990’s. We note various cds, including broken circles,
few cancels on pieces or on postal forms, etc. A total of about
95 covers and postcards, some pieces and P.O. forms and
about 50 b/w or color photos. Ex. Cecil C. Coutts collection.
Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Box with 100 Toronto Covers, Advertising Covers
and Stationery Cards, 1876-1968, comprising various Toronto companies: printing houses, tent and awning, brooms,
insurance, banks, tools, rubber, knitting, merchants, packers, radio etc. Interesting for postmarks starting with Flags,
Orbs, rollers, machines, slogans, meters, duplexes and cds
etc. Mostly domestic material. Some auxiliary markings. Very
clean. Scans online.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Box of Brant County Ontario Postal History, 1880’s
to 1960’s, including 70 non-Brantford and 120 Brantford covers, cards and stationery. Interesting for postmarks, many advertising and corner cards especially in the Brantford portion.
Nothing: Mohawk, Burford, Glen Morris, Scotland, Mount Vernon, Oakland, Cathcart, Burtch, Eagle’s Nest, Fairfield Plain,
Kelvin, Harley to name a few. Brantford from Small Queen to
more modern with all kind of postmarks, duplex, machine,
postage due, auxiliary marking, back stationery printed message, etc. Very clean and a great base for expansion. Scans
show a sampling.
.................................................................................... Est $150

117

860

Group of Over 110 Eastern Ontario Postal History, by
County, mostly all SQ to 1970s covers and cards, but also includes some on piece (not counted), with Stormont Glengarry
Dundas (x18), Leeds Grenville (x40), Renfrew (x4), Lanark
(x8) and Carleton (x59). Overall fine to very fine, see scans for
an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $150

861

/PC Group of 150 Ontario Covers and Cards by County,
from SQ to 1970s, with Elgin (x39), Grey (x35), Bruce (x2), Huron (x5), Norfolk (x14), Haldimand (x22) and Lambton (x34).
Note many small town postmarks, some registered, etc. Overall fine to very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $200

862



/PC

Group of 200 Ontario Covers and Cards by County,
from SQ to 1970s, with Peel (x20), York (x17), Simcoe (x50),
Wentworth (x88, including 50 Hamilton Sub office registered
covers), Hastings (x20) and Lennox & Addington (x7). Note
many small town postmarks, some registered, etc. Overall
fine to very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x864
864

Postal History, 1847-1902, having once been a 4-frame exhibit, all neatly displayed on pages with extensive write-ups on
the postmarks, routes, rates, etc., and includes 72 items, all
dated before 1902. The collection puts emphasis on all of the
postmarks used at that office up to 1902, including the newly
recorded earliest date for the Owens Sound (as it was called
then) double broken circle (11 Decr 47), several “changelings”, broken circles, three 4-ring 26 covers, two of which are
dated earlier than the current earliest recorded date, a scarce
2-ring #44 cover, c.d.s., squared circles, all sorts of manuscript and handstamped rates, various cork cancels, and
much more. We also note advertising covers (including illustrated), registered (including F1 and F2), a November 1888
cover with deep rose carmine 2c registration and 3c SQ (both
quite deep and bright), cancels in blue, three covers (with 1c
SQ and 3c SQ) dated in 1870, and much more. All in all a
lovely collection / exhibit which took a lifetime to assemble,
with many choice items and with very nice quality throughout.
We have scanned all pages for your viewing pleasure.
.................................................................................Est $4,000

x863
863

118

/PC Extensive Collection of Grey County Postal History,
in 10 volumes, with a total of 721 covers and cards ranging
from the earliest to modern. Items are neatly displayed on
pages with in-depth descriptions of the rates, routes and
postmarks, as well as information on each post office, from
Aberdeen to Yeovil (Owen Sound is a separate lot), showing
opening and closing dates (some were only open for a very
short period), etc. It is immediately evident that this collector
sought the best possible strikes for each postmark (with early
and late dates), and was conscientious about quality of each
item he added to the collection. There are too many good
items to describe here, so we have selected a few scans for
Stamp Auction Network, and have also scanned every page
on our website, not only for our customers’ viewing enjoyment, but for preservation’s sake. This collection is loaded
with goodies, such as stampless, Cents, Large Queen, Small
Queen covers, a good quantity of registered material, either
with single frankings (eg. 8c SQ, Leaf and Numerals) or with
Registration stamps, and we note some very nice early Money
Letters. We note covers, stationery cards, picture post cards,
registration receipts, etc., and we note all sorts of postmarks
including pre-instrument manuscripts, r.p.o., many broken
circles (a very quick spot check revealed some unreported
instruments, as well as many earliest and latest dates), c.d.s.,
“changelings”, duplex, registration and much more. We noted
a stampless folded letter with a unique manuscript datestamp from “Derby” which never opened (this is illustrated in
“Canadian Manuscript Town Postmarks” by Handelman and
Poitras). A lovely collection, well worth a close look.
.................................................................................Est $7,500

/PC Extensive and Advanced Collection of Owen Sound

865



866

 Group of About 290 Stamps with Town Postmarks, from
Small Queens to the 1970s, mostly all socked on the nose
with many choice cancels. Saw two 50c Bluenose stamps,
each with in-period postmarks, a group of Small Queens from
the Maritimes, Maps and Jubilees, etc. Overall very fine, and
a very nice group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1859 Montréal & Island Pond G.T.R. Way / No. 7 on
Front and Back of Stampless Cover, mailed with “3” rate
handstamp to Ottawa C.W., with lovely and complete strike
of QC-168 (old Q83) railway post office datestamp dated A /
UP / JAN 15 / 1859. Same datestamp on back (same quality
strike) plus a Montréal JAN.15 transit and a City of Ottawa
JAN.18 receiver (plus a Vincent Greene handstamp). Some
tears on back still fine and quite desirable, still mounted on
well annotated album page. Ex. Ludlow.
.................................................................................... Est $250

Postmarks-Squared Circles

867

 Ashcroft Station BC Squared Circle on 3c Small Queen, a
very nice, almost complete strike dated - / FE 2 / 97 on a very
well centered stamp with fresh colour. RF 100 and one of only
a handful known.
.................................................................................... Est $100

868

 Group of 49 Map Stamps with Squared Circle Cancels, all
laid-out on a double-sided stock page, and includes four preDEC.25.1898 dates, being DEC.12 (?), DEC.13, DEC.14, and
DEC.17. Unchecked by us for better towns on this issue, although we noted a lovely strike of Shakespeare (with owner’s
note stating “ex. Hennock” and which he bought for $53 from
Dick Lamb), see scans as mostly all are easily identifiable and
well struck.
.................................................................................... Est $200

869

870

 Lovely Assortment of Squared Circles on Stamp and
on Piece, with Large Queens (x3), Small Queens (x56), 20c
Widow Weeds (x6), 1c Jubilees (x32), 2c Jubilees (x9), 3c
Jubilees (x114) and others such as Leafs, Numerals, Maps,
etc (x42). All pairs, multiples and blocks were counted as
one item. There is a much better selection of better material
here, including many Western towns, smaller towns and great
strikes. Mostly unchecked by us for rare towns, indicia errors
or early and late dates, etc. but do note that most strikes are
complete, if not easily identifiable. All is scanned online, and
we invite a careful look to better appreciate the value in this
lot.
.................................................................................... Est $500

873

 Collection of 2-Ring Numerals on Large Queen Issues,
with 51 stamps of various denominations (a pair was counted
as one), with a nice variety of ring numerals, all different (either for numbers or denominations they are on), identified
and retail priced by owner, we noted a #13 identified as a
15, else many very nice strikes, and a better quality group of
stamps than usually seen, including many very fine centered.
All stamps are scanned online.
............................................................................Retail $5,440

874

 Collection of 2-Ring Numerals on Small Queen Issues,
with 63 stamps (two pairs were counted as one each), with a
very nice variety of ring numerals, with very little, if at all any
duplication of numbers, on 1c, 3c, 5c and 6c values. Most are
well struck and easily identifiable, we recommend examination,
as we noted one or two numbers which were misidentified by
owner, such as 3c on thick, soft paper with a #41, misidentified
as a #31, etc. A very nice group, with many very fine stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $300

875

 Collection of 4-Ring Numerals on Large Queen Stamps,
with #s 2 (in blue on #22), 15 (on 2c and 3c pair), 17 (plugged
up on a 3c), 20 (on a 3c), 24 (on a #23 and a 12½c), 27 (on
a #22, a 3c and a #29), 34 (on a 3c), 35 (on a #22 and a 3c),
40 (vf on a #22), 45 (in blue on a 3c), 47 (on a #22 and a 3c),
49 (on a #22 and a 3c), 50 (on a 3c), 52 (on a #22, #23 and
a 3c) and 627 (on a #22, #23, 2c and 12½c). A total of 27
different stamps, with all numbers clearly identifiable, strikes
range from partial to very fine and stamps range from fine
to very fine, with a few small faults noted and unchecked for
paper or other varieties. All stamps scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $300

876

 Collection of 2-Ring Numerals on Large Queen Stamps,
with a total of 85 different stamps (all different either for numeral or denomination) and includes a nice variety of choice
strikes, chosen among a larger quantity of stamps. A very nice
collection, with many better numbers not frequently encountered on Large Queens, and includes a piece with a vertical
pair of the 3c tied by a very fine strike of the 2-ring 21, plus
a small lady’s cover with 2-ring 6 and London datestamp
DEC.30.1869. All pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $750

877

 Collection of 2-Ring Numerals on Large Queen Stamps,
with 61 stamps in all, includes duplication but still a nice selection of different numerals and denominations. We note a
good quantity of choice strikes, as well as many very fine centered stamps. Unchecked for papers or any other varieties,
but the 15c with 2-ring #7 is on watermarked Bothwell paper
(Scott $1,100). See scans online.
.................................................................................... Est $600

878

 Group of Ten 3c Large Queen Covers with 2-Ring Nu-

/PC Good lot of 55 Ontario Squared Circles on Covers
and Cards, noting Rockton, Paris Station, Mount Brydges,
Port Arthur, Port Hope, Roseneath, Mount Forest, Acton,
Aylmer West, Waterloo, Dundas, Dunnville, Flesherton, Brantford, Kingston, Cornwall, Lindsay, Georgetown, Arnprior, Gore
Bay (one being a postal museum strike), Toronto, York Street
Toronto, London, Ottawa, Hamilton. Some are backstamps
and there is duplication. Overall nice clean quality and should
be fun to sort, with some possible finds. All scanned.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Postmarks-2 and 4 Ring Numerals
871

 Collection of 4-Ring Numerals on 1c Rose Queen Victoria
First Cents Issues, comprising of 15 stamps with 14 different numerals, with 2, 8, 15, 18, 19, 21, 26, 27, 29, 30, 39,
50, 52 and 516 (two copies, RF 7). Also includes a 3c Small
Queen with nice 4-ring #2, as well as a 6c Small Queen with a
4-ring numeral which remains to be identified (#26?). Strikes
range from partial to very fine, and all are easily readable,
stamps are overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $300

872

 Collection of 4-Ring Numerals on 5c Beaver First Cents
Issues, with 32 stamps showing 29 different numerals, identified by owner as #s 2-5, 10, 13, 17, 18, 21 (plugged-up), 22,
23, 25-28, 29 (x2), 30, 31,37, 37, 39-442, 46, 49 (x3, incl.
one in blue), 51, 52 and also a #37 in grid. Strikes range from
just identifiable to superb, a much better group than usually
seen, stamps are generally fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $600

meral Cancels, includes #s 5 Hamilton (SEP.17.1869 very
fine cover), 6 London (two covers, MAY and NOV 1869), 7
Saint John (one folded letter plus 3 covers, one is advertised
on back, all dated MAY 1869 to FEB 1870), 11 Fredericton
(JAN.25.1870 cover), 14 Guelph (DEC.17.1869 registered
cover with 2c fee paid in cash) and 13 Belleville (FEB.3.1870
cover). Most of the ring numerals are quite clear and all covers are fully dated, a few small faults, else overall fine to very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

119

879

Postmarks-Fancy

881

Accumulation of About 1,000 First Day Covers, from
the 1960s and 1970s. Most are from private cachet makers
and about one third are Official Canada Post FDCs, all on #8
envelopes. The majority appear to be Art Craft and Rosecraft
though a group of more than 200 covers are from Jackson,
some Cole and Capital also have been sorted out. We noted
a few from NR Covers, Fleetwood, H&E, Cachetcraft, Caneco and others. Also noted plate blocks, sets, pairs, booklet
panes and more. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

884



885

 Lot of Over 700 First Day Covers by Cachet Maker NR

 1857 Registered Stampless Folded Letter with the New
Earliest Recorded 4-Ring #26, mailed registered from Owens Sound C.W on APR.24.1857 to Toronto, originally rated
“3” handstamp, obliterated with a proof-like strike of the
scarce 4-ring #26 cancel, then re-rated “6” handstamp. Back
shows Guelph (APR.25) and Toronto (APR.27) datestamps.
4-ring numeral obliterators are known used from as early as
MR.3.1857 (Hamilton) so this is a pretty early date, but more
importantly, it is earlier than the current earliest recorded
date for Owens Sound of JUL.31.1862 by a whopping 5 years,
and the only example on cover in the Pence era. A lovely and
important cover.
.................................................................................... Est $350

880

883

 Superior Group of Fancy Numeral Postmarks on 33 Large
Queens, with #1 on 15c, NB grid #11 on 6c, NB grid #3 on
2c and 12½c, fancy 31 (Lacellle 154) on 1c yellow, four different Toronto fancy “2”, Hamilton duplex 5 on 2c and 6c,
London duplex 6 on 4 stamps (including an unusually misperforated 6c), #235 in grid on 6c and 12½c, a #10 on 3c,
Québec fancy 37 on 4 different values, a Kingston fancy 8
on 15c (Lacelle 95), and last but not least, nine “9” fancy
cancels (Lacelle 99 to 120) on different values, including one
on a 12½c with a North Truro c.d.s. dated Sept. 1869. There
is also a 2c which came from the 1989 Siverts sale (lot 885)
which was described as “NB grid #19 on a 2c - 2 strikes recorded”. A few faults here and there, still a very nice selection
of choice postmarks on various denomination stamps, with a
huge catalogue value.
.................................................................................... Est $600



Lot of Approximately 600 First Day Covers, from the
1950s to 1960s, with a good variety of material such as singles, blocks, and sets and a mixture of commemoratives and
definitives. About half of the inventory is Rose Craft, while the
other half features Capital and many with no cachet maker
name. No obvious duplication. Clean lot overall very fine. See
scans for a glimpse of the content.
.................................................................................... Est $200
Covers, 1974-1983, appears to have very little duplication,
and includes 140 covers with “Paper Machinery” address
from Montréal on backflap, along with an insert describing
the subject of the FDC. A very fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $400

886

 Lot of Over 700 First Day Covers by Cachet Maker Rose
Craft, 1962-1974, appears to have very little duplication other than different franking combinations, some have inserts, a
very fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $200

887

 Lot of About 800 First Day Covers, Mostly by Unknown
Cachet Makers, 1959-1971, appears to have very little duplication, and includes 1965 Provincial Flower sets, many different frankings such as singles, sets, plate blocks, etc. an
interesting lot for further research, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

888

 Lot of Over 500 First Day Covers, with Many Unknown
Cachet Makers, 1959 and On, did note some scarcer material such as Hollander, Cachet Craft, Kilish, Manitoulin Stamps,
ARC, Kingswood, Nova Scotia Stamp Club, and many more,
appears to have very little duplication, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

 Collection of Better Fancy Cork Cancels on Large Queen
Stamps, on a double-sided black stock sheet, with a total of
59 stamps, with all values represented. We note a wide array of styles of postmarks, most of which are listed in Lacelle
catalogue including many sought after. The stamps are overall fine to very fine, with many jumbo copies, and we note two
15c stamps on very thick paper (#30c, one has thins). A very
nice collection which was very expensive for the owner to purchase stamp by stamp at major auction houses. A rare opportunity for the specialist.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

First Day Covers
882

120

x889



Accumulation of about 5,500 Official FDCs from the
1970s and 1980s, filling a large carton. We noted souvenir
sheets, booklets, pairs, se-tenant, blocks and plate blocks,
even for high value stamps, sets, coil pairs and strips, and
joint issues. Noted 926A blank corner block. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

889

 Lot of 265 First Day Covers by Cachet Maker Kolor Kover,
1961-1973, all in three Uni-Safe cover albums, with some duplication, includes different franking combinations such as
singles, blocks, plate blocks, etc,. These are difficult to find,
definitely the first such lot we have offered, and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

890

 Lot of 530 First Day Covers by the Canadian Bank Note
Company, 1955-1990, in five Uni-Safe cover albums, appears to be little or no duplication, includes different franking
combinations such as singles, blocks, sets, etc. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

891

 Lot of 65 First Day Covers by the British American Bank
Note Company, 1969-1988, in a cover album, with a little
duplication, includes different franking combinations such as
singles, blocks, sets, etc. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

892

 Better Lot of 156 First Day Covers by Scarcer Cachet
Makers, from the 1960s to 1980s, all in a cover album with
Harford (x15), Capital (x76), Maple Leaf (x21), Arc (x14), OTC
(x9), and Marg Cachets (x20, with enclosures). Includes singles, sets, blocks and plate blocks, with very little duplication,
very fine and seldom seen group.
.................................................................................... Est $500

893

901



902

 Lot of Over 500 First Day Covers, from 1950s to early

 Lot of 67 First Day Covers by Cachet Maker John Cochrane, 1964-1973, in a cover album, all addressed to himself in Massachusetts, appears to have just a little duplication, very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $200

894

x901

2000s, with a few earlier, consisting of singles, se-tenant,
blocks, inscription plate blocks, souvenir sheets and a few
high value definitives. Most are from Canada Post but we
noted a group of Colorano cachets, as well as about 100 uncacheted covers from the 1950 and 1960s featuring the Terrace B.C. postmark. No appearance of duplication, includes
a few better such as airmail issue (#C3) and the George V
Medallion issue (1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c). Also included are a few
commercially used covers and a real photo postcard of the
newly built Anyox B.C. hospital dated 1919. Some have stains
or wrinkles due to prior storage condition, but overall very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 Lot of 108 First Day Covers by Cachet Maker Ken Boll,
1957-1970, all in a cover album, with duplication (sometimes
with a single and a block), still a good variety of scarce material from this American cachet maker. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

895



896



Lot of About 150 First Day Covers by Cachet Maker
Cole, 1968-1971, in a cover album, with some duplication,
still a good variety of colourful cachets, with singles, sets,
blocks, etc., very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300
Lot of About 215 First Day Covers by Cachet Maker
Artopages, 1964-1983, all in two cover albums, with some
duplication but often for singles, sets, blocks, etc. Overall very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

897



898

 Lot of 210 First Day Covers by Cachet Maker Brickley

Lot of About 400 First Day Covers by Cachet Maker
S.C.S., 1975-1982, all in three cover albums, with duplication (sometimes with singles, sets and blocks), still a good
variety of scarce and very fine material.
.................................................................................... Est $400

903

904



905

 Lot of About 1,300 First Day Covers, 1980 to 2012,
looks like a good run of all different in period, includes singles, se-tenant, blocks and plate blocks. included in the total
are about 100 first days from non-Canada Post cachet makers such as Kinswood, NR, H&E, Westmount Stamp Club, Artopages, Jackson, Rose Craft, and some non-cacheted. Overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

906



900



Lot of About 336 First Day Covers by Cachet Maker
Kingswood and Fleetwood, 1970-1986, all in three cover
albums, with duplication (sometimes with singles, sets and
blocks), still a good variety of very fine covers.
.................................................................................... Est $300



Lot of 15 CPO Replacement First Day Covers, 19551958, plus 1970, with Scott #s 351, 354, 355, 359, 360,
361, 364, 365, 368, 370, 373-76 and 529. All very fine and
desirable.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 Group of 34 Silver Jubilee 1935 First day Covers, with
different cachets (some better), frankings, combinations, registered, and more. See scans for a sample, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Jones, 1974-1981, all in two cover albums, with some duplication (sometimes with singles, sets and blocks), still a good
variety of scarce covers from Victoria, B.C., very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350
899

Lot of 11 London Assurance First Day Covers, 19611965, several with inserts, and includes Scott #s 391-94,
418-26 and 433. Very fine and seldom seen covers.
.................................................................................... Est $250

Group of 33 Medallion Issue First Day Covers, with a
variety of frankings, rates, a few complete sets, blocks of four,
postmarks, etc. All uncacheted and overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1956.OCT.9 5c Prevent Fires Issue Group of 35 Cacheted First Day Covers, with 25 different cachets, frankings are made up of singles, pairs and blocks of four. We note
many scarce to very scarce cachets (too many to list), a Meter
Digest item, 7 uncacheted covers (not counted), a Sanders
souvenir card, a cover signed by Kentville Fire Chief, and
more. Overall very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $100

121

907



908



1957.MAR.7 5c Recreational Sports Issues Group of
127 Mostly Cacheted First Day Covers, with 47 different cachets, frankings are made up of singles and combinations,
including blocks and many complete sets of cachets. We note
many scarce to rare cachets (too many to list), a set of maxicards, a few non-cacheted corner card covers and more interesting items. Overall very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1957.APR.15 5c Wildlife Loon Issue Group of 42 Cacheted First Day Covers, with 31 different cachets, frankings
are made up of singles, blocks of four and plate blocks. We
note many scarce to very scarce cachets (too many to list),
two Meter Digest items, a maxi card, some Sanders souvenir
cards and more. Overall very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $100

911

of 65 Mostly Cacheted First Day Covers, with 37 different
cachets, with individual (singles, blocks) and combination
frankings. We note many scarce to very rare cachets (too
many to list), noting better items such as a very rare “U.P.U.
OTTAWA” special machine cancel on a JCR cacheted cover
(with three articles explaining the limited use of this cancel)
a special card signed by stamp designer Carl Mangold (#18
of 99 produced), a FDC signed by designer, a cacheted combination cover with special large Congress c.d.s. cancel, and
more. Overall very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $400

912



913

 2003 Vancouver 2010 48c Flag Overprint First Day Cov-

914

1958.JUN.4 La Vérendrye Issue Group of 32 Mostly
Cacheted First Day Covers, with 30 different cachets, frankings are made up of singles and blocks of four. We note many
scarce to very scarce cachets (too many to list), some have inserts, a large Schering cover and a few uncacheted or private
cachet covers, etc. Overall very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $200

er, franked with Unitrade #1991, issued on July 11, 2003, no
official first day covers issued for that issue. This is a lot of 9
privately produced first day covers, with cachet and postmark
applied by CASCA Enterprises. Rare, as fewer than 100 privately produced covers were made. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 Group of About 2,000 First Day Covers, late 1950s to

early 2000s, housed in three shoe boxes. Almost all #8 size
with a few #10s. More than half of the inventory features issues between the 1950s and 1960s. We noted some duplication up to 12 of each for some, with many uncacheted covers
on Canadian Bank of Commerce stationery, as well as cachet
makers such as Cole, Caneco, but most are from Rose Craft
and Canada Post. Also included are about 75 worldwide covers consisting of some modern commercially used covers,
U.S. and U.N FDCs from the 1960s, as well as some postal
cards from the early 1900s (incoming to Canada). Clean lot
overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x909
909

 1957.AUG.14 5c and 15c U.P.U. Congress Issues Group



1957.JUN.5 5c David Thompson Issue Group of 48
Mostly Cacheted First Day Covers, with 31 different cachets,
frankings are made up of singles, pairs and blocks of four. We
note many scarce to very scarce cachets (too many to list),
a Meter Digest item, covers with special inserts, and more.
Overall very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $400

x910
910

122

x915



1955.JUN.1 5c I.C.A.O. Issue Group of 41 Mostly Cacheted First Day Covers, with 24 different cachets, frankings
are made up of singles, blocks of four and plate blocks. We
note many scarce to very scarce cachets (too many to list), a
Sanders souvenir card, a few uncacheted or private cachet
covers, etc. Overall very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $200

915

 #142, 143 Two June 29, 1927 Eppstadt First Day Covers, one for the 2c Fathers of Confederation issue and one
for the 3c Parliament issue, both cancelled by flag cancels at
Ottawa, both very fine. Mr. Eppstadt apparently had to travel
to Ottawa from Maxville by taxi (a one hour drive) to get these
cancelled, resulting in a much smaller quantity produced
than the ones cancelled in his home town of Maxville.
.................................................................................... Est $150

916

919

/PC Lot of New Brunswick Postal History, 1871-1986,
with 143 items in all from the following counties: Kent (x9),
Northumberland (x36), Gloucester (x3), Queens (8), Restigouche (x13), Kings (x24), Charlotte (x22) and 28 others unchecked for counties. From Small Queen to modern including
registered, corner cards, some FECBs etc. Machine, cds, duplexes (Chatham 1887), MOON cancels. Noting: Ward’s Creek
Road (closed in 1915), Holderville (closed in 1928), Rolling
Dam Station, Glen Livet, Flatlands, Norton Station (2c Map
plate 3 position 10), Centre Millstream (closed in 1926), Ratho (closed 1913), Lever (closed in 1913), Canous (closed in
1924), Cole’s Island, Corey (closed in 1922), Black’s Harbour
Fundy Fisherman advertising etc. Very clean. Several scans
online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

920

/PC

 #MR1 April 15, 1915 First Day Cover of the 1c Admiral
War Tax Stamp, mailed to and from Toronto (CNE slogan) with
additional 1c green Admiral on very fine newspaper corner
card cover.
.................................................................................... Est $150

British Columbia & Vancouver Island

Lot of York County New Brunswick Postal History, 1880s-1980s with 90 in all with 70 from York County,
4 Victoria County and 7 Carleton County. Mostly Fredericton and highlights include: Avondale (closed in 1916), Gibson, Dowville (closed in 1916), Shogamoc, Temple, Millville,
Marysville, Lower Hainesville, Burtt’s Corner, Stanley, Mouth
of Keswick, Cross Creek, Prince William, Tay Settlement and
Zionville (closed in 1915) etc. All kind of postmarks including
MOTO, franking and rates. Advertising including Public Works
and Fire Dept etc. Some duplication. Nice clean material.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Nova Scotia
921

917

New Brunswick
918

History, 1883-1968, with 200 covers and cards from Guysborough (x73), Richmond (x18), Cape Breton (x65) with Victoria (x21) and Inverness (x24) county. Review highlights:
Isaacs Harbour (MOTO), Goldenville, Guysborough Intervale,
Port Felix (MOTO), Liscomb Mills (cork), Port Shoreham, Fox
Island, Oyster Ponds, New Town, New Harbour West (closed
in 1926), Dingwall, North River Centre, McKinnons Harbour,
Ferry Landing (closed in 1914), McPherson Ferry, North Fourchu, Framboise, D’Escousse, Militia Point, Lake Ainslie East
Side, Frizzleton, Munroe’s Bridge, Beinn Scalpie, Dominion
No.4, Dominion No.6, Mira Gut, Irish Cove, Sydney Whitney
Pier Station, Black Brook, Benacadie Pond, etc. Some corner
card, tags, auxiliary markings, registered, rates, some duplication. Very clean. Scans show a portion of the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 1867 Victoria BC to Nova Scotia Via Panama and the
United States, franked with a perforated 5c rose British Columbia issue (Scott #5) paying the Colonial domestic rate,
tied by an oblong oval “Post Office / Victoria Vancouver Island
/ Paid” in blue. The cover was forwarded to San Francisco
(arrived there SEP.30) and franked with a 5c Jefferson and
10c Washington, both tied by cogwheel cancels, the rate necessary for the rest of the voyage, which consisted in travelling south in a closed packet by steamer to Panama, where it
would have crossed by rail to the Atlantic side, took another
steamer to New York, and then on to its destination. The
back shows three datestamps: Amherst NS (OCT.23.1867),
Pugwash (OCT.24) and finally Wallace receiver (OCT.24). According to Robson Lowe, the entire trip was of 6,455 miles
(sea distance). Small faults to two of the stamps, still a very
fine and rare cover, the only one we have seen with this exact
franking to the Maritimes. A similar cover to Nova Scotia (with
same US franking but with a 2½d imperforate) recently sold
for US$35,000. From a recent find by a descendant of the
addressee, therefore on the market for the first time ever.
.................................................................................Est $2,500

/PC Lot of Westmorland County New Brunswick Postal
History, 1880’s-1980’s, with 140 items in all from Small
Queen to Elizabethan era noting many Moncton, Sackville
and more with representation of Pointe de Bute, Fawcett Hill,
Cape Bald, Pointe au Chêne, Calhoun, Moncton AMF, Port Elgin, St. Joseph, University St. Joseph, Bayfield, Memramcook,
Upper Dorchester, Killiams Mills and Dupuis Corner. Including 1c rates, registered, duplexes, some machines, broken
circles, cds, corner cards and advertising. A great lot!
.................................................................................... Est $150

/PC Lot of Eastern Shore Nova Scotia Counties Postal

922

/PC Lot of Kings and Hants County Nova Scotia Postal
History, 1877-1977, with 185 covers and cards from Kings
(x100) and Hants (x85) counties. Noting: Upper Newport,
Centre Burlington, Leminster, Elmsdale, Falmouth Station,
Martock, Highfield (closed in 1916), Kennetcook Corner,
Kempt Shore, Upper Vaughan, Indian Road, Hansford (closed
in 1924), Dalhousie East, Chipmans Corners (closed in 1923),
Brooklyn Corner, Bishopville, Sanatorium Kentville (duplex),
Welton’s Corner (closed in 1921), East Halls Harbour Road
(closed in 1924), Canada Creek (closed in 1940), Canaan
(closed in 1914), Atlanta (closed in 1923), New Minas (closed
in 1916), Davison Street, South Tremont, Lower Church Street
(closed in 1913), Harmony, etc. Some registered, corner
cards, MOTO, some duplication. Very clean. Scans available
online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

123

923

924

/PC

Lot of Halifax County Nova Scotia Postal History,
1879-1977, with 100 covers and cards, no City of Halifax,
highlights include: Beaver Harbour, Darmouth Air Station,
Tantallon, late Shad Bay, Rockingham Station, Hacketts Cove,
Sheet Harbour (closed in 1924), Lower Prospect (closed in
1934), Owl’s Head Harbour, N-Shore St. Margaret Bay (closed
in 1914), Jeddore Oyster Ponds, West River Sheet Harbour,
North Woodside (1944-1954), Darmouth struck in blue, Ingramport (closed in 1947), Windsor Junction, Kinsac, Cow
Bay, Lake Charlotte, Goff’s, Gaetz Brook (1949-1966), Fourteen Mill House, English Corner, Bedford Basin (1893), Spry
Harbour, West Newdy Quoddy, Wyse’s Corner etc. Receipts,
few corner card, some registered. Very clean. Scans available
online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

124

929

 3d Blue Heraldic Used on Cover in Decimal Period,
mailed from Truro NS in April 1860 to Halifax, arrived there
on APR.17.1860 (backstamps), franked with a 3d blue Heraldic imperforate (with large, to just touching margins), well
tied by an oval grid cancel. An interesting franking used after
decimalization and before the issuance of the first Decimal
issues. Very fine and ex. Dr. Sandy Clark collection.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Newfoundland by Stamp Issue

/PC Lot of Cumberland County Nova Scotia Postal History, 1872-1960, with 105 covers and cards with Valley Road
(closed in 1916), Advocate Harbour, Nappan, Parrsborough
Shore, Lynn (closed in 1917), Lorneville (closed in 1934),
Henderson’s Settlement (closed in 1915), Gulf Shore (closed
in 1918), Lakelands (closed in 1914), Head of Wallace Bay
(closed in 1916), East Brookville (closed in 1927), Hartford
(closed in 1932), Thomson Station, etc. RPOs, corner cards,
free registered, one missent to, one Amherst card signed by
the Postmaster Amos Purdy, etc. Very clean and great lot.
Scans show a portion of the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

927

1875-1977, with 130 covers and cards, highlights include
Brickton (closed in 1918), Crossburn (closed in 1922), Clarence (closed in 1919), Torbrook Mines, Melvern Square, Inglisville (closed in 1915), Mochelle (closed in 1913), Thorne’S
Cove (closed in 1915), Lower Granville (closed in 1915), McNeilys (closed in 1932), Mountrose (closed in 1937), Paradise Lane (name changed in 1901), Forest Glade (closed in
1913), Bear River East (1910), many Bridgewater to be expected, some rates including registered, 13 with letters. Duplication throughout. Very clean. Scans show a portion of the
lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

/PC Lot of Central Nova Scotia Counties Postal History,
1871-1975, with 160 covers and cards from Colchester (60),
Pictou (70) and Antigonish (30) county. Review highlights: Oliver (closed in 1917), Diamond (closed in 1919), Old Barns,
Economy, Gays River, Central New Annan (closed in 1928),
Blue Shore (closed in 1915), Hilden, Acadia Mines, Malignant
Cove, Cross Road Ohio, Tracadie (MOTO), Willowdale, Salt
Springs, Island East River (closed in 1915), Lansdowne Station, Little Harbour, Hedgeville, Garden of Eden, Alma, Westerly, Meadowville Station, Rocky Mountain, Westerly, Lime
Rock (closed in 1915). Some rates, registered, corner cards.
Very clean, scans available online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

926

/PC Lot of Annapolis County Nova Scotia Postal History,

/PC Lot of Southern Nova Scotia Counties Postal History, 1891-1967, with 155 covers and cards from Lunenburg, Shelburne and Queens. Noting: Block House, Le Have,
Ingomar, West Middle Sable, McGray Gunning Cove, The
Hawk, Roseway, Port La Tour, Newellton, McNutts Island,
Louis Head, Head of Jordan River, Forbes Point, Hunt’s Point
(closed in 1935), Greenfield, Lower Wood Harbour, Baccaro,
Upper Ohio (closed in 1923), Crowel, Blanche, Church Over,
Cape Negro Island, Western Hean, Beach Meadows, Central
Port Mouton (1912), Black Point (closed in 1923), etc. Some
auxiliary markings such missent to, too late, plus corner cards
and registered. Some duplication with Barrington and minimal with Shelburn, Ingomar etc, Very clean. Scans show a
portion of the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $200

925

928

930

 1897 “PAID ALL” Rate Handstamp on Cover, dated
SEP.24.1897 on St John’s drop letter. This handstamp was
used as a temporary measure due to a shortage of low value
stamps lost in the wreck of the steamer Capulet, recorded
used from SEP.24 to DEC.5, thus making this the earliest
known, or even a first day cover. Creases, still fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

/PC

Lot of Digby and Yarmouth County Nova Scotia
Postal History, 1874-1959, with 155 covers and cards, noting: Lower Saulnierville, Concession, Danvers, Culloden, Central Grove, Gilbert Cove, South Range, Hectanooga, Barton
(1889), Church Point, Weymouth Mills, North Range Corner,
East Ferry, New Tusket (1900), Mavilette, Mink Cove, Acadiaville (closed in 1948), Darling Lake, Lower Argyle, Salem, East
Side Pubnico Harbour, Lake Annis, Pleasant Valley (closed
in 1920), Pleasant Valley Corner (closed in 1914), Pinkney’s
Point, Lake George (closed in 1921), Dayton, Abram River,
Pubnico Head (closed in 1918), Yarmouth etc. MOTO, free
franked, corner card, rates, some registered and one money
order receipt. Duplication throughout and very clean. Scans
available online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Thousands more scans of these
Postal History lots and others
can be found online.
Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com

931

932

1889 Colour Card Depicting a Map of Newfoundland Highlighting the Cod Fishing Industry, titles “Cleaning Fish /
Banks of Newfoundland” and printed in 1889 by the Arbuckle
Bros. Coffee Co. in New York City. The population is given as
197,332 at the time. The back of the card explains in detail
how it is better to grind your own coffee at home, and lists
all of the countries represented in this series of cards, which
were apparently included in bags of their coffee. A lovely item
which once adorned the title page of the owner’s exhibit “Selected Cents Covers, 1865-1909”.
.................................................................................... Est $100

934



935



#28 12c Pale Red Brown Group of 4 Transatlantic Covers, all 4 paying the 12c GB rate, with St. John’s
(MAY.24.1869) to Poole (England) (JUN.16 receiver), with
red British Packet transit cds (JUN.15); Folded letter from
St. John’s (MAY.12.1870) to Poole (England) (no receiver),
endorsed Via Halifax with red Liverpool British Packet transit cds (JUN.1) (some docketing); St. John’s (AUG.1.1872) to
Poole endorsed per S.S. Sweden (Allan Line), with Liverpool
“tombstone” ship transit postmark (some docketing); and
JUN.1.1872 yellow cover from Twillingate to Pool (JUN.28 bs)
through St. John’s (JUN.3 bs) (some docketing). A few faults,
overall fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

936



937

 #30 13c Orange Ship Tied by Cork Cancel to Lady Cover,

 #24/54 Group of 11 Various Covers with Better Early
Frankings, 1866 to 1887, with 1866 inland cover with #25
(cat. $900 on cover), 1870 inland mourning cover with two
#24 (rare but very faulty cover), 1867 cover to PEI with #30
($750 on cover), 1875 inland cover with two #32A, 1878 inland cover with #39, 1881 mourning cover to England with
#40, 1885 mourning inland cover with #49, 1885 double
weight cover to England with a pair of #53, 1888 advertising
inland cover with #49, 1888 General Post Office cover to the
United States with #54 and an 1887 double weight cover to
England with two #54 (with “235” grid cancels). A very interesting group, not only for its frankings, but for the variety of
postmarks and rates, etc. The majority are very fine, but some
range from faulty to very faulty (those faults easily visible on
our online scans).
.................................................................................Est $1,000

933

#26 5c Black Harp Seal Just Tied by Cork Cancel to
Early cc. Cover, paying the 5c inland rate from Carbonear
(Nov. 10. 1869) to St. Harbor Grace (no receiver) on AngloAmerican Telegraph Company cc. envelope (embossed circle
on back). Stamp with some toning spots, cover with heavy
tears (front and back), still a scarce usage.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

#28a, 51a 15c Combination Registered Cover to
France, franked by 3c brown and 12c pale red brown tied by
circular grid cancels from St. John’s (FEB.15.1892) to double
weight registered (10c rate + 5c registration) cover to France
(March 3 Paris Distribution receiver cds on back) through London. Open on three sides for display, still fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #25 5c Brown Harp Seal Cork Cancelled on Mourning
Cover, paying the 5c inland rate from Carbonear (March 20.
1868) to St. John’s (March 25 receiver). Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

from S. John’s (Sep.4.1866 in red) to New Carlisle (Baie des
Chaleurs, Québec) endorsed (manuscript) Via Restigouche
New Brunswick. Through Chatham (SEP.13) and Dalhousie
(SEP.14) bs. Stamp sulphuretted with LL corner fault.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

125

943
938

939

 #33 3c Vermillion Queen Victoria Inland Usage, tied by
neat cork cancel to front of cover from St. John’s (JAN.6.1873,
red Paid cds) to Bay Roberts. A scarce usage of this short-life
stamp as it has been quickly replaced by the 3c Blue after
less than 2 years’ use. Front only.
...........................................................................Unitrade $575

 #30 13c Orange Ship Outport Rate Cover, from Harbor

Grace (JUL.24.1867) to Cow-Bay (Cape Breton). Backstamped:
St. John’s, North Sidney, Sydney and Cow-Bay (JUL.27). Cover
slightly reduced at left and small edge tears, still scarce.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

 #30/65 Group of Five 1895-1897 Registered Covers to
Canada, three have 8c rate frankings and one appears to be
over-franked (15c), with destinations including Montréal, Halifax, Toronto and Kingston and New Glasgow NS, (part of backflap missing) with a good variety of postmarks, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

944

 #34 3c Blue Queen Victoria x2 on Transatlantic Mourning Cover, stamps tied by cork (rectangular cork in center of
c.d.s.) and faint red Paid single broken circle from St. John’s
(JUL.13.1875) to Clapham paying the 6c letter rate to England. Small part of back flap missing.
.................................................................................... Est $200

940

 #31, 75 1903 Registered Cover to Canada, mailed from
St John’s MAR.11.1903 (late use of oval registration datestamp) to Berlin, Ontario (MAR.18 receiver) through Montréal
MAR.17, franked with a 24c Queen Victoria and a surcharged
1c on 3c Queen Victoria for a total of 25c. Bit of staining at
right, still overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

941

 #31/85 Group of Eight Registered Covers to Germany,
1897 to 1913, all mailed from St John’s to various places in
Germany, with a variety of franking combinations making 10c,
11c (x2), 13c, 14½c, 18c, 39c and 54c. One cover is quite
toned and one has a vertical crease, rest are overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

942

126

 #32/58 1897 8c Registered Cover to Montréal, mailed
from St John’s FEB.20.1897 (oval registration datestamp) to
Montréal, with squared circle precursor receiver on back. The
cover has a colourful franking of at least 7 different stamps (9
stamps in all, totaling 8c being the proper rate), neat and very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

945



#34 3c Blue Queen Victoria Pair on Transatlantic
Mourning Cover, with stamps tied by 10-bar oval killer from
Fogo (neat MAR.26.1874 double ring) to England (JUN.12
York cds bs) through Liverpool (red Paid Packet cds on front
dated JUN.11). A few faults including small part of backflap
missing, stamps toned, still very fine appearing.
.................................................................................... Est $150

946

 #34 3c Blue Queen Victoria on Cover to St. Pierre-etMiquelon, with stamp tied by cork cancel from Harbour Grace
(AUG.31.1874 double ring) through St. John’s (faint SEP.1 bs
cds) and faint St. Pierre receiver cds on front (docketing on
back denoted received SEP.7). A very unusual 3c inland rate
to a foreign (although “friendly” next door neighbour) destination. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

949

Montréal, with all 3 stamps tied by cork cancels, alongside
scarce (used 6 months) MAY.27.1873 St. John’s full circle cds
in red and backstamped Montréal Q cds (JUN.4) on legal size
cover (some docketing, edge faults and creases).
.................................................................................... Est $100
950

948

 #35 6c Dull Rose Queen Victoria Group of 3 Covers, all
paying the 6c British rate, first is tied by cork to cover from St.
John’s (OCT.23.1874) carried by the Caspian (Allan Line) via
Liverpool (Paid Liverpool Packet Transit cds) to Poole (OCT.30
receiver); second tied by cork form St. John’s (MAY.?. 1873)
to York (bs MAY.30), England via Liverpool British Packet
cds on front (MAY.30) and third tied by cork form St. John’s
(JUL.16.1873 faint red full circle cds) and docketing Greenspond July 10 origin) to Poole (JUL.25 bs) via Liverpool. Docketing on 2 covers, still a very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #36, 44, 48, 60 6c Inland Registration Rate Group of
Three Covers, first franked with a single 6c carmine lake
Queen Victoria Harbour Grace to St John’s (opening faults at
top), second franked with a pair of 3c slate Queen Victoria
mailed St Georges to St John’s with RPO on back (bit of toning on stamps, slightly reduced at left) and third franked with
three different issues, mailed to St John’s, with a manuscript
“R” and RPO on back (bit reduced at left). A fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

951

947

 #35 6c Dull Rose Queen Victoria Triple Weight Cover to

 #36, 60, 65, 79 6c Inland Registration Rate Group of
Three Covers, first is franked with a 6c carmine lake Queen
Victoria mailed from Tilt Cove to St John’s (TPO on back), second franked with a pair of 3c slate Queen Victoria from origin
unknown to St John’s (TPO on back) and third is franked with
#s 65 and 79 mailed from Hall’s Bay TPO to St John’s. A fine
or better group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

952



#36-81 Seven 1898 10c Registered Covers to the
United States, mailed from Bay Island (with New York transit)
and the rest from St John’s (with Boston transits), to various
places in the US, and all franked with a variety of in-period
stamps. One has faults on the back, still a very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $350

953

 #37 3c Prince of Wales Rouletted Inland Rate Cover,
paid by a strip of 3 of #37 tied by coastal boat cork cancel
from St. John’s (MAY.14.1879) to Trepassey (no receiver). Serious faults (stamps and cover) still an unusual franking.
.................................................................................... Est $100



#35 6c Dull Rose Queen Victoria Pair on Transatlantic Cover, paying the double 6c weight British rate with a
horizontal pair of #35 tied by c.d.s. / corks from St. John’s
(NOV.22.1873) to Romsey, England, through Liverpool (Paid
Ship Packet cds). Manuscript docketed on back: “News of Velocity on 13th all well”. Very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $200

127

954

 #41, 49 5c Combination Canadian Rate Cover to Montréal, paid by 1c violet brown pair and 3c blue tied by quartered cork cancels from “St. John’s Central” (APR.7.1887 broken circle) to Montréal (APR.26 receiver bs). Stamps affected
by small toning spots and a few back faults including a tear,
still a good franking on an otherwise very fine cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

955

 #41/105 Group of Seven 7c Registered Covers to Canada, all mailed between 1899 and 1914 when the rate was
2c for postage plus 5c registration. Covers are addressed to
Cape Breton, New Westminster BC, Berlin Ontario, Hantsport
NS, London Ontario, Toronto Ontario and Winnipeg Manitoba,
from a number of different places and franked with a good
assortment of mostly in-period stamps. The cover to Berlin
is a front only, and there are a few insignificant faults, still an
overall very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $400

956

 #42, 46, 47, 49 1896 Registered Cover to Montréal,
mailed St John’s (NOV.21.1896 oval datestamp) to Montréal, with “ST. CATH ST. W. MONTREAL / L.C.D.” and Montréal
squared circle precursor receivers, through Halifax. The cover
is franked with 4 different 1880-96 issues paying the 8c rate.
A pristine cover.
.................................................................................... Est $150

957

 #43, 44, 47, 48 3c Inland Rate Group of Three Covers,
first is a Mourning cover front mailed St John’s JAN.12.1887
to Exploits franked with a 1c and a 2c (cancelled by “235” grid
cancels). Second was mailed from Clarenville OCT.30.1894 to
“Halls Bay Line Head Quarters” with a OCT.30.1894 “HALLS
BAY T.P.O. N.37” on back, franked with a 1c and a 2c. Third
mailed from St John’s SEP.23.1897 to Carbonear (receiver on
back) franked with a strip of three 1c brown Prince of Wales
(cover reduced at left). A fine to very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

128

958

 #43-57 Set of 1896 New Colour Cents Issues on Cover,
mailed St John’s on AUG.16.1897 to St John’s, with same day
receiver on back. The cover is franked with the five different
reprint stamps issued in 1896, being #s 43, 47, 49, 52 and 57.
Fresh, very fine and interesting, stamps alone catalogue $330.
.................................................................................... Est $250

959

 #43/75 Six 1897 10c Registered Covers to the United
States, all but two mailed from St John’s (also Placentia and
Grand Bank) to various places in the US, franked with a variety of combinations of in-period stamps. All have Boston oval
registration transits, a few of the stamps have toning spots,
covers are mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

960



961



#44, 48 Bonne Bay to Halifax Cover Carried by the
SS Harlaw, franked 1c green and 2c red orange tied by
grid cancels from Bonne Bay (Aug.14.1893 broken circle) to
Halifax and manuscript endorsed “Per S/S Harlaw”. According to owner, this service via Channel ran every two weeks
from April to December 31 and was called the “Western Mail
Boat” but the run never received a T.P.O. Backstamped Channel (Aug.17) and Halifax (Aug.19). Toning affecting cover and
stamps, otherwise very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

#44, 48, 59 1893 Registered Cover to the United
States, “On Postal Service” envelope mailed registered from
the main post office in St John’s on DEC.14.1893 to Rockford,
Illinois (DEC.22 receiver on back), franked with a #44, pair of
#48 and strip of #59 for a total of 35c. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

967

 #47/70 Group of Eight Registered Covers to Canada,
all mailed between 1897 and 1910 with various frankings:
8c (Dec. 1908), 9c (Jan. 1898), 10c (3 covers from 1901 to
1910) and 15c (3 covers from 1897) As well as a number
of mostly in-period stamps. Covers were all mailed from St
John’s to Halifax, Montréal, Winnipeg and Brockville. A mostly
very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $350

968

PC #48 2c 1896 Post Card Rate to Ontario, a pre-printed
post card from the General Post Office in St John’s advertising all of the stamps and stationery available for sale
(signed by the Postmaster General himself), mailed St John’s
(JAN.4.1896 c.d.s. free strike) to St Catharines, Ontario
(JAN.30 receiver on front) and franked with a 2c orange Cod,
tied by a “N’F’D” style roller cancel (in use in St John’s for only
one year in 1896). A few creases and overall aging, still an
interesting item.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x962
962

 #44, 54, 60 Two 1892 10c Registered Covers to Montréal and Halifax, first mailed St John’s (JUN.2.1892 oval
registration datestamp) to Halifax (JUN.14 receiver), franked
with a pair and single of #60 plus a #44 (ex. Peatman, 2004).
Second was mailed at Bay Roberts (JAN.1.1892) to Montréal,
through St John’s (JAN.1), “RAILWAY T.P.O.” (JAN.1) and Halifax (JAN.5), franked with a pair of 5c blue Harp Seals, very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

963



964

 #45, 63, 80/85 Group of Eleven 1901-1906 10c Regis-

#44, 55, 60 Four 1895-97 8c Registered Covers to
Halifax, mailed from Rose Blanche (id’d by 4-ring obliterators
and nearby transit of Channel), Harbour Grace, Spaniards Bay
and Open Hall, with a variety of frankings making the proper
8c rates, with a number of other interesting postmarks (i.e.
King’s Cove, Channel, RPOs, etc.). The 2c orange Cod is sulphuretted, still a mostly very fine group, especially from these
smaller towns.
.................................................................................... Est $300
tered Covers to the United States, all mailed from St John’s
except one from Stephenville Crossing (all have Boston transits), to various places in the US, and all franked with a variety of in-period stamps. An interesting, and overall very fine
group.
.................................................................................... Est $400

965

 #45/85 Group of Six 1899-1900 10c Registered Covers to the United States, all mailed from St John’s (with
Boston transits), to various places in the US, and all franked
with a variety of in-period stamps. One has “Job Bros & Co.”
advertising on back alongside two nice wax seals from the
company, and one has franking on its back as well, a very fine
group.
.................................................................................... Est $350

966

x969
969



#48, 55, 60 Two 1895 10c Registered Covers to the
United States, both mailed to New York City, one from
St John’s and one via the Halls Bay R.T.P.O (with St John’s
squared circle precursor backstamp) with “R.G. Reid / N.N.&
W. Railway / St John’s NF” backflap. Both have Boston transits and are franked with in-period stamps. Bit of aging on one
cover, else mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #47, 49 5c Combination on US Rate Mourning Cover,
paid with 3c Blue and 2c Green tied by unrecorded (according to owner) cork cancel from Brigus (JUN.15.1886 broken
circle) to Bloomfield, New Jersey and forwarded to Waterbury
Conn., with NY PAID ALL and Bloomfield backstamps. Missing
back flap, else very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

129

970



#48, 59 1899 Triple Weight Registered Cover to the
United States, mailed from St John’s (light July 1899 oval
registration datestamp) to Dubuque Iowa (JUL.10 receiver)
through Boston, franked with a 10c Schooner and five 2c orange Cod, for a total of 20c (15c triple weight plus 5c registration). Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

971

 #48/79 Three 1897 8c Registered Covers to Halifax,

974

 #53 5c Pale Blue Harp Seal on Transatlantic Illustrated
Advertising Cover, stamp tied by #235 grid cancel from St.
John’s (SEP.14.1886) on all-over Watchmakers and Jewellers illustrated advertising cover addressed to Birmingham
(SEP.24 bs). A lovely and pristine cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

one from Harbour Grace, one from Sound Island (with Placentia, Railway TPO and St John’s precursor backstamps) and the
other from St John’s, all mailed to the same Life Insurance
company in Halifax and all with a receiver on back, as well as
colourful frankings (one is over-paid by 1c), vertical crease on
one, otherwise overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150
972

 #48/81 Group of Four 15c Double Weight Registered
Covers to the United States, 1897 to 1898, all mailed from
St John’s to various places in the US and franked with a colourful assortment of mostly in-period stamps and all have
oval Boston transits. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

973

975

 #54 15c Rate Cover to Australia, mailed from St John’s

976

 #54 Loading Warf Improvised Metal Hammer cds,
dated (manuscript) “LW March 24th 92” with 5c dark blue
Harp Seal stamp tied by grid cancel to transatlantic cover
addressed to Scotland (APR.22 Roslin receiver). Back also
shows a Little Bay NEWF’D broken circle and St John’s c.d.s.
Slightly reduced at top with a few back faults and tears, still
interesting and probably scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 #53 5c Pale Blue Harp Seal Single on Short Paid Trans-

on FE.9.1889 and addressed to Melbourne, Australia,
through San Francisco (FEB.20 transit on back). Originally
franked with a strip of three of the 5c dark blue Harp Seal and
somewhere along the way a large part of the middle stamp
got removed (remaining two are damaged), with “Stamp Lost
/ In Transit” boxed handstamp. There is also a red “PAID ALL”
handstamp on front. Once arrived in Melbourne on APR.11,
several attempts were made to try and find the addressee,
with many hand written notes to that effect, as well as pink
Letter Carrier handstamps on front. Both front and back show
a boxed “Unclaimed At / Melbourne” handstamp, and the
cover was opened at bottom and re-sealed with stamp selvedge, with a pencil “2/9/89” date, as well as an interesting note on back reading “Opened by Mrs. Strachan but not
for her, 11/4/89.” The back then shows several circular and
boxed datestamps, mostly Dead Letter Office, dated OCT.10
and DEC.3. Very fine, and a rare destination for Newfoundland, plus a great story to boot.
.................................................................................... Est $750

atlantic Advertising Cover, rated as double-weight with 5c to
pay from St. John’s (MAY.26.1886) with stamp tied by #235
grid cancel on Watchmaker and Jeweller cc. cover to Birmingham (JUN.11 receiver on front), through Liverpool Col. Packet
(bs JUN.10 cds). Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

130

977



978

 #54 5c Blue Harp Seal Short-Paid Double-Weight Cover

#54 North Labrador Moravian Missionary Cover to
Germany, franked 5c dark blue Harp Seal cork cancelled
alongside Labrador North broken circle (JUL.23.1893 with RF
– 450); bs Coastal T.P.O. N. 14 (JUL.27, with RF – 500), St.
John’s and Herrnhut (Germany) receiver. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

to the United States, from Cottell’s Island (MAR.2.1893 broken circle) to Augusta (Maine) through Glovertown (MAR.7
broken circle on front), taxed 10 cents due (Boston MAR.19
due duplex) paid by 5 x 2c US postage due stamps (2 on front
and 3 on back, all 5 pen canceled in blue crayon). Interesting
docketing on back. Closed tear at lower right corner, still an
appealing cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

979

 #54 5c Blue Harp Seal on Mourning Cover to France,
mailed from Twillingate in May 1895 and addressed to Dieulefit, France (receiver on back) through St John’s and “Coastal
T.P.O. North” broken circle dated MAY.27 and Calais (JUN.10
transit on front). The cover is franked with a single 5c blue
Harp Seal tied by indistinct cork and endorsed “par voie
d’Angleterre” but there are no English markings. Open on
three sides for display and partially trimmed and resealed,
still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

980

 #55 5c Blue Harp Seal Single on Cover to Jersey, Channel Islands, mailed from Harbour Britain (faint broken circle
on back) to Jersey (FEB.6.1896 receiver) through St John’s
and “Coastal T.P.O. West” (broken circle), franked with a
single 5c blue Harp Seal tied by a cork cancel. Small piece
backflap missing, still a good destination and fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

981

 #55, 59 1894 Double Weight Registered Cover to the
United States, an “On Postal Service / General Post Office”
envelope mailed from St John’s (neat squared circle precursor free strike dated DEC.18.1894) to new York City (DEC.24
receiver) through Boston, franked with a 5c blue Harp Seal
and a 10c black Schooner (both tied by circular grids) paying
the 10c double weight rate plus 5c registration fee. A very fine
and attractive cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

982



#55, 60 1895 8c Registered Cover to Montréal, an
“On Postal Service / General Post Office” envelope mailed
St John’s MAY.1.1895 (squared circle precursor) to Montréal
(squared circle precursor receiver) through Halifax (c.d.s.
backstamp) and franked with a 5c bright blue Harp Seal and
a 3c slate Queen Victoria paying the proper 8c rate. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

131

983

 #55/83 Group of Six 8c Registered Covers to Canada,
all mailed between August 1897 and October 1898. The registered rate to Canada changed from 8c to 7c on December
25, 1898. Covers are addressed to Ottawa (forwarded), Brantford, Montréal and Victoria BC, all mailed from St John’s and
franked with a good assortment of mostly in-period stamps
including three single-franked with an 8c #67. An overall very
fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $350

984

 #56, 57 ½c Newfoundland Dog Frankings on Two Covers, first mailed from St John’s JUN.7.1894 to Lynn, Massachusetts (JUN.14 receiver) through Boston (JUN.14), franked
with a block of 10 (with two middle stamps neatly taken
out for address) paying the 5c rate, very fine. Second cover
mailed en route “Railway T.P.O. JUL.13.1894” to Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia (JUL.16 receiver) through St John’s and Halifax,
franked with a block of 4 and a pair paying the proper 3c
rate, very fine. Both covers are franked with distinct different
shade of Newfoundland Dog issues.
.................................................................................... Est $250

985

 #57 1c St John’s Drop Letter, mailed on MAR.4.1896,

988



989

 #58/81 Eight 1898 10c Registered Covers to the United States, all mailed from St John’s (all with Boston transits),
to various places in the US, and all franked with a variety of
in-period stamps. One mailed from the General Post Office
still has its receipt enclosed for stamps purchased. A few insignificant faults, still a very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $350

990

 #59 10c Black Schooner Single on Registered Cover
to the United States, an “On Postal Service / General Post
Office” envelope mailed from St John’s (neat squared circle
precursor free strike dated JUN.25.1895) to Rockford, Illinois,
with Boston JUN.30 transit on back, franked with a single 10c
black Schooner (small perf fault) tied by a neat circular grid,
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

franked with a pair of the ½c orange red Newfoundland Dog
re-issue, tied by circular grid cancels. Light soiling and back
flap faults, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
986

#58, 75 Group of Five Printed Matter and Other
Rate Items, with a W1 post band mailed from St John’s
(DEC.30.1893 c.d.s.) to Troppau, Austria (receiver on back),
a W3 post band mailed from St John’s (“N’F’D’ roller in use
only during 1896) to Philadelphia, a #75 on a large piece,
probably a front of a newspaper wrapper or printed matter
envelope to New York City, a home-made lined-paper piece
franked with a #75 mailed from St John’s (c.d.s.) to New York
City, and another front, franked with a pair of #58 from St
John’s to Harbour Grace with part of a “MORE TO PAY” handstamp and manuscript “sample”, as well as a fancy “4” due
marking. An interesting group.
.................................................................................... Est $250



#57/85 Group of Four Covers to Great Britain, with
1898 registered to Bradford, with Liverpool transit and Bradford receiver (with stamps on back totaling 10c, open on three
sides for display, some stamps toned); 1901 mourning cover
to London, franked with a strip of four ½c #78 (receivers on
front and back, part of backflap missing); 1902 larger cover
to London, through Liverpool (receiver on back) franked with
Royal Family issues totaling 13c; and 1907 (?) registered to
London, through Liverpool where it received a registration label, franked with a total of 21½c. Overall fine or better group.
.................................................................................... Est $250

991

 #59 10c Black Schooner Single on Registered Cover
to France, mailed from St John’s (AUG.18.1896 oval registration datestamp) to Douai, France (AUG.28 receiver) through
London and Calais, franked with a single 10c black Schooner
(5c foreign rate plus 5c registration) tied by the scarce first
type of St John’s roller (in use only 1896) to Optician’s cover
(advertising on backflap). A very fine cover.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

987

132

 #58 1c Drop Letter Rate Cover, mailed to and from St
John’s on SEP.20.1897 (c.d.s. free strike), franked with a pair
of the ½c black Newfoundland Dog, each stamp cancelled
by small circular grids. The back of the cover has “all-over”
advertising from grocer William H. Davidson “Sole Agent for
Newfoundland”, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

992

 #59 10c Black Schooner Single on Registered Cover
to the United States, mailed St John’s APR.23.1895 (oval
registration datestamp) to Canton, Ohio (APR.30 receiver)
through Boston (APR.28 transit), franked with a single 10c
black Schooner paying the 5c United States rate plus 5c registration fee. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

993

994

 #61 1897 1c Inland Post Card Rate, a Canadian 2c
UPU post card mailed from Bonne Bay (on the West coast) on
JUL.4.1897 to Grand Banks. Although written in Halifax (datelined June 29th, and message says in part “am heading off
to Sheet Harbour for the summer”), there is no indication this
card was mailed in Canada and it possibly received a “favour
ride” to Bonne Bay, necessitating the addition of the 1c Cabot
(a very elusive stamp to find on cover). Back shows a same
day “Coastal T.P.O. West” broken circle. Vertical crease, else
an interesting and fine card.
.................................................................................... Est $100

995

 #63, 79, 81 1898 Registered Cover to the United States,
mailed from the U.S. Consul in St John’s on MAR.7.1898 (several oval registration datestamps canceling the stamps) to
Wrentham, Massachusetts, with Boston transit on back. The
cover is franked with a total of 18c in stamps, either over-paying the double weight by 3c, or under-paying the triple weight
by 2c. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

996

 #63/81, etc. 1899 Registered Cover Mailed Halifax NS
to Germany, left Halifax on FEB.22.1899 (c.d.s. cancels tie
stamps) and arrived Hamburg on MAR.6 (receiver on back).
The cover is franked with 6 different Newfoundland stamps
(21c) plus 5 Canadian stamps (11c), obviously over-paying
the 10c it would have taken, still a very fine and colourfully
franked cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100



#62/85 Assortment of 5 Various Rate Covers to the
United States, 1897 to 1907, with 1897 5c (single #65),
1898 4c (two #62, due 2c US stamp), 1901 5c (single #85 on
Optical illustrated corner card), 1903 5c (single #85 but short
paid for double weight so due 10c US) and 1907 1c green
wrapper stationery mailed from Western Cove (plus Coastal
TPO on back) uprated by a 1c (#80). A very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $200

997

 #64, 66, 85 1901 15c Double Weight Registered Cover
to Germany, mailed from St John’s on JUN.11.1901 (oval registration datestamps) to Chemnitz Germany (JUN.24 receiver
on back) through Liverpool (JUN.23) and London (JUN.25),
endorsed “Per S.S. Bruce / via New York”. Franked with three
different in-period issues totaling 15c (10c double weight
plus 5c registration). Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

133

998

999



#64/113 Group of Twelve Registered Covers to the
United States, all mailed between 1898 and 1915 from St
John’s, except one from Paradise, to a variety of different
places in the US. We note a variety of rates such as 7c (this
one with “More to Pay” handstamp), 8c (x3), 11c, 12c, 15c,
20c, 21c, 24c (with #71 single franking), 25c and 39c. Obviously all either over or under-paid, still a nice variety of inperiod stamps, some not often seen on cover, and overall very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500



1003



1004

 #76 1c Printed Matter Rate Cover to Halifax, probably
mailed from St John’s, this unsealed envelope is franked with
a 1c on 3c grey lilac Queen Victoria with a Type B surcharge,
tied by a circular grid cancel. Vertical crease, still very fine and
a scarce rate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

#68 10c Black Brown Cabot’s Ship Single Franking
on Registered Cover to Alabama, an official General Post
Office envelope mailed St John’s on JUL.29.1897 (squared
circle precursor free strike) to Birmingham, Alabama (AUG.6
receiver on front), through Boston (backstamp), franked with
a single 10c paying the 5c rate plus 5c registration fee. Very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 #65, 80, 81 1898 Tripe Weight Registered Cover to the
United States, an official General Post Office cover mailed
from St John’s on JUL.30.1898 (squared circle precursor free
strike and others canceling the stamps) to Detroit Michigan
(AUG.6 receiver) through Boston. The cover is franked with
a total of 20c, paying 3x the 5c rate, plus 5c registration fee.
Small tears at bottom, toning on some stamps and part of
backflap missing, still a scarce rate. Ex. Walsh.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1000



1001
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1002

#66/83 Group of Ten 6c Inland Registered Covers,
1898 to 1905, when the rate was 3c inland plus 3c registration. Mailed to and from St John’s, Corner Brook (gorgeous
duplex), Heart’s Content, Grand Bank, Bay Roberts, Bay Islands, Hermitage Cove, etc., with a variety of in-period stamps
used to make up the 6c rate, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

#68 10c Black Brown Cabot’s Ship Single Franking
on Registered Cover to Switzerland, mailed St John’s on
APR.11.1898 (squared circle precursors tying stamp plus
free strike) through London (MAY.2 hooded datestamp), with
MAY.5 Moudon receiver on back. 10c franking pays for 5c rate
plus 5c registration, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

#75, 76 1897 1c on 3c Surcharges on Cover to the
United States, mailed from St John’s on NOV.1.1897 to
Cambridge, Massachusetts (NOV.6 receiver) through Boston (NOV.5), the cover is franked with a strip of 3 (with two
#75 and one #76 with the better Type B surcharge) plus two
singles of #75, paying the 5c United States rate. A very fine
cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1009

 #80, 83, 85 Group of Three Postage Due Covers to the
United States, 1904-1907, 1904 mourning cover to New
Jersey franked 8c with 14c in US dues applied; 1906 cover
to Chicago, franked 1c, with “letter enclosed” handstamp on
back, with 8c in precancelled dues applied (cover is repaired);
and 1907 cover mailed from Carbonear to Vermont, franked
2c, with 6c in dues applied. A mostly very fine and interesting
group.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1005

 #78 2c Rate Advertising Cover to Halifax, mailed from
Burgeo via Coastal T.P.O. West (SEP.30.1900 broken circle) to
Halifax (receiver on back), franked with a very fine strip of four
of the ½c olive green KEVIII as a Child issue paying the proper
2c rate, tied by cork cancels to a very fine corner card cover
from T. Moulton, General Importer. From 1898 to 1906 the
rate to Canada, GB and the Empire was less than the inland
rate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1006

 #78-83 1899 10c Registered Cover to Germany, mailed
St John’s on JAN.1.1899 (squared circle precursor free strike)
to Germany (Metz FEB.4 receiver) through London (FEB.3 oval
registration datestamp on front) and Glasgow (FEB.3 oval registration datestamp on back). The cover is franked with the 6
low values of the Royal Family set, paying the 5c rate plus 5c
registration fee. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1007

 #78/85 Two Different E.R. Krippner Hand Painted “Our
Royal Family” Covers, the first mailed registered in 1901
from St John’s to Vancouver, franked with 5 different Royal
Family issues, depicting the flags of Ireland and the British
Red Ensign, reflecting the major population groups of Newfoundland. The second was mailed in 1903 to Montréal, with
railway postmark, franked with 5 different stamps from the
Royal Family set, and depicting the Irish flag and Union Jack.
The cover to Vancouver is a front only, still both very fine and
colourful.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1008



#78/87 Group of Five 5c Inland Registered Covers,
1906 to 1911, when the rate was 2c inland plus 3c registration. Mailed to and from Hodges Cove (latest reported date
of rare duplex), Harbour Grace, Catalina, Belle Isle, Fortune
Harbour, etc., with a variety of in-period stamps used to make
up the 5c rate, a few small faults still overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1010

/PC

1011

 #81 2c Orange King Edward VII on Colourful Illustrated

#80/105 Group of Nine Better Local and Inland
Rate Covers and Cards, with 1915 2c Come by Chance
oval “Postal Telegraph” datestamp to St John’s; 1913 St
John’s East to St John’s 1c drop letter; 1909 1c post card
from Nardinis (population 14) to Robinson’s Head; 1910 3c
Cover mailed from McCallum Bay (also Balena broken circle);
1901 3c cover with scarce Corner Brook duplex (and TPO on
back); 1901 1c drop letter to and from St John’s (scarce duplex cancel) with George M. Barr advertising; 1903 3c cover
from Belloram (originating town) through Garnish (late use
of double ring datestamp) with TPO on back; 1899 3c cover
from Change Islands with Notre Dame Bay TPO and other TPO
on back; and an 1899 3c brown stationery wrapper to Cupid’s
with receiver and TPO on back. An interesting and mostly very
fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Cover to Halifax, mailed from Burin (AUG.15.1908 broken
circle free strike) to Levi Hart & Son in Halifax, with part TPO
on back, as well as a St John’s c.d.s. and Halifax receiver.
The cover is franked 2c, tied by small oval grid to a nicely illustrated Levi Hart & Son Ltd, cover. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
1012



#81, 85 Two 1904 Advertising Covers with Mail Bag
Seals, both with Main River intaglio mail bag postmarks,
which were not authorized to be used on mail. First cover is
franked with a 2c orange KEVII addressed to Halifax, second
is franked with a 5c blue Duke of York to St Louis, MO. Both
covers were mailed by “A. Nardini, at Nardini Crossing, Bay St
George and both have corner card advertising. They are both
undated on front, but the 2c cover has a scarce NOV.2.1903
railway postmark on back and NOV.4 receiver, the other has
a St Louis receiver dated SEP.11.1904. The Main River post
office opened in 1899 with Mr. Nardini as Postmaster, and
closed in 1926 with a population then of 21, and Nardini
Crossing is now called Stephenville Crossing. This mail bag
seal is in the Pritchard & Andrews proof book with the impression taken in 1899. Very fine and attractive pair of covers.
.................................................................................... Est $300

135

1013

 #82, 83, 85 1900 Registered Cover to France, mailed
from Twillingate on JUN.11.1900 (broken circle appears to
have “79” year slug) to Dieulefit France (JUN.25 receiver)
through St John NB (JUN.15), with three different RPO datestamps and also through Marseille and Paris (despite being
endorsed to go via England). The cover is franked with a #82
(may not belong?), 83 (sulphuretted) and 85, all paying the
proper 10c rate. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1014

1015

136

1016

* #84, 85 Commemorative E.R. Krippner Envelope for the
Visit of the Duke and Duchess of York to Newfoundland on
October 23 and 24, 1901, featuring the 4c and 5c stamps
of the Royal Family set, lavishly adorned in full colour on an
unused Bank of Montréal envelope with embossed back flap.
Very fine and a great addition to any Newfoundland collection.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1017

 #85 1906 Triple Rate Cover to the United States,
a “Waite’s Comedy Co. and Concert Orchestra” corner
card cover mailed via “N & W Railway T.P.O.” (c.d.s. dated
APR.29.1906) addressed to Syracuse, New York, with MAY.4
receiver on back, franked with three 5c blue Duke of York
stamps paying three times the 5c rate. Stains and creases,
still an uncommon rate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1018



 #82, 83 Two 6c Registered Covers to Great Britain,
when the rate was 2c plus 4c registration, with 1902 Bay Islands to Gosport (receiver on back) through Boston where it
received a registration label, franked with a strip of three 2c
#82 on an “H.M.S. Alert” (probably on fishery patrol) cover.
Also 1910 St John’s to London, through Liverpool (oval registration datestamp on back) where it received a registration
label, franked with a pair of 3c, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #82, 85 1898 Registered Cover to British Columbia,
mailed from Wesleyville (JUN.9.1900 broken circle free strike)
to Sandon BC (JUN.18 receiver), back shows 8 different datestamps including Bonavista Bay TPO, Montréal squared circle
precursor, Revelstoke Station BC as well as a number of different RPO strikes. The cover is franked with a 2c and a 5c
Royal Family issues paying the 7c Canadian registration rate.
Slightly reduced at right, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

#87/109 1914 17c Quadruple Registered Cover to
New Zealand, mailed from St John’s (JUN.11.1914 large
oval registration datestamp) to Wellington New Zealand with
JUL.28 receiver, through Montréal (JUN.16 transit). The cover
is franked with a total of 17c in stamps (including varieties on
the 1c King James I issues) paying quadruple the 3c rate plus
5c registration. Vertical crease (not affecting stamps), bit of
toning on some stamps and tears on back flap, still a good
destination and rate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1019

1020

1021



#91-108 Group of Five 7c Registered Covers to the
United States, 1911 to 1914, mailed from various places
(such as Mose Ambrose) to various US cities, with various inperiod frankings paying the 2c rate plus 5c registration fee.
One cover mailed from the Postmaster General’s Office has
all 7 of its 1c #104 stamps trimmed from its perforations, a
generally very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1022

 #114 1912 Registered Cover to Germany, mailed from
St John’s on MAR.23.1912 (machine cancel ties stamp) to
Stuttgart, Germany with Liverpool and London registration
transits dated APR.8. The proper rate should have been 10c
(as this was probably not a double weight cover) then this
is overpaid by 5c, still a scarce single franking, especially on
such a pristine little cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1023



#J2 1940 Harbour Grace to St John’s with Postage
Dues, mailed Harbour Grace possibly in 1940 (date difficult
to read) to St John’s with a 4c Princess Elizabeth franking,
then manuscript 8c due, covered up with a strip of four of the
2c vermilion postage dues (perf 10) tied to #10 size cover by
circular grids. An uncommon due franking, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1024

 Remainder Lot of 13 Covers from 1896 to 1914, with
a nice variety of material, with 1896 uprated EN4 to France;
1903 2c single on cover to Ireland; a picture post card (depicting the S.S. Bloodhound being towed) from Duckworth St
St John’s (broken circle) franked with two Canadian 1c KEVII
stamps, marked with cypher markings and due 4c; a 1911
cover from Sound Island P.B. to Vermont with franking and
postmarks on back; four covers to Halifax with various frankings, including one registered and one with Canadian 2c due
stamp; advertising cover to Sombra Ontario, 4c Duchess of
York single on double weight cover from Trinity to Montréal;
and three incoming covers, one (front only) from Charlottetown, one from England and one from the US with St John’s
DLO marking on back. A mostly very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1025

 Remainder Lot of 13 Covers from 1920 to 1948, with a

1026





#105 1914 Short Paid WWI Cover to France, mailed
from Bay Roberts (AUG.14.1914 broken circles) to Cherbourg,
France (receiver on back) through St John’s (AUG 15 machine
on back), with postman message saying the addressee is “absent” on September 8th. The cover was redirected to Nantes
(faint OCT.26 postmark on back). Franked with a single 2c
stamp which was short 3c, so 30 centimes in French dues
were added. Fine and interesting, having been mailed 10
days after World War I had begun.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 #105, 106 1911 Cover Grand Bank to Mexico City,
mailed from Grand Bank on SEP.7.1911 (broken circle free
strike), to Mexico City, with SEP.11 receiver on back, alongside a South Coast T.P.O. datestamp, franked with 2c + 3c
Royal Family issues paying the proper rate. Very fine and
scarce destination.
.................................................................................... Est $100



Scans of each lot can
be found online.
Would you like more scans
of a lot? Email us at
info@sparks-auctions.com

great variety of interesting material, including inland, to Canada, to the United States, to England, one to British Honduras,
many are registered, most have interesting frankings such
as single frankings, sets, etc. We also note a good variety of
postmarks and other interesting attributes. Overall very fine,
all covers are scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $350

Remainder Lot of 29 Covers to Foreign Destinations,
from 1919 to 1939, with a great variety of interesting material, including to Canada (x1), United States (x13), England
(x10), others to Italy (x2), Switzerland, South Africa, Mexico,
most are registered, most have interesting frankings such as
single frankings, sets, etc., also with different rates. We also
note a good variety of postmarks and other interesting attributes. Overall very fine, all covers are scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $600
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Newfoundland Stationery

1030
1027



1028

 #EN1, 56a ½c Deep Orange Red Pairs Uprating a 3c

#EN1, 28, 53 20c Foreign Registration Uprated Stationery Cover to Germany, franked by 5c pale blue and 12c
pale red brown on 3c stationery envelope, tied by circular grid
cancels from St. John’s (MAR.10.1891 c.d.s.) to triple weight
registered (15c rate + 5c registration) cover to Leipzig, Germany through London. Vertical light folds, still an appealing
cover.
.................................................................................... Est $300

Stationery Cover, stamps tied by circular grids to 3c EN1
envelope from St. John’s (APR.12.1893) paying 5c Canadian
letter rate to Halifax (APR.6 receiver). A small part of back flap
missing, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1031

 #EN1, etc. 1895 Uprated 3c Stationery Envelope Reg-

istered to England, then Germany, mailed registered from St
John’s (OCT.10.1895 squared circle precursor) to Farnham,
England (OCT.29) through “Glasgow & Carlisle / Sorting Tender” c.d.s. then re-addressed to Berlin, Germany by affixing
a 2½d Queen Victoria, tied by Farnham squared circle, with
German receiver and London registration transit. The envelope is uprated with a ½c and a 24c stamp plus a stationery
cut-out, for a total of 29½c. Insignificant small stains on back,
still very fine and colourful.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 #EN2, 58, 60, 78 1899 Uprated Registered 5c Stationery Envelope to Germany, mailed from St John’s (SEP.1.1899
oval registration datestamp) to Altendorf, Germany (SEP.13 receiver) through Glasgow (SEP.10 oval registration datestamp)
and endorsed “Per S.S. Assyrian”. The 5c cover is uprated with
3 different shades of the 3c slate Queen Victoria plus two different ½c stamps totaling 15c (10c plus 5c registration). A
pretty cover, with hand-drawn REGISTERED number box, etc.,
with some toning on the stamps, else very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x1029
1029

138



#EN1, EN2, etc. Group of Five Uprated 3c Stationery
Envelopes, with 1903 uprated by 3c, written “Registered” but
mailed to Germany regular because 4c short; 1902 uprated
by 2c to Hungary; 1908 uprated by 5c St John’s to Germany
(either paying the 8c double rate, or over paying the 5c rate
by using a stamp that was the same colour as the printed
stamp); 1912 uprated by 10c mailed registered from St
John’s to Boston; and 1915 uprated by 4c mailed registered
Island Cove to New York City. An overall very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1032

 #EN2, 81 1903 3c Uprated Stationery Cover Registered
to Trinidad, British West Indies, uprated by a 2c orange KEVII and mailed registered from Bonavista on JAN.10.1903
(broken circle free strike) to Port of Spain, Trinidad with no
receivers, but went through Halifax (JAN.23) and New York
(JAN.27) where it received a registration label. Tears and overall aging, still a very rare destination from Newfoundland.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1033

 #EN2, EN3, 44, 48, 60 Group of Three Different Rates
1895 Uprated Stationery Envelopes, first is a 3c EN2 uprated with a 2c red orange Cod to Switzerland (Zurich receiver
and Glasgow packet letter transit), second is a 3c EN2 uprated 2c red orange Cod and 1c Prince of Wales registered
Brigus to St John’s, with railway T.P.O. and St John’s squared
circle precursor backstamps, third is a 5c EN3 uprated by a
pair of 1c Prince of Wales and a 3c Queen Victoria from St
John’s to Leipzig Germany (receiver on back plus two different
oval London datestamps on front). An attractive and very fine
trio.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1034

 #EN2, EN3, EN4 Group of Four Stationery Covers Mailed
Overseas, an EN2 3c cover mailed Placentia (OCT.9.1902) to
St Pierre & Miquelon (with TPO on back, probably mailed at
a friendly rate and took 20 days to get there); two EN3 5c
covers mailed 1909 (St John’s duplex) to Austria and 1902
(Trinity broken circle) to Germany (both with receivers, one to
Germany also has a Glasgow transit); and an EN4 5c registered 1896 cover to Germany (with London hooded registration datestamp and German receiver on back). A very fine and
interesting group.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1035

1037



1038

PC #P1P 1873 1c Post Card Hand Drawn Copy, drawn in a
greenish ink on a thick card, with notation on back reading
“Copy of the design of the Newfoundland Post card (without
the groundwork) by W. G. McMillan, London” and gives his
address at “104 Jermyn St. London S.W.”. Unfortunately the
item is undated, but we assume it must date from late in the
nineteenth century. Very fine, and a very interesting collateral
item for the Newfoundland collector.
.................................................................................... Est $200

#EN4, 59 10c Black Schooner Uprating a Double
Weight Registered Stationery Cover to Switzerland, tied
by circular grids to 5c stationery envelope (N. Ohman stamp
dealer handstamp on back) from St. John’s (scarce oval registration marking dated OCT.21.1893) through London. Berne
receiver backstamp (NOV.2). Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

 #EN3, EN4, etc. Group of Four Uprated 5c Stationery
Envelopes to Foreign Destinations, 1900 registered to Halifax, uprated by 4c to pay the double weight registered rate,
with book seller advertising on back; 1898 registered to
Lincoln England, uprated by a total of 5c; 1898 registered
to Leipzig Germany, uprated by 5c; and 1901 registered to
Cleveland Ohio, uprated by 10c paying the double weight rate.
A good variety of different stamps and postmarks, overall very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1036

 #EN3, etc. 1895 Uprated 5c Stationery Envelope Registered to England, then Germany, mailed registered from St
John’s (OCT.10.1895 squared circle precursor) to Farnham,
England (OCT.29) through “Glasgow & Carlisle / Sorting Tender” c.d.s. then re-addressed to Berlin, Germany by affixing
a 2½d Queen Victoria, tied by Farnham squared circle, with
German receiver and London registration transit. The envelope is uprated with a ½c, 1c, 5c, plus a stationery cut-out,
for a total of 13½c. Open on three sides for display, very fine
and colourful, ex. Baron.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x1039
1039

PC #P1 1875 and 1876 Inland Use 1c Post Cards, first
mailed St John’s (faint red DEC.29.1875 despatch) to Harbour Grace (DEC.30 receiver on front) with distinctive cork
cancel. Second (with fancy Commercial Bank of Newfoundland printed back) mailed St John’s (DEC.27.1876 red broken
circle) to Harbour Grace (part receiver) with TOO LATE handstamp which would have been used within a half hour before the mail’s closing time. Small stains on both cards, still
scarce early uses.
................................................................................Webb $650

139

x1040
1040

PC #P1 1874 and 1879 Inland Use 1c Post Cards, first
mailed to and from St John’s (faint red paid despatch) datelined on back “July 31 / 74” requesting the addressee to show
up for a cricket game on the “Quidi Vidi Ground”, with distinctive cork cancel. Second mailed from Brigus (OCT.21.1879) to
Harbour Grace (part receiver on front), with a message relating to a visit from the Bishop. A very fine pair of pre-1880 use
P1 cards.
................................................................................Webb $650

1041

PC #P1 Three P1 1c Stationery Cards, 1883 to 1930, first
mailed St John’s to Harbour Grace JUN.15.1883 with two
postmarks applied on the Coastal North Mail Boat; second
mailed Humbermouth (JUL.5.1911) to Massachusetts, uprated with a 2c stamp when a 1c would have been sufficient
(card is datelined at Bay of Islands); third mailed from St
John’s (MAY.16.1930 slogan machine) to Charlotte, North
Carolina, uprated with a 1c stamp. This card was mailed from
stamp dealer Frank F. Wills noting that “this card is for your
collection - a real old timer!”. Very fine trio.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1042

E/P #P1-2a 1873 1c Post Card Plate Proof in Red Brown,
printed on card, rarely offered and very fine.
................................................................................Webb $500

1043

E/P #P1-2b 1873 1c Post Card Plate Proof in Orange, printed on card, rarely offered and very fine.
................................................................................Webb $500
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1044

PC #P2 Two Early Uses of the 1879 2c UPU Stationery
Card, first mailed from St John’s on JUL.24.1879 (broken circle) to Battersea, London, England, with a very nice fancy leaf
cork cancel, with note on back amusingly reading “No time
to write, accept congratulations”. The earliest recorded date
for this card is only one day before this one, on JUL.23.1879.
Second card was mailed from St John’s on APR.19.1897
(c.d.s.) to Leipzig, Germany (receiver on front) with a short
note reading “Cohs will follow shortly”. Both cards are fresh
with bright colours and very fine.
................................................................................Webb $600

1045

PC #P3 Collection of Eight Interesting P3 Stationery Cards,
1883 to 1903, starts off with an 1883 uprated pre-printed
card to New Brunswick; an 1896 card from Musgrave Harbour to St John’s with Halls Bay R.T.P.O. No.1 on back (owner
notes No. 1 was not listed at the time); an uprated 1898 card
to London England (vertical crease), an 1898 uprated (with
two ½c black Newfoundland Dog issues) card from Griguet
(north of St Anthony) to Toronto Ontario; an uprated 1903
card to Mulhouse Germany, redirected to Wimereux, Pas de
Calais in France; a 1903 card mailed to St John’s with a very
rare Traytown B Bay duplex (used for only a few months, this is
the latest recorded date); a 1903 card mailed to Nova Scotia
at the 1c rate (underpaid), with Main River crown intaglio mail
bag seal postmark (datelined on back “Stephenville Crossing”); and an uprated 1903 card to Antigua, British West
Indies (datelined St Jacques / Fortune Bay”) with serious
crease and staining. An overall fine or better group.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1046

PC #P4 July 13, 1892 2c UPU Stationery Card to Switzerland with Historical Content, mailed from St John’s on
JUL.13.1892 and addressed to Switzerland, re-directed twice
within. The front shows several Swiss postmarks as well as a
red Liverpool SHIP datestamp. The message was written days
after the great fire of St John’s which occurred on July 8th,
and reads “The telegram will have told you of our terrible calamity. Two-thirds of the town were destroyed and five-sixths
of the value. The fine buildings are gone - the slums are left.
Father and I have nothing but a silver cigar case to remind
us of our home. He has £160 in insurance on all his possessions - they were worth at least £500. I have £60 on insurance on at least £200 worth of things. I am well housed in
the country with friends. Father is staying with the pilots who
have secured a large part of one of the few remaining houses.
Father.”. A few light creases, still interesting.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1047

PC #P4 Collection of Six 2c Vermilion Stationery UPU Cards
to Foreign Destinations, all mailed between 1883 and 1904
to France (x2), Montréal, Switzerland, Michigan United States
and London England. A very nice group which shows a good
variety of despatch, transit and arrival postmarks. A few have
small or insignificant faults, still an overall very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1048

1049

PC #P4 1904 2c UPU Stationery Card Mailed from Ramah,
Labrador to London, England, then Germany, datelined
“Rama” April 3, 1904 and addressed to London (AUG.12 c.d.s)
through St John’s (AUG.3 c.d.s.) then redirected to Germany
(Strehlen AUG.14 receiver). There are also two interesting datestamps on front: “Labrador T.P.O. Newf’d” (JUL.28) and “U.S.
Government / Despatch Agency / London / AUG.12” double
oval in purple. Ramah, in northern Labrador was a Moravian
mission established in 1871 and abandoned in 1908 due to
supply ships having great difficulty with the ice in Ramah Bay.
Probably the reason why there was a delay between when this
card was written and when it entered the mails. Back has a
lengthy neatly-written message in German. Very fine and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $150

PC #P5 1889 Rare 2c on 1c Surcharged Stationery Post
Card, mailed on MAY.15.1889 by Mr. Ohman to Levi and
Salaman, in Bermingham England, asking them to send
him “one doz. 9 carats sets rings”. Postmarked “Late Office
St John’s / Newf’d” broken circle, which was used between
1886 and 1889, and there is a receiving datestamp from the
addressees dated MAY.23. Mr Ohman’s Jewelery Store was
the designated “Late Office” in 1889 for mailing letters up
to 15 minutes before ship departures. Only 700 P3 cards
were revalued on May 14th, 1889 due to a shortage of the P4
2c UPU cards. Webb explains that “examples used May-July
1889 are valued at a minimum of $800”. Two punch holes at
top, still very fine and an extremely rare genuine use of this
card.
................................................................................Webb $800

Did you know we have
thousands of scans online?
Images for our auction
can be viewed online at
stampauctionnetwork.com

1050

PC #P6 1899 P6 UPU Reply Portion of Stationery Card from
Northern Labrador to Germany, mailed from Hopedale (datelined Hoffenthal in German) Labrador, with Labrador T.P.O.
AUG.5.1899 broken circle and addressed to someone at the
Moravian School for Boys in Neuwied, Germany (SEP.1 receiver) through St John’s (AUG.15 c.d.s. on back). Hopedale was
home for Moravian missionaries from Germany and the Hopedale Mission is still standing today, is a National Historic Site,
and is thought to be the oldest wooden-frame building in Canada standing east of Quebec. The message side has a lengthy
message in German (would be interesting to read). Staining,
still quite rare. Webb lists reply portions of P6 mailed at $500.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1051

PC #P6 Two P6 2c UPU Stationery Cards, first mailed from
St John’s OCT.29.1894 to England, actually written aboard
the “S.S. Virginia Lake on the North East Coast of Newfoundland” (datelined), fine. Second card was mailed from St John’s
DEC.18.1895 to Germany, with Herrnhut receiver on front, and
still has its reply portion still attached. Stained but scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1052

PC #P8, P9, P10 Group of Six Stationery Cards mailed from
1904-1913, with P8: 4 cards, one mailed aboard the S.S.
Clyde at Tilt Cove to Musgrave with Notre Dame Bay TPO, one
mailed St John’s to a passenger aboard the S.S.. Home at
Bay of Islands (north west coast), one mailed to the USA from
Harbour Grace with a 2c due stamp and one mailed to France
which had been uprated but stamp fallen off. Also a P9 uprated by 1c mailed from St Brides to Holland (through Placentia
and St john’s, with toning on stamp) and a P10 mailed from
St John’s to Portugal with receiver (this one fresh with bright
colours). A mostly fine to very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1053

PC Group of Six Early Newfoundland and Labrador Picture
Postcards, unused depicting a 50ft hump-back whale and
whalers; an unused picture postcard of Killinek, Labrador
“The Farthest North Mission Church”; an undivided back card
depicting a logging camp in Exploits River, mailed in 1908 to a
serving member of the British Army in India (with receiver but
stamp removed); an undivided back card depicting a scene
in Middle Cove, mailed in 1905 (C.B. Railway T.P.O. c.d.s.) to
Austria but strayed off-course as it received an “A01” postmark of Kingston Jamaica; and two 2c franked cards depicting the same scenes of people drying fish, one mailed St
John’s East 1917 to France and the other mailed St John’s to
Massachusetts. A very fine and scarce group.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1054

PC Two Early Multi-View Picture Postcards, both franked
with a 2c orange KEVII issue, first is black and white was
mailed from St John’s on OCT.26.1903 to Toronto, with message reading” our new series of post cards will be ready in
about two weeks or probably earlier” signed “Sutherland”.
Second is a slightly larger card with blue tint, mailed from
Belle Isle in June 1902 to Sweden, with nice receiver on front
as well as two other datestamps on back. A very fine pair of
early picture post cards.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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Newfoundland Postmarks

x1055
1055

1058

 Lovely Collection of Lacelle #1590 Postmarks on Stamp,
recorded used in St John’s from Feb. to Jun.1873, with a total
of 13 stamps, including #s 24, 28 (x2), 32A, 33 (x3 including
a jumbo stamp), 34, and 35 (x6). A rarely offered lot, great for
expansion or upgrading to or from.
................................................................................ Scott $955

1059

 Lovely Collection of Paid and Rate Postmarks on Stamp,
with a “PAID ALL” in circle on two different stamps, a “PAID 5
CENTS” on a 5c Harp Seal, two 3c rouletted stamps with “2”
rate markings, and a perforated 3c QV stamp with large fancy
“2” rate marking. A rarely offered lot, great for expansion or
upgrading to or from.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1060

 Lovely Collection of Intaglio Fancy “N” Postmarks on
Stamp, Lacelle #s 631-633 (North Route of the Newfoundland Coastal Steamer), recorded used from 1876 to 1883,
with a total of 32 stamps. A rarely offered lot, great for expansion or upgrading to or from.
................................................................................ Scott $420

 Scarce Group of Newfoundland Travelling Post Office
Postmarks, all Meyerson Type 45, also 2009 Ross Gray RPO
catalogue type NL-133 with an RF of “F”, reading “Labrador
T.P.O. / DATE / Newfoundland” in purple and in black, on
three stamps and three stamps on piece. Four are fully dated
between AUG.14 to OCT.11.1896, and others are at least partially dated. A choice group of these scarce postmarks.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x1061
1061
x1056
1056

 Lovely Collection of Segmented Cork Cancels on Pence
Issue Stamps, with 14 stamps in all, including 4d rose, 5d
(x4), 6d rose (x7) and 1sh rose (x2). A good variety of different postmarks, on mostly very fine stamps. A great lot for the
specialist, with a high catalogue value.
.................................................................................... Est $500

 Impressive Collection of Mostly Fancy Cork Postmarks
on Stamps, filling 4 double-sided black stock sheets with a
total of 136 stamps, and includes a great many types of cork
cancels, many listed in Lacelle, partially sorted by postmark
type. We note grids, corks within datestamps, fancy leafs, sunbursts, bulls eyes, targets an a few rollers. There is also good
interest in the stamps themselves, with many shades, very
fine stamps, imprints, a few pairs, etc. The owner kept careful records, and paid and average of $30 to $50 for a great
many of these stamps, with about a dozen having bought
years ago for $100 to $120 each. Well worth a close look (all
are scanned online), as this is a rarely offered lot, difficult to
assemble and great for expansion or upgrading to or from.
.................................................................................... Est $750

Canadian Covers -- Collections & Accumulations
1062

/PC Group of 100 Covers and First Day Covers, in a cover
album, with a good variety of material from 1848-1936. Also
comes with a collection where each issue is presented in a
FDC, a NH plate block and a new issue advertising folder, all in
three binders, covering the years 1964, 1974, 1977 and 1981.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1063

/PC The Good, The Bad and The Ugly Large Accumula-

x1057
1057

142

 Lovely Collection of “235” in Grid Postmarks on Stamp,
Lacelle 175, recorded used in St John’s from Apr.1873 to
Feb.1888, with a total of 62 stamps (two pairs and a strip
of 5 were counted as one each). The first three rows on the
double-sided stock sheet show an impressive selection of 16
different issues, and the rest are a “stock” of extra stamps,
each cancelled with the “235” in grid cancel. A rarely offered
lot, great for expansion or upgrading to or from.
.............................................................................Scott $1,993

tion of about 700 covers / postcards, from across Canada
and running from stampless to modern. We note a myriad of
frankings/rates (incl. about 25 Small Queens, many Numeral,
Leaf, Admiral and so on), cds, including broken circles, duplex,
orbs, barrel, machines (incl. some early flags), slogans, various auxiliary markings such as Damaged in Mail, registered
and AR cards, Royal Train flags, WW2 Censored mail, Stick &
Tick label usages, various Hold Mail fees receipts and other
Post Office forms (a few from 1890’s), meters, some (mostly
modern) rates to various destinations, incl. Australia, Austria,
etc. A real hodge-podge in mixed condition from damaged to
very fine, still a good candidate lot for a treasure or two.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1064

/PC

1065

/PC Good assortment of 75 King George VI Covers and

1066

/PC Great Lot of 140 Better Elizabethan Era Postal His-

Box With More Than 700 Interesting Covers and
Cards from 1840’s and on, as Received, very diverse and a
good review highlights Montréal Steamboat, SQ, militia and
military, registered, special delivery, cacheted covers, stampless, with some cover fronts throughout. A portion of the better items noted are scanned, with 23 scans online plus one
large picture. Condition varies and inspection is recommended, however looks like an interesting odds and ends lot and
should be fun to sort. See our scans.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1071



Set of Four 1943 Alaska Highway Inauguration Covers, sent Edmonton to White Horse SEP.22.1943, Dawson
Creek to White Horse SEP.23 and White Horse to both Dawson Creek and Edmonton on SEP.23. All 4 covers are signed
by the Acting District Superintendent of Postal Services, Edmonton, the Assistant Adjutant General and Postal Officer
Northwest Service Command and the mail truck driver. All
addressed to George Herring, the Chief Supt. Land and Mail
Service, Ottawa. Covers sent in a hand-delivered envelope,
which is included. Alaska Highway covers all backstamped. All
four are very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Cards, 1937-1952, including 1c franking (one on brochure),
booklet panes, coils (pairs and strips) , airmail including 4 to
Cayman Island, some advertising, stationery items (some uprated), many registered, auxiliary markings and postage due.
Mostly small envelopes. A nice lot, mostly fine-very fine. See
our many scans online.
.................................................................................... Est $150
tory in Box, 1948-1997, with more than half being Wilding
covers but also Cameo including booklet franked covers, artifacts to destinations. Mixed franking to Singapore, auxiliary
markings, registered domestic and to destinations such as
Argentina, some tagged franking, many airmail rates, photo
tags, mixed issues, some cards. 120 more covers to Australia
not counted in the above total. No doubt a superior Elizabethan era lot. Numerous scans online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1067

 Box of FDC and Commercial Covers, really mixed, and
dates from Small Queens to modern, best are a group of FDC
from less common cachet makers (mostly 1950s and 60s),
both loose and in albums. Mixed condition, especially for the
commercially mailed covers, still overall fine to very fine. We
recommend viewing this one to see the contents, as we have
only scanned a few examples.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1068

/PC Intriguing Lot of Elizabethan Era Covers with Sev-

x1072
1072

Covers, 1934-1936, a nice group of 43 covers, with one from
1934, 39 from 1935 and one from 1936. Includes 13 covers
with Nascopie handstamps, 12 with the usual oblong cancel
and one with a straight-line we have never seen before. Of
the 12 with the oblong handstamps, one is incorrectly dated
1933, but should be 1935 as it is franked with a 1935 Jubilee issue (accompanied by a 2011 RPSL certificate verifying
the error). Also note two covers with printed cachets and one
with a nice Nascopie handstamp cachet. We also noted 10
registered covers, all from stops along the Nascopie’s route
and one special delivery cover. Three of the covers still include their correspondence. Includes an undated Nascopie
handstamp on thick card, possibly a proof or trial impression, as well as two Post Office announcements - one dated
JUN.8.1935 announcing the July 1935 sailing and explaining
how to get mail on board, and the second detailing how to
send mail to points along the Nascopie’s route. Also 4 photos
or post cards of the Nascopie or places along the route and
two unused #10 size Hudson’s Bay Company envelopes. The
lot comes with a DVD with scans of this material when it was
in exhibit format, as well as a wealth of research information
the owner has kept over the years. The following books are
also included in the lot: R.M.S. Nascopie Ship of the North
(Doug Gray), Nascopie File Mail Years 1933-34 (Rae Thompson), Eastern Arctic Mail Service (John R. Thompson), Eastern
Arctic Mails 1876-1963 BNAPS Exhibit Series (Ian M. Mowat),
Northwest Territories Postal Cancellations 1907-1986 (Kevin
O’Reilly), Robert Lee Auction catalogue with Nascopie material. A very nice collection, with all covers and two Post Office
announcements scanned online.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

eral 2c Wilding Items, 1950s-1960s, with 50 in all, strong
in 2c Wilding franked covers and cards paying the very scarce
printed matter rate or postcard rate to foreign destinations,
some precancel, one dear doctor, postage due, coil strips,
tagged, some destination, one exceedingly rare Official 2c
with G overprinted paying the printed matter rate from the
Government, oversize postcard charged. More review also includes a group of 1960’s BC registered covers mounted on
page with Ganges, Haney, Vanderhoof, Golden and Lumby.
4c Polar Bears with printing error mounted on page. Some
airmail. A few 1990’s registered covers not counted in total.
Overall fine or better, 17 pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1069

/PC

1070

/PC Great and Diverse Lot of 180 Halifax Covers, Cards

Box of Postal History and Cover Odd and Ends.
1840s-1950s, with over 80 covers, letters and cards, from
stampless to early 1950’s noting: Niagara double circle with
dater, London fine fruits, 5c UPU to Denmark, 3c Cartier to passenger on CPR steamer, interesting Admirals, some Edwards,
Numerals, advertising, postmarks, etc. Condition varies somewhat. Please view the 15 pages that we have scanned.
.................................................................................... Est $150
and Tags, 1871-1960s, including all kinds of postmarks
and some RPO’s. Noting travelling letter box markings, many
Small Queen covers (diff Halifax devices), Jubilee, censored
mail, Québec Tercentenary, corner cards, stationery, mourning cover, auxiliary markings, DLO, special delivery, Halifax
clerk handstamps. Many are scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 Collection of Eastern Arctic Mail Service S.S. Nascopie

1073

/PC Large Lot of About 1,600 Commercially Mailed Covers and Cards, 1940s to 1980s, with some earlier as well,
mostly collected for the many town cancels from across Canada, with two boxes worth of material sorted by province. A
very varied lot, with registered, advertising, a few better overseas single frankings, postmark types galore, KEVII and KGV
picture post cards, correspondences, and much more. Out of
the total, over 500 are #10 size, rest smaller. Faults are to be
expected in this type of lot. Well worth a close look to better
appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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1074



Arctic 1943 Hand Drawn Illustrated Dog Team Carried Cover, originating from Connecticut, where it left on
OCT.10.1942, to the dog team race starting point at Tête à la
Baleine QUE on JAN.31.1943 to Toronto, through Harrington
Harbour Que FEB.4, Natashquan PQ FEB.25, Havre St Pierre
PQ MAR.13, and probably (blacked out) Toronto MAR16, then
returned to the original sender in Connecticut on MAR.18.
The drawing is signed at bottom by Trudy White and dated
Oct. 13, 1942. The dog team race itself took 42 days, and the
total elapsed time from Connecticut and back was 159 days.
Very fine, colourful and lovely cover.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1077

er to Japan, mailed Winnipeg MAR.21.1943 to a Winnipeg
Grenadiers prisoner of war at Hong Kong, care of the Japanese Red Cross in Tokyo. Has a violet boxed kanji “Passed for
Inspection” plus red inspector’s handstamp and a blue kanji
“Oeyama” (internment camp in Osaka) handstamp at lower
right. Also a red “OSK” marking, directing the letter to Osaka.
Censor tape at both ends, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1078
1075

 Arctic 1940 Hand Drawn Dog Sled Nascopie Cover,
mailed from Craig Harbour, N.W.T on SEP.8.1940, franked
with a 10c Mountie, illustrated by a dog sled team running
across an Arctic scene with a halo, snow shoes, etc. The back
of the cover shows an oval “Eastern Arctic / H.M.S. “Nascopie” / Mail Service / SEP.8.1940”. Very fine unsealed cover.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1076
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Arctic 1939 Registered Nascopie Cover Mailed
Craig Harbour to The Pas, left Craig Harbour, N.W.T. on
AUG.22.1939 franked with #s 194 and 248 (16c) to The Pas
(SEP.28 receiver). Back has a total of 12 datestamps, including several RPOs, an oval H.M.S. Nascopie datestamp, etc. A
well travelled cover which took a little over one month to get to
its destination. Open on three sides for display, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 1943 Stampless Censored WWII Prisoner of War Cov-

 1943 Stampless Censored WWII Prisoner of War Cover
to Japan, mailed Winnipeg JAN.30.1943 to a Winnipeg Grenadiers prisoner of war at Hong Kong, care of the Japanese
Red Cross in Tokyo. Has a violet boxed kanji “Passed for Inspection” plus red inspector’s handstamp and a blue kanji
“Deyama” (internment camp in Osaka) handstamp at lower
right. Also a red “OSK” marking, directing the letter to Osaka.
Censor tape on two edges, opened a bit rough at right, still
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1079

 1942 Stampless Censored WWII Prisoner of War Cover
to Japan, mailed Campbellton, NB APR.29.1942 to a Royal Rifles of Canada prisoner of war at Hong Kong, care of “Force C”
general Post Office in Ottawa. Has a 4-line black handstamp
reading “Postage Free / Prisoner of War Mail / c/o Japanese
Red Cross / Tokyo”. Censor tape at left, Japanese boxed kanji
at right. Light centre fold, else fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1080

1083

 Pair of Interesting Censored WWII Covers to Africa, first
mailed London NOV.21.1941 to Maradi, Niger (APR.10 receivers on back), franked 3c for surface mail, with three censor
tapes at right and left (two Canadian ones at left #6185 and
#3063, and one African one at right), circled “A4” and oval
handstamp “Ouvert / Par Les / Autorités de Controle” on right
tape, Very fine. Second cover mailed air mail from Toronto
MAY.26.1944 to Brazzaville, French Equatorial Africa (JUN.27
receiver), with censor tape at left and African censor handstamp next to it. Franked with 5c, 20c and 50c War issues
paying the 75c rate, very fine. A nice duo.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1084

 1915-18 Group of Three WWI Kingston-Related Admiral
Covers, first mailed from “F. Rlenging Prisonner of War / Fort
Henry Kingston / Canada” hand written on back flap, to someone of the same family in Germany, franked with two 2c and
1c Admirals, tied by circular barred numerals and endorsed
“Fieldpost”. Front of the cover has a purple oval “Dominion
Police / Chief Commissioners Office / Ottawa / MAR 1 1916”
datestamp. Faults, still scarce. Second mailed SEP.11.1918
from St Hyacinthe PQ (machine cancel) to a soldier at Rockliffe Camp in Ottawa, with label reading “c/o G. O. C. , / M.
D. No. 3 / Kingston Ont” glued on address, with “Postmaster, Present whereabouts of this Soldier is unknown at No. 3,
District Depot Headquarters, Kingston” handstamp on front,
back has a “No. 3 District Depot / Postal Dept c.d.s. dated
MAR.29.1919 and initials, very fine. Third cover mailed from
Kingston on MAR.9.1916 (machine postmark) to Toronto,
with Fort Henry Kingston return address, with purple circular “Passed by Internment Center / Kingston, Ont. / MAR 7
1916”, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 Stampless WWII Prisoner of War Cover from Tokyo Japan to Vancouver, mailed from a Canadian prisoner of war
captured in Honk Kong in 1941. This was a holding facility,
and prisoners were transferred to Camp 3-D in Yokohama.
Has Japanese chop marks left and right at front, fine and
rare.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1085

1081

er in Official Post Office Envelope, both covers franked with
a 5c KGVI Mufti, sent by the same person in Sandwick BC
(return address on backs), one mailed at Vancouver AUG.21
and one mailed at Courtenay Aug.24, both addressed to different “Frauleins” in Germany, with “Passed by Censor ___”
handstamps and “Mail Service Suspended” handstamps. The
covers were probably both returned to the sender in the accompanying Canada Post Office unsealed envelope with red
Ottawa Official Free machine dated OCT.12.1939 and with
a circular “Inspection Division / Dead Letter Office / Ottawa
Canada” handstamp. Very fine and interesting pair.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 1942 Stampless Censored WWII Prisoner of War Cover
to Japan, mailed Montréal, MAY.18.1942 to a Canadian prisoner of war from the “C” Force, taken prisoner at Hong Kong,
care of “Expedition C” general Post Office in Ottawa. Has a
4-line purple handstamp reading “Postage Free / Prisoner of
War Mail / c/o Japanese Red Cross / Tokyo”. Censor tape at
right, Japanese boxed kanji at right. Very fine and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $200
1086

1082

 1942 Censored WWII Prisoner of War YMCA Cover to
Japan, mailed Victoria, BC MAY.11.1942 to a Royal Canadian
Corps of Signal prisoner of war at Hong Kong, care of “Force
C” general Post Office in Ottawa. Has a 4-line purple handstamp reading “Postage Free / Prisoner of War Mail / c/o
Japanese Red Cross / Tokyo”. Censor tape at left, Japanese
boxed kanji tying tape. Franked with pair of 3c Mufti despite
the free franking privileges, very fine and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 1939 Two Covers Mailed to Germany, Returned to Send-

 Group of 4 Interesting World War II Covers, first mailed
Montréal OCT.2.1939 to Fort Henry, Kingston, with boxed
“Censored / F Internment Camp” handstamp, with letter inside saying that the sender was able to send the prisoner his
belongings for free, and says that a friend tried to bring him
$5 but no one knew who he was, so the letter enclosed $2
(cover slightly reduced at top). Second cover was mailed from
Toronto on DEC.3.1941 to Phu-Nhuan, Saigon through Honolulu, Hawaii on JUL.10.1942, franked with 90c, with “Return
to Sender / Service Suspended” handstamp on front, censor
tape at right “Released by I.C.B. 163”. Third mailed Halifax
FEB.3.1942 to Malaya, with “Mail Service Suspended” single
line handstamp and “Return to Sender” pointing finger in
same green colour, with censor tape and boxed green Ottawa
DLO on back. Fourth mailed Toronto (nude machine cancel,
unsealed letter with “card only” endorsement) to Sandakan,
British North Borneo, with green “Mail Service Suspended”
and blue “Return to Sender” pointing finger plus “V” in purple as well as a light purple” Examined by Censor ___”, plus
boxed DLO on back, etc. All four covers are very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300
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1087

1088



Group of Better WW2 Postal History, Covers, Cards
1941-1946, with 65 items in all, and in dealer sleeves with
Sayles catalogue number and rarity factor, either to or from
Canada however mostly from Field Post Offices with numerous RF D postmark noting: FPO 56, 433, 496, 524, 621, 821,
827 to name a few. Some with letters, some stamped and
postcards throughout. A good lot with research on numbering
and factor partially done. All scanned online.
............................................................................Retail $1,309

1093

 Great Lot of 120 Orderly Room Markings on WW2 FPO

1094

lateral, 1927-1945, with about 50 items loose or mounted
on page noting: flags, buy war savings, Churchill slogan, some
Cinderella, some Purkins Patriotics, and other “Victory”.
Some Red Cross and other related such as an Armed Services
Pocket Game Board in original envelope (not mailed), military
unit greeting cards etc. A useful group and a nice basis for a
new collection.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Covers, 1940-1944, all in priced dealer sleeves with details
on Division, Brigade, Regiment, Unit and Doug Sayles book
FPO numbers. Noting: Royal Canadian Artillery Regiments,
Reinforcement Units, Black Watch, General Hospitals and
Medical Corps Field Ambulance Units, RCAF Stations, Royal
Canadian Engineers, Signals, Tank Regiments, Infantry Regiments, Highlanders, Edmonton, Montréal and Hamilton Regiments, Ammunition, Armoured and Hussards etc. Very clean.
Numerous scans online.
............................................................................Retail $1,649
1089

1090

1091

1092

Worldwide Postal History and Postmarks



Outstanding lot of Modern Military Postal History,
1950s-1990s, with 150 in all, in priced dealer sleeves, most
with description, Sayles number and rarity factors comprising:
scarce meters, roller cancels, MOON, RCAF, RCN and Army
with MPOs and FMOs, RCAF Stations, HMCS and CFPOs, a
few mail rooms, postage due, mail bag tags, slips, air letters,
auxiliary markings and due, some cacheted and collateral,
some Mallott and Furneaux but majority commercial. Noting:
St. Hubert, Dana Sask, HMCS Magnificent, Beacon Hill, Wainwright, Falconbridge, Sioux Lookout, Navy Mail 123 etc. Very
clean and a great base for a new topic. Retail $1,505. Scans
online.
............................................................................Retail $1,505

PC Superior Group of 35 Military Cigarette “Thank You”
Postcards, including Christmas, Breweries, MacDonalds,
Wings and Buckinghams, from soldiers to Canada mostly with
orderly room cancels, some censored, noting FPO 310, 313,
314, 432, 434, 435, 436, 496, 522, 527 BTC1, TC31 and
many more. Much better condition than is usually seen, clean
and very fine. All scanned.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1095

 Ascension 1949 Cover to Canada with the 1½d Stamp
Having the Scarce “Davit” Flaw, mailed registered through
Cape Town (SEP.19.1949 transit on front) and has a National
Revenue Postal Branch OCT.11 handstamp in purple on front,
and a Montréal / Outremont receiver dated OCT.12.Gibbons
catalogues the used stamp at £190, with a 6 times multiplier
for used on cover. Vary scarce on cover and a very fine example.
............................................................................... S.G. £1,140

1096

 Australia Box of Over 450 Interesting Covers, all from
the 1890s (States) to the 1980s, with lots of interesting material, noting early newspaper wrappers, Kangaroos, George
V Heads, rate and franking covers, slogan cancels, stationery,
letter cards, postmarks, saw a complete set of 1938 souvenir
labels Australia 150 years of progress, a set of labels from the
1950 Australian National Philatelic Exhibition in Melbourne,
and much more. Much is dated pre-1955 and mostly all addressed to Canada, England and the United States. A great
lot which would benefit to be closely inspected, as there are
probably many treasures within and our scans only show a
tiny sampling. Some faults, still overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1097

 Australian States Group of 6 Better Covers, Including 4

 Excellent Group of 84 Better Canada MPO Postal History Covers and Collateral, 1930-1945, noting Rockcliffe MPO
306 and Rockcliffe RCAF, Ottawa MPO 304 and MPO 301,
Connaught MPO 308, Fort Churchill MPO 1015, St. Thomas
MPO 101, Thames Valley MPO 102, Bagotville MPO 503,
Debert MPO 603, Kingston MPO 314, Farnham MPO 401,
Petawawa MPO 305, Calgary MPO 305, Hamilton MPO. 211,
Sussex MPO 701, Mountain View MPO 309, Trenton MPO
303, Valcartier MPO 501 (cds and duplex), NPO 617, NPO
618, FPO Camp Borden (machine, machine with MPO 202
added, cds, broken circle, MOON), etc. Duplication, with some
others and interesting collateral. Quality strikes and many interesting covers, all in dealer priced and described sleeves.
Scans online.
............................................................................Retail $1,362

146

/PC Group of 12 War Time Canadian Covers and Cards,
1916-1944, includes 2 World War I field service postcards
and 1 letter, all mailed in 1916 from Europe back to Canada.
Also a 1944 post card from a P.O.W. in Luftwaffe No. 3 camp
to Winnipeg. Also 5 covers from Field Post Office 314 in the UK
to Manitoba and three 6c air mail covers, one from Vancouver
to Winnipeg NOV.1.1939 with a Fort Garry Horse Orderly Room
backstamp. A second has a “From H.M.C. Ship Passed by Censor” 1942 handstamp. The 3rd 6c cover is from Winnipeg to
USA and is not censored. Note 1 cover with a tear at top, and
most have minor creases, still overall very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75



Group of 35 Better Royal Canadian Navy Censored
Covers and Cards 1936-1945, including Post Office Maritime Mail, HMC Ship Passed by Censor (red, black and blue
strikes), Tombstone with anchor marking, Received from HM
Ships, Examined by DB/N markings (different ships) with 1 or
2 line handstamps, NPO, etc. Noting HMS Dragon, HMCS Truro, HMCS Moncton, HMCS St. John, HMCS Stadacona, HMCS
Kings. A nice lot for research. All scanned and all retail priced
in sleeves.
.................................................................................... Est $150

/PC Interesting Assortment of Patriotic Covers and Col-

to Canada, with an 1898 Tasmania cover to New Brunswick
with a Fredericton squared circle receiver, 1899 and 1902
Tasmania covers to New Brunswick, a 1902 New South Wales
registered postal stationery envelope to Tasmania, a 1909
Queensland envelope to P.E.I., and a 1913 Australia cover to
Belize, British Honduras via New Orleans USA. Note the odd
minor crease, still a very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1098



1099

PC Austrian P.O. in Jerusalem Group of 5 Post Cards, 18951899, with 3 UPU Turkish picture post cards, all with religious themes to Germany, all franked with 5 Kreuzer Austria
stamps overprinted 20 Para for use in Jerusalem. Other two
are 5 Kreuzer postal stationery cards overprinted 20 Para,
one is for a hotel reservation in Constantinople and the other
a “Schnorrer Letter” to Romania looking for a donation. A few
minor creases still interesting and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Austria Group of 4 Better Covers, 1918-1954, with a
1918 air mail cover franked with Scott #s C1 to C3 flown
Lemberg to Vienna. Also QE7 on a registered wrapper (cat.
in Scott on cover is $75), a 1953 air mail cover to the United
States with a C58 which catalogues $95 used, and a 1954 air
mail cover tot he United States with a C55 (cat. $16) and C57
(cat. $95). All four covers have some edge faults, still a scarce
group with great frankings.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1100



1101

/PC Bolivia Group of 5 Better Covers and Cards, with an
1878 cover with a 10c orange plus bisect to pay 15c rate to
Cuchabambato Uruguay (edge faults but catalogues $250 on
cover). Also an obvious philatelic #21a bisect cover with address erased, an 1894 2c postal card uprated to 4 centavos
in red at top in 1917 and mailed to Canada in 1922 (very fine
and scarce card). Also a 5 cent. orange postal stationery envelope uprated to 20 cents with #s 70 (x5) and 73 (x2) to pay
surface rate to Germany (part of back flap missing). Last is a
12.10 rate air mail cover from May, 1939 to Germany, flown
by Lloyd Aero Bolivano & Condor (minor faults, retail is $550).
An interesting group.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x1102
British Commonwealth Group of 22 Better Covers,
1862-1965, includes a 1945 #10 size Leeward Islands used
in Antigua registered censor cover to Canada, Barbados (Higgins & Gage #1) used postal stationery envelope, Bermuda
JUN.8.1939 Pan Am first flight cover (Bermuda Specialized
cat # FA6b, which states only 6 known), British Honduras
1950 registered cover to USA, a Middle East Force 1947 cover to Palestine, Ceylon 1908 registered cover to USA, Ceylon
4 x 10c 1945 imprint air letter with censor handstamp to Canada, Cyprus 1939 cover to Canada, Falkland islands 1965
registered air mail cover to New Zealand, India 1886 Sea P.O.
cancel cover to France, 1927 registered postal stationery envelope to Canada, Mauritius 1940 censored cover to Canada,
North West Pacific Islands #32 or 32a (faded) on a 1933 registered cover to Australia, St Vincent 1942 censored air mail
cover to USA, 1937 Straits Settlements air mail cover to Germany, 1940 Straits Settlements censored air mail cover to
Canada, 1951 Singapore air mail cover to Canada with Scott
#16a (x2), Sudan 1918 censored post card to the USA, Tibet
to India 1940 cover with Tibet #17 censored and re-directed
to Canada with India postage added, Trinidad Scott #31 (SG
#49, cat £360 on cover) 6d yellow green on a 1862 cover to
the UK, Trinidad & Tobago 1940 air mail cover to Scotland
and lastly Zanzibar 1897 cover to England with SG #162 (cat
£63 on cover). Some with creases minor tears, etc, still overall very fine and a great lot for the postal history dealer.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1103

 British Commonwealth Group of 200 Better First Day

Barbados 1893 Domestic Stampless Cover with a
Crown Paid at Barbados Handstamp, this Crown paid handstamp was used from February 17 to March 15, 1893 during
a shortage of the ½d stamps. This cover is dated February 17,
the first day of use. Unsealed (fits the rate) and very fine.
...................................................................................S.G. £100



Thousands of scans of these
Postal History lots and others
can be found online.
Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at
info@sparks-auctions.com



1102

Covers, all in a deluxe cover album, with an excellent assortment from many different countries, with better frankings, cachets, etc, too numerous to enumerate here. This lot is loaded
with better and more expensive material, as can be seen in
our numerous scans online. Overall very fine, and well worth
a close look to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $500
1104



British Commonwealth Collection of 200 Cacheted
First Day Covers, Mostly from the 1950s and 60s, with
some earlier, all presented in a deluxe cover album with slip
case. We note many different countries represented, with a
much better than average selection of singles, sets, blocks,
high denominations, etc, including several rarer, too many to
list here. We have scanned a number of items which are representative of this overall very fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1105



British Commonwealth Collection of 200 Cacheted
First Day Covers, Mostly from the 1950s and 60s, with
some earlier, all presented in a deluxe cover album with slip
case. We note many different countries represented, with a
much better than average selection of singles, sets, blocks,
high denominations, many $10 or more covers, saw two nice
Bahamas complete sets, etc, including several rarer, too
many to list here. We have scanned a number of items which
are representative of this overall very fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $500

147

1113

 British Commonwealth Group of 45 Various Covers, with
Paquebot 1906, Airmail to Canada from Uganda, Fiji, British
Guiana, 1sh from Tonga used locally, commemorative covers, some British Africa, some Customs and other markings.
A nice lot, mostly fine-very fine, some minor faults and scans
show only a small portion.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1114

a mixture of GB and various Commonwealth countries, dating
from about KGV era to 2005 (some older), with a mix of commercial usage and FDC and a good variety. A few faults, still
overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x1106
1106



1107

 British Commonwealth Group of 200 First Day Covers,
all in a deluxe cover album, with an excellent assortment from
many different countries, with better frankings, cachets, etc,
too numerous to enumerate here. This lot is loaded with better and more expensive material, as can be seen in our numerous scans online. Overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1108

 British Commonwealth Group of 136 Better Oversized

British Commonwealth Collection of 200 Better Cacheted First Day Covers, Mostly from the 1950s and 60s,
with some earlier, all presented in a deluxe cover album.
We note many different countries represented, with a much
better than average selection of singles, sets, blocks, high
denominations, etc, including several rarer, too many to list
here. We have scanned a number of items which are representative of this overall very fine lot. This is probably the best
of all the similar lots we have on offer in this sale.
.................................................................................... Est $800

First Day Covers, all neatly displayed in a deluxe cover album
with slipcase. A better group which includes many complete
sets, some up to the £1 and lots of valuable material within.
We have many scans online to illustrate the great variety and
value in this lot. Overall very fine with the odd small fault.
.................................................................................... Est $400
1109

 British Commonwealth Group of 100 Covers and First
Day Covers, in a cover album, from a good variety of different
countries and with diverse and interesting material. Overall
fine or better, see scans for an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1110

 British Commonwealth Group of 100 Covers and First
Day Covers, in a cover album, from a good variety of different countries and with diverse and interesting material. A few
small faults, still overall fine or better, see scans for an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1111

 British Commonwealth Group of 100 Covers and First
Day Covers, in a cover album, from a good variety of different countries and with diverse and interesting material. A few
small faults, still overall fine or better, see scans for an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1112

 British Commonwealth Group of 100 Better Large Size
First Day Covers, in a cover album, with a great variety of
countries, many complete sets, high denominations and
scarce cachets. Overall fine to very fine, see scans for an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $300

148

 British Commonwealth Group of About 300 Covers, with

1115

 British Commonwealth Group of About 300 Covers, with
about half GB and the other half from various Commonwealth
countries, dating from the 1890s to modern, with a mix of
commercial usage and FDC and a good variety. A few faults,
still overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x1116
1116



British Commonwealth Advanced Collection of 1935
Silver Jubilee O.H.M.S. Covers and Receipts, being an advanced and specialized collection of (mostly registered) envelopes used to mail new issues to collectors around the world
from various British Commonwealth countries’ stamp authorities. The collector’s main aim was to collect these envelopes
with their original receipts and often accompanying letters,
which is not an easy task, as they are not often encountered.
The amazing result of decades of collecting these is the lot
we are offering here, which includes some 104 various sized
covers (mostly franked with 1935 Silver Jubilee issues, as
well as a few other frankings and a few mailed unfranked),
about 55 of which still have their receipts or letters or stamp
advertising included. There are many collecting interests in
the covers themselves, including the stamps (saw some listed
varieties, some mailed on first or last day of issue), frankings,
rates, and postmarks. The enclosures are also quite interesting, showing the various styles of receipts used by the different countries, interesting letters with various styles of letter
heads talking about availability and stocks held, orders that
could not be fulfilled, etc. The lot also includes a few “precursor” items such as a 1907 OHMS cover and stamp information letter from Mombassa, East Africa and Uganda and a
1939 cover and letter from Nairobi, Kenya, both similar to the
items collected, plus two postcards with printed 1d stamps
from the Gold Coast (1894 to Philadelphia discussing the purchase of used stamps, 1895 rare card mailed locally being a
discussion between two postal officials). The lot includes a
folder with many related notes and articles, as well as a DVD
loaded with photos of all the items, many additional articles
and information folders, as well as a detailed PDF list of all
the items in the collection with notes on each of them. Overall
nice quality lot, with the usual creases or opening tears, etc.
still a unique opportunity to acquire such an impressive collection. Scans only show a small portion of the lot.
.................................................................................Est $3,000

x1117
1117



British Commonwealth The Devick Correspondence
Find Part 1 - Registered 1937 Coronation Issue Covers to
British Columbia, with 21 covers (mostly O.H.M.S.) mailed to
the Devick family in Haffley Creek, British Columbia. All of the
covers (16 large and 5 small) are registered and franked with
all three 1937 Coronation issues, including one cover which
is franked with pairs, and one with blocks of four. We note that
all of the covers are from all different countries, and there is
also an important quantity of postmarks, including despatch,
transits, RPOs, receivers, instructional, etc. Many have corner or other creases, still overall fine for such a group. We
scanned all covers plus a selection of interesting backs to
show some of the various postmarks included. A rare opportunity to own new-to-the-market material.
.................................................................................... Est $400

x1119
1119



1120

 Caribbean Group of 3 Better Stampless Folded Letters,

British Commonwealth The Devick Correspondence
Find Part 3 - Registered Covers to British Columbia, 19331946, with 40 covers (mostly O.H.M.S.) mailed to the Devick
family in Haffley Creek, British Columbia. All of the covers (25
large and 15 small) are registered and franked with a colourful array of different issues, including a few single frankings,
all with fresh colours due to proper storage for the past 75
years. 3 covers were mailed registered within Canada and all
the rest appear to be from all different British Commonwealth
countries. There is also an important variety of postmarks, including despatch, transits, RPOs, receivers, instructional, etc.
Many have corner or other creases, still overall fine for such
a group. We scanned all covers plus a selection of interesting backs to show some of the various postmarks included. A
rare opportunity to own new-to-the-market material.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1847-1858, with a NOV.10.1847 British Post Office in Havana
Cuba folded letter to London, an AUG.24.1847 British Post
Office in San Juan, Porto Rico folded letter to London and
a FEB.1858 folded letter from Trinidad to London. A scarce
group, all with file folds, otherwise very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150
1121



1122

PC Danzig Poland Postal Stationery Cards Overprinted
“PORT GDANSK”, 1937-1938, for use in Danzig. With Michel
#P2 mailed in Danzig NOV.20.1937 to Poland and Michel #P3
also mailed in Danzig and mailed to Gdynia Orlowo Poste Restante. This second card has a small paper adhesion at left,
possibly from a Poste Restante label. Otherwise both very fine
and rarely offered.
.............................................................................. Michel €750

x1118
1118



British Commonwealth The Devick Correspondence
Find Part 2 - Registered Covers to British Columbia, 19331945, with 40 covers (mostly O.H.M.S.) mailed to the Devick
family in Haffley Creek, British Columbia. All of the covers (31
large and 9 small) are registered and franked with a colourful
array of different issues, including a few single frankings, all
with fresh colours due to proper storage for the past 75 years.
5 covers were mailed registered within Canada in 1946 all
the rest appear to be from all different British Commonwealth
countries. There is also an important variety of postmarks, including despatch, transits, RPOs, receivers, instructional, etc.
Many have corner or other creases, still overall fine for such
a group. We scanned all covers plus a selection of interesting backs to show some of the various postmarks included. A
rare opportunity to own new-to-the-market material.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

China (PRC) Lot of First Day Covers and Mint Never
Hinged Stamps as Received from a New Issue Service from
the 1980s to the 2000s, consisting of hundreds of blocks of
four, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, sets, etc, all mint never
hinged, as well as hundreds of first day covers franked with
the aforementioned stamps. There are probably good uninterrupted runs here, as we believe the lot is still intact, as
bought by the owner. In fact many of the items are still in their
original mailing envelopes. A great lot not often offered, and
would require close inspection to better appreciate, despite
our overview photographs.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

149

1123

1124

1125

 Denmark 1866 Pre-UPU Cover Mailed to Canada,
mailed on MAR.3.1866 and addressed to Henry Morgan in Ottawa, Canada with a MAR.21.1866 receiver on back. The cover is franked with two Scott #15a (very fine imperforate 1864
16s issues, cataloguing $450 each mint, unpriced used),
each cancelled by a numeral in rings, just tied to cover. There
is a notation “via England & New York”, a red London Paid
handstamp, a red crayon “5” and a red “6d” rate marking at
left. Cover still encloses a long letter datelined “Frederiksberg
per Copenhagen”. Appears to be missing one stamp (perhaps
the reason for the 6d marking?) else very fine and a scarce
pre-UPU cover.
.................................................................................... Est $150

150

Fiji 1940 Domestic Cover Franked with J12 Postage
Due, with a “Ba / Fiji” c.d.s. (dated JUL.3.1940) free strike,
plus another strike tying a Scott # J12 (1d green Due) onto
cover, alongside a boxed “T” with “1d” in manuscript. Scott
states that virtually all covers with #s J12-J19 are over-franked and of philatelic origin, and the catalogue values are for
such covers. This cover is a single franking use. Stanley Gibbons has a £1050 value for on cover. Two vertical folds, neither of which affect the stamp, else very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,100

1128

 Fiji Better Group of Over 300 First Day Covers, 1937-

Egypt Group of 4 Better Covers, 1917-1944, includes
two unused postal stationery letter sheets (Higgins & Gage
#s G5 and G6a), both very fine. Also a 1917 honour envelope
from Base Army P.O. 2 to Alexandria, Egypt with a “Military
Post Office Alexandria” backstamp (minor creases and roughly opened at top right). Lastly a 1944 air mail cover from Suez
to the USA with a Type II censor handstamp that is not listed in
the civil censorship study group handbook. Egypt censor tape
at left and US tape at right (roughly opened at top and minor
creasing).
.................................................................................... Est $100

1129

 France Group of 74 Early Stamped Covers and Folded
Letters, 1849 to 1890s, the majority are franked with imperforate Napoléon or Céres issues to the 80c value, including a few better shades. Also note some Sage issues, and
note a few wrappers franked as such, as well as a few correspondences, such as from Aubenas to Lyon and a group of
12 folded letters (actually all unfolded, showing Giraud Frères
letterhead) from Marseille to Paris all mailed in 1876. Note a
good variety of postmarks from various towns, plus a number
of grid obliterators and a few instructional marking such as
“Après le Départ”, “BM”, etc. Overall fine or better with one
cover missing its back. Scans show a small sampling.
.................................................................................... Est $750

 Europe Group of 13 Better Covers, 1870s to 1959, in-

 Europe Lot of Over 500 Covers and First Day Covers,
mostly from the 1960s to the 1990s, with a good variety of
material, although perhaps two thirds are from the Netherlands. See scans for just a few items chosen at random, overall fine or better with some minor edge faults on the postally
used items.
.................................................................................... Est $200



1974 in two cover albums, with singles, complete sets, blocks
of four, as well as many different cachets for each issue,
noting 18 different KGVI Coronation, 14 different U.P.U., 15
different 8d 1953 Royal Visit, and more. A rare occasion to
purchase such a nice grouping, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $600



cludes Denmark 1938 air mail cover to Costa Rica, a Zucker
1933 Germany rocket mail cover, a JUL.21.1959 Hungary
first flight card Budapest to Zurich, an Iceland #216 (cat.
$150) used on cover to the USA, Latvia 1928 first flight cover
from Riga to Lucern, Switzerland. Also Liechtenstein C6 on
an AUG.12.1930 first day and first flight cover Zurich to Geneva (cat $70 on cover) and a Liechtenstein #104a (x2) on
a registered cover to USA (404a is perf 11½ and catalogues
$200 on cover and $65 used). Also Luxemburg H.G.1 formula
postal card, a Poland General Government censor cover to
an internee in Switzerland, a 1944 Portugal to Azores censored cover, Russia Imperial issue postal card and stamps
overprinted after the revolution, Vatican #43 (cat. $125 on
cover) on a 1935 cover to USA, and lastly a 1933 Yugoslavia
Ljublana to Zagreb first flight cover. Some with minor faults,
overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500
1126

1127

1130



France / Alsace Group of 38 Early Covers, 1836 to
1874, with two more recent. A very nice selection, with 17
stampless folded letters from places such as Ste Marie Aux
Mines, Wesserling, Ensisheim, Mulhausen, etc., also two folded letters franked with French Napoléon imperforates, one
cover mailed from Colmar to Geneva with a pair of German
stamps and 15 folded letters franked with Alsace Lorraine
issues (1872-1874, mailed from Metz, Strasbourg, Colmar,
Gebweiler, etc.), an 1871 stampless from Metz to Nancy, a
1919 censored cover from Mutterhausen to Geneva, etc.
Condition is overall very nice, with only a few small faults. A
rarely offered group, with a huge retail value and many scans
online.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1134

/PC Germany and Area Interesting Group of Early Covers
and Cards, an attractive group containing 9 covers franked
with mostly better issues from Prussia, Hanover (cover front),
Wurtenburg, Bavaria (three cover fronts) and two from Germany proper. Also saw a commemorative card dated SEP.7.1949
franked with Scott #s 580-81. Also includes a nice group of
25 post cards and picture post cards, with a variety of interesting frankings mostly from the 1920s to the 1950s. Overall
fine or better with a few faults here and there, see photos for
an idea.
..............................................................................Scott U$150

x1131
1131

1132

1133



French Africa Group of 6 Covers, 1931-1941, with a
1941 registered censor cover from French Equatorial Africa
with Scott #s 34, 35, 39, 43, 50, 52, 60, 78 and B1. Also
3 just censored covers, all with some “LIBRE” overprinted
stamps, first with #s 81-2, 86, 93, 95, 101-02 and 105-06,
second with #s 33, 35-36, 40, 80-82, 94 and 127 and the
third with #s 34, 36, 38, 41, 43, 54, 84 and 88. All four covers
are very colourful and very fine. Also a French Guinea cover
to Canada in 1931 with Scott # 99 single franking (cover
has faults) and lastly a 1933 Gabon cover to Holland with
#s 50, 87, 88, 92, 99, 104 and 108 (vertical and horizontal
folds and other minor faults). Catalogue value is for all of the
stamps used.
..............................................................................Scott U$653

 French Colonies Group of 5 Better Covers, 1912-1946,
a French Indo-China registered cover to India via Ceylon, with
Scott #18 single franking (cat. $85) and a 1931 air mail cover
to Austria with #s 132 and 133 (x2) (cover has a vertical fold
not affecting stamp, so stamp affixed after fold), a scarce destination. Also a 1938 French Guyana cover to the USA, also
with a vertical fold at centre, with a single franking of #143
(cat. $110). Also a #10 size 1942 Martinique cover to the
USA, censored in Martinique and also in Antigua by the ubiquitous censor 6044 using label L6 (CCSG 8 points - scarce).
Last item is an oversize French Guyana cover to Canada with
Scott #s 129, 143 (x3), 151 (x4), C1 (x4), C2 and C3 (x3).
#151 catalogues $95 on cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x1135
1135

1862 to 1901, with an 1885 cover to Hong Kong (pair of
Scott #104 with a cat. of $200 each used), an 1866 folded
letter to Chile via Panama, with British P.O. in Panama transit
c.d.s. on front (franked with pair of Scott #48, which catalogue $225 each used and $400 on cover). Also an 1862 cover to Aden with #s 29 (plate 9) and 34, a 1901 supplement
air mail cover (with contents) to Argentina with a pair of #114.
Also an 1865 cover to Beirut, Syria (as it was then) with #39
single franking (cat on cover is $175). Finally an 1884 cover
to East Central Africa with #75 single franking. (cat. $375 on
cover or $140 used). An interesting group in mixed condition,
all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $300
1136

 Great Britain Group of British Forwarding Agents Covers, 1874-1886, with a 1874 cover from Paris sent under
cover to London and forwarded by “Brown Shippley & Co
/ London MAY.5.1874” to the USA (with contents). Also a
MAY.7.1874 cover to Geneva with a Lombard Street Paid c.d.s.
and a “Forwarded by / Baring Brothers & Co / London” handstamp. Third is an 1886 cover from London to the USA with
a “Forwarded by / Mr Burr London / Queen Square WC” oval
handstamp. A scarce group, all with creases or other faults.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 Germany and States Group of 16 Better Covers, 18571957, starts with a Bavaria #2 single printed matter franking
(cat. $225). Also an 1884 folded letter with a “Frei” postage
label (Michel catalogue 400 Euros), a 1913 multi-colour patriotic postal card, a MAY.5.1919 Gelsenkirchen first flight cover,
a 1923 air mail cover from Berlin to Riga, Latvia with #s C16,
C17 (x2) and C18 (x6), a 1933 Zucher Rocket Mail post card,
a 1937 air mail cover to Brazil on DCL flight L265 which had
to land at sea 374 km from Bathurst, which resulted in mail
being delayed 73 hours (only!) a scarce delayed flight cover.
Also a 1937 air mail cover to Chile with #C56, a 1940 Germany to China cover via Siberia and a 1940 postal stationery reply card from China to Germany via Siberia. Also a 1946 cover
from Saxony to Canada with Saxony Soviet Zone #s 87A-89A
and West Saxony #s 162A-165A. Also 2 air letters, Michel cat
#s LF1 and LF2bi (cat 200 Euros for both), a Scott #B313 on
a Feb 1950 cover to the USA ($100 as used), and a B332-33
and 335-37 on an air mail cover to Canada (stamps cat $100
plus) and lastly an S.A.S. first flight cover from Copenhagen to
Tokyo, Japan via the North Pole and Anchorage, Alaska. A few
faults, still overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

 Great Britain Group of 6 Covers to Exotic Destinations,

1137



Great Britain Group of 13 Trans-Atlantic Stampless
Covers, 1851-1859, includes 4 covers to Canada and 9 to
the USA, noting an 1855 ½ Sterling or ¼ Currency cover to
Montréal and an 1858 8d PAID cover to Hamilton. Interesting
postmarks throughout, including due handstamps, receivers,
despatch and some covers have write-ups of the ships. A few
extra filing folds and some minor faults still overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

151

1141

 Great Britain Group of 9 Better Domestic Covers, 18451902, includes a postal stationery envelope from 1902 with
an illustrated back for the Beetonette Portable Range, a folded letter with Scott #4 (2d blue), an envelope with #14 (perf
16 1d red on blue paper) and a cover with #s 26 and 27a sent
registered mail. Also note #22 on piece (cat. $440 for used).
Also includes a double use outer letter sheet, both sides with
an imperforate Penny Red. Lastly 2 oversize covers franked
with #s 81 and 83 (single usages) and one with #81 x2. Note
a few creases and minor tears, docketing, etc., still overall
fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x1138
1138

 Great Britain Group of 24 Trans-Atlantic Covers to British North America, 1853-1883, includes mail to Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick (x3), Québec
(x12), Ontario (x6) and British Columbia. Note many better
frankings including #s 5 (not cut to shape, cat. $850), 29
(plate 7), 28, 33, 39, 43a, 45 (plate 5 and 6), 50, 52 (plate
4), 58 (plate 20), 66 (plate 3), etc. Many of these have a high
catalogue value on cover. Mixed condition, and note one cover front, a few creases, still an overall fine or better lot, great
for the specialist or dealer.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1142



1143

 Great Britain 1880 Hand Illustrated Cover, from Wind-

x1139
1139

Great Britain Group of 14 Trans-Atlantic Covers To &
From the United States, 1858 to 1898, includes two 1890
US covers to Scotland, both with “Packet Letter Glasgow”
oval handstamps which catalogue £60 each in Collect British
postmarks. Note 2 tobacco circulars sent at the 1d rate, both
with Penny Reds, as well as covers with #104 (cat. $300 on
cover) plus others with Scott #s 27, 28, 42, 43 (plate 11), 45
(plate 6) as well as an 1898 printed to private order postal
stationery envelope. Many with creases or tears or other minor faults, overall fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1140



152

Great Britain Very Early Use of Blue Pencil Cross on
Registered Cover, a legal size O.H.M.S. (Inland Revenue /
Somerset House) cover mailed registered on MAR.28.1878
(red oval registration datestamp) from London to The Distributor / Stamp Office / Cullompton (received there MAR.29), with
blue pencil cross on front and back. There is also a double
oval Inland Revenue datestamp on front MAR.28.1878. The
blue crayon crosses were introduced on January 1st, 1878
to simulate the ribbons previously applied to registered mail,
and to help attract attention to the special services required
by postal clerks. Accompanied by an in-depth article on the
beginnings of this scheme, explaining that there were some
attempts to push back the date to April 1st for various reasons, and how it actually ended up starting on January 1st.
Cover has some opening faults at one end and some staining
on back, still an important item for the registration specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $200



Great Britain Group of 11 Better Covers to European
Destinations, 1858 to 1924, with covers to Austria (x2),
Trieste, Italy (x2), France (x3), Holland (x2) and Switzerland.
The Swiss cover has a 50c postage due on front (Scott J7,
cat. $90 on cover). Many better frankings, noting Scott #s 33
(plate 222, x2), 43 (plate 12), 43a (plate 7), 45 (plate 6), 51a
(plate 8), 58 (plate 15), 66 as well as a George V printed to
private order postal stationery envelope. All very fine except
the Swiss postage due which was opened roughly at top and
note the usual light crease.
.................................................................................... Est $300

sor to Droxford (Southampton and Bishops Waltham backstamps). The cover is lavishly water coloured depicting a rider
falling off a penny farthing bicycle, with laughing bystanders.
Opening tears at top do not detract from the wonderful visual
aspect of this cover.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1144



Great Britain 1880 Hand Illustrated Cover, from
Clapham to Cork, Ireland (receiver on back). The cover is water coloured depicting a farmer holding a club and sitting on a
sac of spuds and his pigs. Bit of edge toning does not detract
from the great visual aspect of this cover.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1147



1148

 Great Britain 1911 Hand Illustrated Cover, mailed from

Great Britain 1898 Hand Illustrated Cover, from London (squared circle) to Montreuil-sur-Bois, France (next day
receiver on back). The cover is water colour illustrated, depicting a lovely and detailed restaurant scene with caption
“Au Chatelain”. Light toning in places, still a visually pleasing
larger cover.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x1145
1145

1146

 Great Britain 1887 and 1888 Hand Illustrated Covers,
both are from London to the same lady in Wormingford. The
covers are artfully water coloured depicting a church and a
path to a church in Chingford. Bit of edge staining does not
detract from the wonderful visual aspect of these covers.
.................................................................................... Est $300

Walworth, this cover is pen illustrated in black, with great detail, depicting “Gertie Returning Home to 39 Cromwell Grove
W.” Very fine, with lots of eye appeal.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1149

 Great Britain 1918 Hand Illustrated Cover, from Ripon
Camp to Ripon. The cover is colour illustrated depicting a
young fashionable lady, and is signed at lower left. Very fine
and pretty.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1150





Great Britain 1890 Hand Illustrated Cover, from London (squared circles) to Taunton (same day receiver on back).
The cover is pen illustrated in black, depicting men carrying
boxes, and is signed at lower right “E.W.T. 90”. Very fine, with
lots of eye appeal.
.................................................................................... Est $250

Great Britain Box of Mostly Covers and Postal Stationery, Victoria to QEII, noting censor , military, rates and
frankings, and more. A very wide range of material. Also includes an album with slogan cancels on about 90 covers.
Condition varies from very poor to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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1151



1152

 Great Britain Lot of About 585 First Day Covers, 1960s

Great Britain Group of 100 Better First Day Covers,
1960s and 1970s, all in a cover album, with cachets noted
from Stuart, Philart, C in a Circle, and more, with singles, sets,
etc., a very fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1160



Hong Kong Group of Nineteen 1937 Coronation First
Day Covers, with 13 different cachets, Scott #s 151-153,
overall very fine and all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $400

to 2004, in four cover albums plus some loose, with many
complete sets, souvenir sheets and values to the £5. A very
fine selection.
.................................................................................... Est $200
1153



1154



1155

1156

Great Britain Group of 120 Better First Day Covers,
1960s and 1970s, all in a cover album, with cachets noted
from Stuart and Dyke, but mostly all from unknown cachet
makers, with singles, sets, etc., a mostly very fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Great Britain Group of Just Over 300 First Day Covers,1955-2015, noting all sorts of frankings and cachets and
very little, if any duplication, 14 are oversize, very fine. See
scans for a small glimpse.
.................................................................................... Est $400

x1161
1161

Day Covers, with 15 different cachets, Scott #s 151-153,
overall very fine and all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $500



Great Britain Dealer Stock of About 300 First Day
Covers, about half are priced in sleeves, appears to be all
cacheted and from the mid-1950s to about 1980. We note
about a dozen from other Commonwealth countries, overall
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1162



1163

 Hong Kong Group of Seventeen 1953 QEII Coronation

 Great Britain Lot of About 520 First Day Covers, from
the mid-1960s to about 1990, with a wide variety of frankings, sets, mostly commemoratives (only a very few Machins),
etc. and cachets, noting from Stuart, Mercury, Artcraft,
Philart, Wessa Covers, Gemini Covers, Ben Ham, Cameo Covers, and more. No duplication noted, and overall very fine and
scans show only a tiny sampling.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 Hong Kong Group of Twenty One 1937 Coronation First

Hong Kong Group of Ten 1937 Coronation First Day
Covers, with 6 different cachets, with various combinations
(singles, blocks, sets) of Scott 151-153, very fine and all
scanned.
.................................................................................... Est $350

First Day Covers, with 16 different cachets, all with Scott
#184 (either pairs or singles), a few have small stains or
creases, still overall very fine and all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $400
1164



1165

 Hong Kong Group of Three 1949 U.P.U. First Day Cov-

Hong Kong Group of Nineteen 1953 QEII Coronation
First Day Covers, with 15 different coloured cachets, all with
Scott #184 (from 1 to 7 stamps on each), a few have small
stains or creases, still overall very fine and all scanned.
.................................................................................... Est $600
ers, all three are different, two have the set of four (Scott 18083) and the other has only the 10c value. One has stains, still
an overall very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1166
1157

1158

 Hong Kong 1935 Paquebot San Francisco Cover, franked with a King George V 25c red violet and dull violet. Cover
has a 2-line “PAQUEBOT / San Fran Calif” handstamp plus two
San Francisco California c.d.s. cancels dated JUL.27.1935,
one tying the stamp. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1159

154

First Day Covers, with 6 different cachets, all with Scott #190
(all single frankings), a few have small stains, still overall very
fine and all scanned.
.................................................................................... Est $400
1167

1168

 Hong Kong Group of Twenty Four Various First Day Covers, 1954 to 1969, with Scott #s 186, 191, 223-24 (x11
diff.), 236 (x2), 245-46 (x2), 251 (2 diff.), 252 (x3) and 25556. A mostly very fine lot, all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200



Hong Kong Group of Twelve First Day Covers, 19351948, with 1935 Silver Jubilee (Scott 109, 147, 148 on FDC
to Jamaica), 1948 Silver Wedding (Scott 178, x2 diff.), 1946
Peace Issue set (Scott 174-175, x7 diff), and two with Scott
167. Overall fine-very fine and all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $400

 Hong Kong Group of Twenty Nine 1962 Queen Victoria
Statue Set First Day Covers, with 9 different cachets, all with
Scott #200-202 (either singles or sets of three), a few have
small stains, still overall very fine and all scanned.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 Hong Kong Group of 74 Covers from 1941-1981, with a
wide variety of singles and sets, some with different cachets,
etc. A nice lot with only a few tiny faults, see scans for an
overview.
.................................................................................... Est $250

 Hong Kong Group of Eleven 1961 $1 University Arms

1169

 Hong Kong Group of Seventeen Various First Day Covers, 1963 to 1968, with Scott #s 218 (x2 diff.), 219-20 (x4
diff.), 221-22 (x3 diff), 229-30 (x4), 231-32 (3 diff.) and 247.
A mostly very fine lot, all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1170

 Hong Kong Group of Twenty Two Various First Day Cov-

1175

Jamaica Group of 5 War Tax Stamped Covers, mostly
franked with the 1½d but also saw a ½d and a 3d. Covers are
addressed to USA (faults), Montréal Canada (missing back
flap), England, Kingston, Jamaica, and a registered OHMS
cover to USA (with small tape marks). Overall fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1176



1177

 Monaco 1906 15c “Taxe Réduite / A 0f10” Overprinted

ers, 1966-1970, with Scott #s 225-28 (x9), 234-35 (x6), 25758 (x7 diff.). A mostly very fine lot, all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200
1171



India Collection of Six Stampless Folded Letters to
France and England, 1824 to 1855, all well written-up on
album pages denoting rates, markings, routes, etc. We note
several interesting and scarcely seen postmarks such as “INDIA LETTER / PORTSMOUTH”, “PAQUEBOTS / DE LA / MEDITERRANÈE”, “INDIA” (these all boxed), “INDIA PAID” in a crescent shape, etc. An interesting collection, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1172

 India 1931 Hazaribagh to Calcutta Pigeongram, carried
on DEC.31 by homing pigeon “Dynamite”, with red Park Street
Calcutta c.d.s. canceling ½a stamp. Signed by Stephen Smith
on back, and still contains its missive, partially reading “A
message for 1932 from His Excellency The Viceroy HONESTY
IS THE BEST POLICY, etc...” which is also signed by Smith.
Very fine, with great eye appeal.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1173

 Italy Group of 4 Better Covers, 1917-1960, includes a
JUN.28.1917 flight cover from Palermo to Rome with Scott
C2 (cat. on flown cover is $105). Also two 1919 Trieste registered covers to Canada, both with oval “Censura Posta Estera
Trieste” censor handstamps, both mailed Trieste in October
1919 and received in Cobalt Ontario on NOV.12.1919, see
handstamps on backs of both covers online (both these with
opening fauts, etc.). Lastly a Michel LF2 (cat. 70 Euros) air
letter from Messina to Montréal. The air letter and flight cover
are both very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150



Monaco Pair of Covers with Single Frankings, 1899
and 1908, first was mailed on DEC.31.1889 to Louis-Joseph
Papineau in Monte Bello, Québec, franked with a Scott #6,
through London, then Montréal (JAN.15) and received on
JAN.16 (cover has a few tears and pen docketing). Second
was mailed on FEB.27.1900 to Elberfeld Germany, and the
Scott #20 stamp is cancelled by a “Nice à Marseille” railway
cancel, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$525

Postal Stationery Envelope, measuring 145 x 112 mm and
endorsed “Imprimés”, postmarked “Monaco / Principauté”
JUN.6.1906 and addressed to Metz in France. A fresh and
scarce item.
............................................................................... Maury €500

x1178
1174

 Jamaica 1916 ½d War Tax Issue with Inverted Overprint
on Cover, mailed from Cross Roads (DEC.28.1916) to Kingston (same day receiver on back). franked with a block of four
of the ½d green with the inverted WAR TAX overprint on all
four stamps. Small tear at top, still very fine and an excellent
item for the specialist. Stanley Gibbons catalogues one stamp
at £150 for used, times 6 for on cover, plus another £150
each for the three other stamps makes £1,350. Using the
same calculations in Scott (for MR1c), the US$ value would
be $1,170.
............................................................................... S.G. £1,350

1178



1179

 Netherlands Group of 200 Postal History Items, 1880s

Netherlands Group of Four Better Covers, 1890 to
1941, with a Netherlands Indies 1890 postal stationery envelope to Argentina, sent by French packet boat via France.
Also a 1933 Netherlands Indies air mail cover to Germany
(opening faults) and a 1941 censored air mail cover to Scotland with an assortment of censor tapes and handstamps.
Lastly a 1905 Surinam registered cover to the Netherlands,
via Plymouth England (handstamp top middle, opening fault).
A few minor creases, still an interesting group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

to 1960s, all displayed in a deluxe cover album with slip case,
and includes advertising, rates, slogan cancels, special cancels, censored mail, stationery, and many better items, which
we have scanned online. A very useful lot for the enthusiast,
and mostly fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

155

1180

 Netherlands Group of 200 Postal History Items, 1880s
to 1960s, all displayed in a deluxe cover album with slip case,
and includes advertising, rates, frankings, slogan cancels,
special cancels, censored mail, stationery, airmail, and many
better items, which we have scanned online. A very useful lot
for the enthusiast, and mostly fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1187

 New Caledonia 1919 Local Postage Due Cover, mailed

to Noumea, New Caledonia and franked with a 1fr green on
straw postage due, tied to cover by MAY.15.1919 datestamp,
plus a free strike. Very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$190

x1181
1181

 Netherlands Group of 200 Postal History Items, 1880s
to 1960s, all displayed in a deluxe cover album with slip case,
and includes advertising, rates, frankings, slogan cancels,
special cancels, censored mail, stationery, airmail, and many
better items, many are scanned online. A very useful lot for
the enthusiast, and mostly fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1182

/PC Netherlands Group of 320 Postal History Items,
starts with a group of 200 covers and cards in an deluxe cover
album with advertising, slogan cancels, rates and frankings,
train cancels and much more, plus a second cover album with
120 stationery cards from 1877-1890, several are from a correspondence to a German brewery in Nuremberg. An overall
fine to very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1183

 Netherlands Group of 100 Event and First Flight Covers,
in a cover album, with KLM first flights, Dutch Indies flight covers, event covers and much more. Overall very fine, see scans
for a sampling.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1184

 Netherlands Collection of 180 First Day Covers, 1950-

x1188
1188

 New Zealand Group of 8 Covers, 1872 to 1944, with a
1sh Chalon Heads cover to England via San Francisco with
two 6d stamps, mailed DEC.2.1871 and arrived FEB.1.1872.
Also JUL.2.1930 flight covers from New Zealand to Melbourne
Australia (Stapleton 36k, $150) and to Sydney Australia (Stapleton 36n, $450). Also a 1934 Trans-Tasman air mail 7d
overprint issue on JAN.17.1934 first day cover (cat. £150 in
SG). Also two 1c Kiwi New Zealand used in Pitcairn Islands
radio station covers, both showing usual minor water damage.
Also an AUG.1940 censor cover to USA, returned to sender
with at least 8 different handstamps and a 1944 surface rate
cover from Wellington to Half Way Tree, Jamaica. A few minor
creases, tears, etc, still an interesting and fine or better group.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1969, all in a cover album, with no apparent duplication and
catalogued by owner by NVPH Netherlands catalogue (in Euros) at the equivalent of C$7,800. No duplication noted, a
very nice and seldom offered collection and overall very fine,
we scanned the first 26 pages as an example.
............................................................................ NVPH $7,800
1185

/PC Netherlands Lot of About 400 Picture Post Cards
and 100 Covers, with a good variety of different postmarks
from all eras, and includes many better, high-end post cards,
some first day covers, and more. Inspection is recommended
to better appreciate this one, as the scans only show a very
small portion.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1186

 Netherlands Group of Just Under 500 First Day Covers,
mostly from the 1960s to 1980s, with only a little duplication,
and we noted many scarcer items, complete sets, etc, see
scans for a small taste. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

156

1189

 New Zealand 1938 Registered Special Delivery Cover
to Canada, mailed from Kaitaia on JUL.25.1938 to Edmonton, Alberta (South Edmonton AUG.29 receiver) through Calgary (AUG.27) and Edmonton (AUG.28). The cover is franked
with #E4 Special Delivery stamp (cat. in S.G. at £250 on
cover). Very clean and very fine.
...................................................................................S.G. £250

1190

 New Zealand 1910 Registered Cover to Newfoundland,
a registered stationery envelope with a 1d Dominion added,
mailed from Wellington on APR.18.1911 to Upper Island Cove
(with two different Nova Scotia, and one Ontario railway transits on back, plus a British Columbia RPO on front. Very fine,
1992 Samuel catalogue value is NZ$500.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1191

1192

 Palestine 1894 Registered Turkish Cover to Germany,
mailed at Jerusalem MAY.25.1894 and given registration
#1000. Sent via Napoli and then Napoli-Rome Railway Post
Office - see back stamps. Arrived in Sprendlingen JUN.1.1894.
Repaired tears at right and some minor toning, still a rare
item.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 Saar 1951 Registered First Day Cover, mailed on
NOV.11.1951 to Chicago (NOV.5 and 6 receivers on back) and
franked with a semi-postal set (catalogue for used stamps
alone is given). With contents, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$164

x1193
1193

/PC South Africa Group of 5 Better Items, with a 1901
Tuck & Sons George V patriotic post card from Port Elizabeth,
Cape of Good Hope to Nova Scotia, a 1916 World War I censored registered cover to the USA and a 1943 internment camp
cover from the Baviaanspoort camp near Pretoria, sent air mail
to Germany, with Germany and South Africa censor handstamps
on front. Also two #10 size patent agent covers from Pretoria to
the USA in 1943 and 1944, both with Oval “Dispatch Approved
/ Patent Office Pretoria” censor handstamps. Note some minor
creases and tears still an otherwise very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1194

 St Pierre & Miquelon 1942 Registered AR Cover, mailed

1195

 St Pierre & Miquelon 1942 Registered AR Cover, mailed

on SEP.21.1942 to New York City (two different OCT.2 receivers on back) and franked with six different “FRANCE LIBRE /
F.N.F.L.” overprinted stamps (Scott #s 224, 226, 232, 235,
240 and 245). The cover also has neat registration and AR
handstamps, plus a Canadian “Passed by Censor DB / 107”
handstamp in purple. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

on SEP.21.1942 to New York City (two different OCT.2 receivers on back) and franked with seven different “FRANCE LIBRE
/ F.N.F.L.” overprinted stamps (Scott #s 224, 226, 229, 231,
238, 241 and 243). The cover also has neat registration and
AR handstamps, plus a Canadian “Passed by Censor DB /
107” handstamp in purple. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

157

1202

1196



1197

 St Pierre & Miquelon Group of Three Covers with Single

 Tibet 1909 Registered Stampless Cover to Kathmandu
(Backstamp), with an ornate seal of the Kuti Court of Tibet on
back, carried by runner to the Nepalese Post Office at Tatapani (manuscript backstamp). Has a bit of insect damage on
the flap only, still scarce and very fine. Ex. Kenneth Kershaw
and Sparks Auctions Sale #10, June 2012, lot 1309.
.................................................................................... Est $200

St Pierre & Miquelon 1942 Registered Cover, mailed
on AUG.24.1942 to New York City (AUG.31 and SEP.1 receivers on back) and franked with four different “FRANCE LIBRE
/ F.N.F.L.” overprinted stamps (Scott #s 239, 246, B9 and
B10). The cover also has a neat registration handstamp, plus
a Canadian “Passed by Censor DB / 107” handstamp in purple. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Frankings, 1900s to 1939, first is a cover with Scott #70
(cat. $160 on cover) to Halifax, Nova Scotia. Second is a 1915
cover to Halifax, franked with a Scott #88 (cat. $225 on cover), and third is a 1939 cover to Halifax with #205 (cat. $140
on cover). Note the odd small tear or minor crease, still a very
fine group.
..............................................................................Scott U$525
1198



1199

 Switzerland Group of 39 Covers, 1900-1983, with a
good variety of material including frankings, noting a single
#100 on cover (Scott U$115), semi-postals on commercial
covers, frankings made up of sets, blocks, etc. Also note first
day or event covers and more. A few faults, still overall fine
or better, with an owner’s retail value of CHF704 (little over
C$1,000). See scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1200

/PC Switzerland Valuable Group of 40 Air Mail Covers,

Switzerland Group of 7 Better Covers, Plus a Parcel
Card, 1883-1952, covers include an 1883 domestic cover
with a 20c ultra postage due, a 1907 cover with a #109a
(perf. 11.5 x 12 on white paper), 2 covers with booklet panes:
first with a #160a and other with #161a (each cat. $70 used).
Also two 1936 air mail covers to Greece, both franked with
#C14a and a 1943 air mail cover to Canada with German
censoring at left ad British (Bermuda) at right. Both C14a
covers have blue staining at bottom from the envelope liners,
others have minor faults here and there, still overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1939-1949, mostly all addressed to the same person in Campocologno and franked with a nice variety of Swiss airmail
and other issues. We also note a good showing of postmarks,
some registered covers and some with flight cachets. A very
nice and fresh collection, catalogued by the owner in Zumstein a while back. All covers are scanned online. Rsv. $375.
.................................................................Zumstein CHF2,840
1201

 Switzerland Group of 140 Covers and Cards, includes
covers, mourning covers, bag tags, stationery covers and
cards and picture post cards, also noted a few registered, first
day covers, and more. Frankings range from singles to sets,
including Pro Juventute issues, etc. Owner has priced them
according to Zumstein at 1,470 Swiss franks (today $2,130
Canadian). A very nice lot, in overall very fine condition, save
for a few small tears or creases. Scans only show a small portion. Rsv. $275.
.................................................................Zumstein CHF1,470

158

1203

 Tibet 1904 Registered Stampless Cover to Kathmandu
(Backstamp), with an ornate seal of the Kerong Court in Tibet
on back, cover was carried by runner to the Nepalese Post Office at Rasuwa (manuscript c.d.s. on back) partial Trisuli negative hand dated transit back stamp. Some edge wear, still a
nice routing and great strike of the Kerong seal. Ex. Kenneth
Kershaw and Sparks Auctions Sale #10 June 2012, lot 1308.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1204

PC Tristan da Cunha to England, Circa 1905, a front of a
U.P.U. reply card originally mailed from England, being returned there from Tristan da Cunha with the usual 3-ring
handstamp, taxed on arrival with a 1d handstamp, very fine
and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1205

 Tristan da Cunha Group of Two Covers, 1962-63, first
has a cachet XI on blue envelope franked with South Africa
#194 from Volcanic Exploratory Expedition, per S.S. Transvaal, with additional Cape Town FEB.7.1962 Paquebot c.d.s..
Second with cachet XII on stampless cover to England with
octagonal postage due marking, obliterated several times
with a killer. There is an additional Cape Town MAY.14.1963
Paquebot c.d.s. and “M.V. Boissevan” straightline at bottom
left. This represents a rare, non-philatelic usage from the “return to the island” period. A very fine duo.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1206

 United Nations Group of 66 Large Size First Day Cov-

1210

ers, from 1992-97 with a catalogue value as used stamps
of $735. Also includes another 35 smaller, mostly first day
covers. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

displayed in a cover album, with an excellent array of better
cachets, including three different rare L.W. Staehle cacheted
covers. Other cachets by W. Crosby, A. Felice, Ioor, etc., and
we note varieties or variations of some cachets. Very fine and
seldom offered.
.................................................................................... Est $750
1211

United States Group of 8 Different APOs in Canada
Alaska Highway Opening Covers, all with almost identical
handpainted cachets. Includes 2 covers from US Army Postal
Service Seattle SEP.23.1943 to APOs 722 (Edmonton) and
724 (along the Alaska Highway). Both have SEP.26 receivers.
Also a SEP.22 APO 722 cover and a SEP.23 APO 724 cover,
both to Seattle, with SEP.26 receivers. Also a NOV.27 APO 722
cover to APO 938 (Fairbanks Alaska) received DEC.2, a DEC.1
Seattle cover to APO 938 received DEC.2, and two DEC.2 APO
938 covers to APO722 (received DEC.8) and to Seattle (rec’d
DEC.4). Set of covers were all sent under a separate cover to
George Herring, the Chief Superintendent of land and Air Mail
Services at the Ottawa Post Office Department. One cover has
a paperclip rust stain and others show some level of envelope
glue staining, else a very fine group, all from the Herring estate.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1212



United States Group of 6 Different APOs in Canada
Alaska Highway Opening Covers, all with almost identical
handpainted cachets. Includes 2 covers from US Army postal
Services Seattle to APO 722 (Edmonton) and APO 724 (along
Alaska Highway) received SEP.26 and SEP.28. Also a SEP.22
APO 722 cover to Seattle and a SEP.23 APO 724 cover to
Seattle, both received SEP.26. Final 2 covers are both from
APO 938 (Fairbanks Alaska) to APO 722, received DEC.8
and to Seattle received DEC.4. Covers were all sent under a
separate cover to George Herring, the Chief Superintendent
of Land and Air Mail Services of the Ottawa Post Office Department. Some minor creases top left from a paper clip, and
some envelope glue staining, otherwise a very fine and scarce
group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1213

 United States Lot of First Day Covers, consisting of approximately 500 covers from the 1950s to the late 1970s,
filling one small carton. We noted a quantity of United Nations
issues as well as some duplication up to 8 of each for some.
Also included are commercially used covers from the U.S. and
Canada, as well as a group of approximately 60 Canada first
day covers in various sizes (1970s to 1980s) and miscellaneous ephemera. Clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1214

/PC

1215

United States Group of 50 Bank Tags, Mostly 1958 to
1962, with a good variety of high denomination frankings,
mostly registered, overall very fine, see photo for an idea
.................................................................................... Est $100

x1207
1207

1208



United States Group of 9 Better Covers, includes
the outer page of a stampless folded letter from New York
(FEB.23.1858) to Paris France, a #68 on an 1868 TransAtlantic cover to Germany via Bremen, a #115 on an 1869
cover to Nova Scotia with “Yarmouth N.S. / Domn of Canada”
backstamp (cover trimmed at right, stamp cats $240 for
used). Also a cut down US SCATDTA cover with #2 EU overprint stamps for use in the United States, mailed in New York
JUN.24.1925. An APO 721 US Forces in the Cook Islands
1943 cover (cat. in Forte and Helbock is $125). Also two return to sender / service suspended covers. A 1940 cover to
France and a 1944 cover to Italy. Lastly two US first day covers, JUN.10.1927 #C10 cacheted cover (cat $175) on a cut
down #10 envelope and a #1909, the $9.35 Express mail issue AUG.12.1983 issue on a Colorano silk cachet cover (cat.
$210). Except where noted, overall fine to very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 United States Group of 13 Incoming Ship Letters, 18241871, includes two Charleston, SC ship letters, one from
Cuba and the other from Mexico going to Philadelphia. Also
one folded letter from Argentina and two more from Cuba to
New York. The other eight are all from Great Britain, with 4
to New York, 2 to Philadelphia and 2 to Boston. Good variety
of handstamps and manuscript markings. Some with extra
folds, creases or stains still overall fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1209

 United States 1867 10c Washington on Cover to Nova
Scotia, mailed from Philadelphia, PA on JAN.16.1867 to Wallace, Nova Scotia, through Amherst (JAN.26), Pugwash, then
arrived in Wallace on JAN.28.The cover is franked with a 10c
yellow green Washington (Scott #68) and the backflap has
an embossed advertizing for “A. & R. Armstrong / Tobacco /
Commission Merchants / 51 South Front St. / Philadelphia”.
A few small tears on backflap do not detract, very fine. From
the same newly discovered family correspondence as the
cover in our British Columbia postal history section.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 United States Group of 75 Royal Train 1939 Covers, all



United States Old Time Collection of Postal Stationery, all mounted on pages long ago, with a large range
of material including 2 early covers and hundreds of cut
squares. One of the covers was mailed to Cuba and re-directed in 1881, the cut squares are totally unchecked by us, see
scans for an overview, as many are identified by catalogue
number and a few are priced as well. A nice collection to expand upon, or to add to an existing collection. Also includes a
page full of various tobacco stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $200

159

1222

Worldwide Assortment of Over 250+ Interesting
Covers and Cards, from early to Modern, including FDC’s. We
note Austria, Czechoslovakia, Germany (Danzig) registered
postcards, France and Belgium registered covers, dozens of
airmail, GB and Commonwealth, Scandinavia, some US, Central America, Asia. Most are addressed to Canada. Condition
is overall fine-very fine, and some of the better items were
scanned.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1223

/PC Worldwide Box with Various Covers, with a few hundred FDC and commercially mailed covers from a number
of countries, noting South Africa, Germany, France, United
States, etc., many mailed to Canada. Also note a number of
mostly chrome picture postcards, but also some WWI era real
photos. Inspection would better reveal the contents of this
very mixed lot. Scans only show a tiny portion.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x1216
1216

/PC Worldwide Group of 4 Better Items, with a Venezuela #45 on the picture side of a post card to the USA, with
manuscript cancel (Scott U$200 on cover). Also a 1942 Brazil
cover to California with a Type C1.1.4 censor handstamp (cat.
500 PTS, very, very scarce in Broderick) missing its backlflap.
A 1937 Costa Rica air mail cover to Germany (cut down at
top) and a 1930 Belgian Congo registered air mail cover to
England (vertical fold and other minor faults). A scarce group.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1217

1218



1225

 Worldwide Group of 25 Covers, mostly all from the South
Pacific area, including 6 covers from Papua to Vancouver
(Canada) 1935-1938 (4 are registered). Also two July 1934
Papua / Australia first flight with dual country franking, 4 covers from Australia to Canada (1930-1945, two are airmail,
one is censored), 5 covers from Australia to England, etc
(1931-1958, some are first flights), 1 domestic airmail cover
from Papua to New Guinea, and a few more modern items.
Quality ranges from roughly opened or toned to very fine. See
scans.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1226

/PC

Worldwide Group of 77 Covers and Cards, as Received, noting mostly pre-WWII material, including used and
unused stationery cards (many early US, many mailed to Switzerland, Denmark) and covers, air mail rates, Germany WWII
era, censored mail, FDC including an Ascension UPU set, Silver Wedding, Victory, a few first flights, registered mail, etc.
See scans for a glimpse of the content. Overall fine with faults
here and there, including two items missing a stamp, etc., still
an interesting lot.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1227

/PC

/PC

Worldwide Lot of 2,000 Covers, FDCs, and Post
Cards, all neatly sorted in two 29 inch cardboard file drawers.
One contains mostly Switzerland FDC, covers and early post
cards (many are in priced sleeves), Hungary FDC plus covers
with lots of souvenir sheets and one complete imperforate
set, and United States. The second contains Canada FDC with
a wide variety of private cachet makers, noting JCL cover with
$1 Fish, China FDC and British Africa sets of FDC. Viewing is
recommended to better appreciate this one.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1219



1220

/PC

1221



160

1224



Worldwide Group of 5 “O.A.T.” and “A.V.2” Handstamped Covers, 1945-1951, with a 1945 air letter from Kenya to Canada, a 1945 cover from Switzerland to Canada and
what appears to be a 1948 cover from Palestine to the USA,
all with O.A.T. handstamps applied in London. Also two Tripolitania covers from 1949 and 1951 with A.V.2 handstamps
applied in Tripoli, one to Canada and one to the USA. Vertical
folds on the Swiss and Palestine covers, minor edge faults
faults on others.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Worldwide Group of 200 Better Covers and First Day
Covers, all in a deluxe cover album with slip case, an excellent
assortment from many different countries, with better frankings, FDC cachets, etc, too many interesting items to enumerate here. This lot also has a good assortment of various
Europa issue FDC, many examples can be seen in our online
scans. Overall very fine with a few minor faults.
.................................................................................... Est $250
Worldwide Assortment of About 130 Covers and
Post Cards, from a variety of countries but mostly from Canada, includes stationery, picture postcards, note some Admiral
C.O.D. cards, meter postage (including advertising meters).
Also includes a further 145 early Dutch picture post cards,
many with large double circle datestamps and a very nice variety of picture subjects.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Worldwide Assortment of 410 Covers and Cards, all
neatly displayed in 4 cover albums, with a great variety of different countries and material (one album and two thirds of another contain Spain FDC), noting stationery covers and cards,
first day covers, commercial mail, frankings, postmarks, and
much more. See scans for an idea. Overall fine or better
.................................................................................... Est $300

/PC

Worldwide Lot of Over 300 Various Covers and First
day Covers, noting a nice group of Austrian high value reprint
issues in commemorative cards, as well as Austrian cards
mailed in the 1909-1917 era, some German World War II Hitler picture post cards and other related items from Germany,
commercially mailed covers from China, Canada to New Zealand postage due, a picture postcard mailed from Germany
to Canada in 1928 franked with 1,800DM worth of postage,
some German WWII era stationery cards, worldwide covers
mailed to Canada from WWII to 1970s, some censored, a set
of Canadian FDC 1980-1982, GB FDC from the 1970s and
more. Quality varies, single item scans show only a small portion.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Worldwide Group of 375 Interesting Covers and
Cards, 1900s to 1950s, mostly from Switzerland, then
France and Germany, also from other countries such as South
Africa, USA, Italy and others. Noted covers, picture post cards
(incl. real photo), stationery cards and covers, registered, registration receipts, censor mail, some FDC, event covers, many
interesting rates such as insured, printed matter, a bag tag,
postmarks and frankings galore, and much more. As seen in
our first photo, about one third of the covers are larger, rest
mostly European or smaller size. A very nice selection from an
old European estate, with some faults as expected, still many
very fine items throughout. A great lot for dealers and collectors alike. Scans only show a sampling.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1228

 Worldwide Lot of Philatelic Covers in Three Large and

Worldwide Military Postal History

Heavy Cartons, okay, perhaps that doesn’t sound so good
at first, but there are thousands of covers in here, with good
value, but viewing in person is recommended to better appreciate. We note several cover albums and the rest is loose,
but once sorted should be a nice group. We note mostly FDC,
but also event covers, and a few commercially used from a
large number of different countries. Overall very fine and easily worth our estimate of $100 only per box.
.................................................................................... Est $300
1229

1230

/PC

Worldwide Lot of Thousands of Modern Commercially Mailed Covers and Some Cards, in two large cartons, in
a number of cover albums, stockbooks, etc., and the rest are
loose. A close inspection should be done with this lot in order
to better appreciate the quantity and quality of the contents,
as well as to see all the different countries represented, registered, advertising, and much more. We note a good quantity
mailed from European countries, notably Germany. Our photo
definitely does not do this lot justice, and we estimate the
value to be in excess of our valuation of $150 per box.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 British Cameroons January 1944 Censor Cover to Cali-



Yugoslavia Group of 100 Mostly First Day Covers, all
displayed in a cover album, range is from 1933 to 1990 and
includes singles, sets, souvenir sheet, etc, plus a few commercially used. Includes a few FDC from Hungary, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Australia Scarce 1939 Censor Cover from Hobart to
Canada, mailed Hobart in 1939 (month difficult to read, but
probably December, based on the “Best Wishes” and Christmas labels on back, see scan) to Brantford, Ontario, with Civil
Censorship Study Group Type H6-1b censor handstamp in
blue. CCSG reports only one known, this would be only the
second. Some minor stains and a little roughly opened at
right, still fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

fornia, mailed from Buea (“Buea - Cameroons / Under British
Mandate” c.d.s. canceling stamp) to Los Angeles. Back shows
a “Victoria - Cameroons / Under British Mandate” c.d.s. transit dated JAN.4.1944. Front shows a Nigeria Type half circle
censor handstamp in red (censored at Victoria), plus a British
censor tape at left. A scarce cover with minor faults at right.
.................................................................................... Est $150
1236

 Fiji Group of 1940s World War II Censor Covers, with 3
covers to Canada, all with Civil Censorship Study Group labels
L1. One has a H1d handstamp and the other two have Type
H1e handstamps, the fourth cover is a registered cover to
Australia with Type L2c-115 label (minor faults). Mostly very
fine and scarce group, and 2 of the covers to Canada have
their letters inside.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1237

 Germany Group of 17 Displaced Persons Covers, 1946-

/PC Worldwide Lot of Various Covers, QV to QEII, with
a great variety of different material from all over. Starts off
with a collection (in a binder) of early GB and India postal
stationery, with about 85 items in all, mostly used from the
QV to KEVII era. We also counted about 200 Russian pictorial
stationery covers mailed in the 1980s and 1990s, a box containing 500 or so covers and cards (and stationery) from all
around the world, mostly from the 1930s to modern, all commercially mailed, with only a few dozen larger covers. Worth
a close look for possible finds, we have scanned only a small
portion of the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1233

1235

 Worldwide Lot of First Day Covers, from 1960s to early
1990s, consisting of over 1,200 items from a variety of countries with strength in Netherlands, Australia, Poland, D.D.R.,
and the U.S.. We noted some duplication up to four of each
for some of them. Unchecked for varieties or better cachets.
Clean lot, overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1232



 Worldwide Box of Miscellaneous Interesting Covers and
Stamps, this box contains a very diverse group of different
items from all over the world including some Canadian items
such as Unitrade #1697 (unopened box / coil dispenser, cat.
$150), a used leather post card, an unused 1c QV pre-printed
stationery card for Scott Stamp & Coin Co. in NY City, a FDC
signed by last surviving VC winner in Canada “Smokey Smith”,
a FDC signed by Oscar Peterson, some lesser-known Canadian stamp souvenir items such as a mint and a used “Turtles”
mailers, a box of 42c Laura Secord pre-stamped covers and
cards, better booklets such as three #BK251Aa ($60 each,
some private correspondence with better frankings, two Alaska Cruise sheets ($100 each), two panes each of 2063 and
2064 ($45 each), and more. There is also a group of material
obtained at international philatelic exhibitions, usually given
to dignitaries or judges, etc, as well as a box full of first day
covers, with about 100 United States (1940s to 2000s), another 100 or so from Canada including better cachets, etc
(1940s to 1980s) and last but not least a group of about 100
or so worldwide commercial and event, etc. covers. So much
more not listed here, a close inspection is recommended to
better appreciate the interesting and varied material within.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1231

1234

1949, includes 3 covers going into camps from Austria and
Germany, including one postal card going camp to camp. Also
14 covers either from displaced persons or organizations set
up to help them, such as the International Refugee Organization. Note 9 covers to the USA and others to Sweden and Denmark and we note a good variety of censor tapes and handstamps. Scarce and seldom offered group, most with minor
faults only.
.................................................................................... Est $300

161

1242

 Great Britain Group of Two 1855 Crimean War Covers to
Crimea, each paid with three 1d reds to Lt. Colonel C.L. Locks
with the Coldstream Guards at Sevastopol in the Crimea. Blue
envelope has a stamp with trimmed perfs, both have creases
and other minor faults.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1243

/ Great Britain Three Old Time Advanced Collections
of WWI and WWII Military Postmarks, starting with a GB
World War I F.P.O. collection of over 900 different postmarks
on piece, all appear to be sorted in a stockbook. Also a publication by Alistair Kennedy and George Crabb “The Postal
History of the British Army in World War I - Before and After,
1903 to 1929” (300 pages, 1977) which encloses 9 covers
or cards. Lastly is a publication by Brigadier D.S. Virk AVSM
“Indian Post Offices Locations and Movements, 1939-1947”
(270 pages, 1973) which encloses 17 covers. An interesting
lot not often encountered.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1244

/PC Italy Group of 9 Displaced Persons Covers, 1946-

x1238
1238

 Gibraltar Group of 4 World War II Censor Covers to Canada, all four were sent at the 1sh4d air mail rate. Two have
Lisbon transit backstamps. All 4 have F.P.O. 475 datestamps
from Gibraltar, one is from a member of the RCAF and has an
RAF censor handstamp. Two have “Passed Censor G1B” triangle military censor handstamps from censor #s 1 and 24.
Fourth has an “Opened by Examiner A/6027” civil censorship
resealing label at left. Some minor edge faults, still overall
very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1239



1240

 Great Britain 1941 Return to Sender to British Guinea,
mailed from Liverpool on OCT.24.1941 and sent by sea to Rabaul, New Guinea. Reached Sydney Australia some time after
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor where it was censored
and had a “Not Transmissible / Service Suspended” handstamp applied. No datestamps to show when it arrived back
in Liverpool. Scarce, considering how far it travelled in this
period, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1241

/PC Great Britain World War II Group of 3 Better Mili-

1245

 Kenya Uganda Tanganyika Group of 4 World War II Covers, Including Refugee Mail, note registered refugee camp
cover from Masindi to Mombasa with stamps across all 4
edges plus on back, and a Kabale Uganda censored cover to
Palestine with Uganda Type 1a (10 points in CCSG handbook)
censor tape at left and an Egypt censor handstamp. Also a
Kenya evacuee camp cover to Italy with censor handstamp
“Passed by Censor / B.7” and a faint camp handstamp at bottom left. Also a Kenya - Broderick Falls cover to the USA with a
CCSG Type IV circular handstamp that reads “N / Released /
11”. Cover is missing its backflap. Some minor creases noted,
still a fine or better group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Great Britain 1943 and 1944 Illustrated Military Air
Letters, with a 1943 Royal Air Force Middle East illustrated
air letter to Canada (tone spots) and a 1944 Naval air letter to
England from Ceylon (minor opening faults). A scarce pair.
.................................................................................... Est $100

tary Censor Items, with a 1916 opened by censor cover with
a blue “opened by censor / return to sender” label addressed
to Holland, an army post office SZ 14 registered cover to Egypt
with a censor handstamp at bottom left and a censor re-sealing tape at top. Also a post card addressed to England with
World War I naval censor handstamp used in Sicily. The blue
triangle shaped handstamp originally read “Sicily” at the bottom, but was removed. Also note censor #”3” is reversed.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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1949, includes one each to Argentina, Canada, Italy and Palestine, plus 5 to the United States, mostly sent air mail, but
also note 2 registered covers. Two postal cards have vertical
folds at centre, otherwise overall fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1246



Mauritius 1941 Censor Cover to California, mailed at
the Quartier Militaire on MAY.23.1941 and sent surface mail
with George VI 3d stamps (x4) and 4c (x2) paying the 20c
rate. Has manuscript “Permit / No/ DE03” in red bottom left,
re-sealed at right with Civil censorship Study Group Type IIIA
label. Also note “Q. Militaire” return address top left. Some
minor edge creasing, otherwise very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1247

PC Norway Group of 39 Different World War II Postal Stationery Cards, includes one example of AW2, 14 different examples of AW3 and AW4, 2 different cards for both AW5 and
AW6 and 3 each of AW7 and AW8. Most with nice Norwegian
town cancels. Some with folds or minor creases, still overall a
very fine group.
.............................................................................. Michel €259

1248

 Palestine Group of 5 Better Censor and Military Covers, with a 1918 cover from F.P.O. 6Y with the 6th Mounted
Brigade in the Jerusalem valley, with an oblong shaped 3-line
censor handstamp “Palestine Censorship No. 2”, a 1919
incoming cover from the USA with a 3-line oblong shaped
“Passed Censor 1” censor handstamp, an Oct. 1939 machine
censor “Passed by Censor Jerusalem in 3 lines (only used
12/10 to 28/10, 10 points in Civil Censorship Study Group
Handbook) - cover is grubby and missing its backflap and
also its stamps. Also a 1940 cover from Palestine to Yugoslavia, registered, delivery attempted in 1945, not found and
returned to sender. Received back in Palestine DEC.29.1945
with both Palestine and Yugoslavia re-sealing tapes. Also a
1945 air mail cover to Palestine with a violet handstamp
“Headquarters No.2 Bn (Jewish) / the Palestine Regiment”
plus handwritten “Concessional Postage Palestine Personnel”. Back has FPO cancel and “Rehovot” receiver. Typical
War time condition, with creases, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1249

 Philippines Group of 5 Better World War II Covers, all

1252

 Sudan 1942 Registered Air Mail Cover to Palestine,
franked with Scott #s 69 and 72, mailed from Khartoum,
Sudan. Green on white “Opened by Examiner 1?” tape is
trimmed slightly due to opening. Tape is tied to cover with a
triangular “Passed Censor Sudan 4” handstamp. Back shows
a JUN.7.1942 Rehovot receiver datestamp. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1253

 Switzerland Group of World War II Internee Mail, with a
nice group of 3 envelopes and 7 post cards from Polish civil
and interned in Switzerland writing home. Some have minor
creases and one has some sort of adhesion on it, otherwise a
very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1254

 Togo 1915 Anglo-French Occupation Censor Cover,
mailed at Lome on JUL.8.1915 to Oxford, England, franked
with a 1d scarlet Gold Coast stamp overprinted “TOGO / ANGLO FRENCH / OCCUPATION”. Cover has a 3-line “Passed by
Censor / at / Lome (Togo)” handstamp in purple. Very fine
and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1255



mailed between 1942 and 1948, two are first day covers for
Victory issues, one is registered to the US, one has a Japanese Occupation censor, etc. We note some faults (two are
reduced, one has a crease) still uncommon material. All
scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1250

1251



South Africa 1902 Boer War Cover to Canada, from
#2143 Trooper W.G. Bradley, mailed at Elandsfontein to
Hamilton with carrier markings on arrival, plus MAR.17.1902
Hamilton and Toronto backstamps. Franked with a GB 1d lilac
tied by FEB.12 despatch. Trimmed slightly at right and some
minor creases, still fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

/PC

South Africa Group of 4 Boer Was Items, 18991902, includes censored covers from Pretoria and Johannesburg to England (one cover with tear on front and part of
backflap) and a censored postal stationery card from Phabanchu to Capetown (stains on back). Also a faulty (tears, pieces
missing and separated front and back) registered cover from
Johannesburg to Poona, India. Except where noted a fine
group.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Worldwide Group of 7 Refugee Camp Covers, 19441948, with 4 covers from camps in Egypt, all mailed to the
USA, including one with a 2-line “M.E.R.R.A. / El Shatt’ handstamp. Also two Polish refugee camps in India covers, one
to the USA and one to Palestine. Also a Polish refugee camp
Iringa in Tanganyika cover to South Africa (cover has parts of
stamp lower left removed, as well as all stamps across the
top, probably done by censors). A scarce group, with creases,
staining, etc, still overall fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250
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Worldwide Air Mail Covers

1260

/PC Germany Group of 8 Early Graf Zeppelin Flown Covers, 1928-1929, with 127-7Ae Leipzig Fair advertising card
flown to New York, 127-17B1 Holy Land flight cover with confirmation mark 127-17 #2 from the steel stamp (cat. $600)
arrived Eramle MAR.26.1929. Also a 127-17B with con #1 &
3 May 1929 delayed flight covers, one of which was mailed on
board the airship. Note 3 cards with 2 mark blue and 3 covers with 4 mark brown Graf Zeppelin stamps. One cover has
a corner missing and we note assorted minor creases, else a
fine or better group.
............................................................................. Frost $1,880

1261

1256

1257

 Brazil 1930 Graf Zeppelin Flown Cover to Canada, Frost

1258

 Canada Group of Two 1936 Hindenburg Zeppelin Flight

1259

164

1930, includes Frost 127-29B Germany flight cover with an
“On Board” cachet. Mail was dropped without cancels and
then dated at location nearest drop point. Also flight 12738Bc Balkan flight cover, mailed on board OCT.16.1929 and
flight 127-46D England flight post card which was dropped at
Orly, France. Also note an Aug. 1930 Darmstadt flight cover
to Canada with faults at top and #s 1)127-83B and 127-84
from the Baltic and Vogtland flights, both mailed on board.
Note some items with minor creases and tears still a fine plus
group.
............................................................................. Frost $1,130

 Argentina 1930 Graf Zeppelin Cover Flown to Germany,

Frost # 8) 127-49F, franked with Argentina overprinted Zeppelin stamps (20c x1, 90c x2 and 1 peso x1), all cancelled at
Buenos Aires MAY.23.1930. Has the usual Argentina confirmation cachet but has the wrong US cachet. It has the cachet
for US mail sent to Germany for the flight and should have had
the cachet that just shows the flight from the US to Germany.
US mail with this error catalogues $2,500 in Frost. Friedrichshafen JUN.6.1930 receiver on back. A very fine and scarce
cover for the Zeppelin specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $750

# 5)127-49H, mailed Brazil MAY.28.1930 and franked with
Scott #4CL9, the red 10,000 reis Zeppelin overprint issue.
Arrived Lakehurst MAY.31.1930, addressed to Vancouver,
British Columbia. Some minor edge creases and some blue
green ink marks on front from an over-inked Lakehurst machine from another cover, else very fine.
.................................................................................Frost $450

Covers to Germany, Frost #s 2) 129-7 and 2) 129-14, with
a registered cover mailed from Montréal MAY.18.1936 with
70c worth of postage, backstamped New York MAY.19 and
Frankfurt MAY.23, plus a Montréal Station H cover mailed
JUL.2.1936 with 70c worth of postage and manuscript “via
Airship Hindenburg” only, backstamp is from Main branch in
Montréal on same day. Both covers mainly very fine.
............................................................................. Frost $1,150



Europe Group of 12 Catapult Air Mail Covers From
Liners Bremen and Europa, 1929-1935, with the following
Grave flight #s: K3c, K9a, K17d, K35a, K59d, K61d, K67d,
K99d and K228c, all with German stamps, except for K17d
whose stamps have been removed. Also includes flights
K185SZ and K205 SZ, both from Switzerland. Swiss catapult
mail is scarce. Of the 10 German covers, 5 are sea post covers mailed on board and 2 of these are to Canada. Note one
with a damaged stamp and 2 with back faults, still an overall fine or better collection, accompanied by two picture post
cards depicting both ships. Catalogue value is from the Grave
German North Atlantic Catapult Airmail Catalogue.
............................................................................ Grave $1,455

 Germany Group of 6 Graf Zeppelin Flown Covers, 1929-

1262

 Germany Group of 8 Graf Zeppelin Flown Covers, 19311936, with an on board 1931 Munster flight cover (with two
expert signatures), a 1931 Zeppelin post card on the 1931
England flight franked with a 1 mark red Polar-Fahrt Zeppelin
stamp, cancelled on board. Also 3 South America flight covers
from August and September 1933 and a 1934 South America cover. Finally, two 1936 South America flight covers, both
mailed on board the air ship. Note some minor creases and
the odd small tear. Overall a very fine group.
............................................................................. Frost $1,492

1263



Germany 1933 Graf Zeppelin Century of Progress
Flight Cover, Frost # 4) 6)127-197A, from Friedrichshafen
OCT.14.1933 to Chicago, franked with 2 mark blue Chicago
Fahrt Weltausstellung overprint Zeppelin issue, plus two other issues. Cover has a pre-printed flight cachet at left plus
the usual red triangle-shaped confirmation cachet. Chicago
OCT.26.1933 machine receiver on back. Note the odd minor
crease otherwise very fine.
.................................................................................Frost $860

1264



1265

 Germany Group of Two 1930 Graf Zeppelin First Europe
- Pan American Flight Covers, Frost #s 1) 127-149A and 2)
127-49C, with an on board cover with 2 mark Sudamerika
Fahrt overprint stamp cancelled MAY.19.1938 to Sevilla, with
machine receivers front and back, plus an other on board cover
with un-overprinted 4 mark stamp, cancelled MAY.18.1930 to
Recife, Brazil (arrived MAY.23.1930) and then on to Sao Paulo.
Both covers with usual confirmation handstamp in red. Sevilla
cover is very fine and Brazil cover has creases / wrinkles.
............................................................................. Frost $1,000

1266

1267

PC Germany 1933 Graf Zeppelin On Board Picture Post
Card to Akron, Frost # 1) 6) 127-197, franked with a 1 mark
red Chicago Fahrt Weltausstelling 1933 overprinted stamp
plus three lower values, all cancelled on board OCT.23.1933.
Card has Akron, Ohio OCT.25.1933 receiver c.d.s.. Usual
triangle-shaped confirmation handstamp in red. Catalogue
value given is for mail to Chicago on the 26th, and Frost does
not list mail to Akron on the 25th. Picture side depicts the air
ship. Some minor creases, otherwise very fine.
............................................................................. Frost $1,050

1268

 Germany 1929 Graf Zeppelin Constance Lake to Swit-

1269

PC Germany 1931 Graf Zeppelin Flown Picture Post Card,
Frost #127-115B, picturing the Graf Zeppelin, franked with
Germany C35 which was cancelled on board the airship on
JUN.10.1931 on the Liechtenstein flight. No other markings,
as is usual for German mail on this flight. Card is very fine
except for a small stain to bottom left corner of stamp.
.................................................................................Frost $550

Germany 1936 Seventh Hindenburg North America
Flight Cover, Frost # 1) 129-21Aa, franked with a 50fp Hindenburg stamp plus 6 Olympic Games issues, all cancelled
with AUG.12.1936 Berlin Olympics Dore c.d.s., also with the
usual red conformation handstamp at left. Minor creasing,
still an attractive cover.
.................................................................................Frost $730

 Germany 1930 Graf Zeppelin South America to Lakehurst Flight Cover, Frost # 5) 127-49A, franked with two 4
mark Sudamerika Fahrt stamps plus a 2 mark overprinted
stamp (used stamps alone catalogue $900 in Scott). Stamps
are tied to the cover by Friedrichshafen MAY.5.1930 c.d.s..
Cover has the usual confirmation cachet in red. Lakehurst
backstamp MAY.31.1930. Some minor creasing, mainly at
right side. A scarce 10 mark franking.
.................................................................................Frost $950

zerland Flown Cover, Frost #127-42d, with Germany semipostals B28-32 (set of 5 cataloguing $139 as used), all
cancelled on board the Graf Zeppelin NOV.9.1929. St Gallen
NOV.15.1929 receiver on front. This mail with on board cancels was also flown on Frost flight # 2)127-41B and left on
board for flight to Switzerland. A very fine and scarce cover.
............................................................................. Frost $1,000

165

1270

 Germany 1937 Hindenburg First South America Flight
Cover, Frost #1)129-33A with Scott #C45 the 4 mark black
brown Graf Zeppelin stamp, with “Chicagofart Weltaussellung 1933” overprint (Scott catalogue value for the stamp
on cover is $600). Cover was registered at Frankfurt, Brazil
MAR.20.1937 receiver on back. This #10 size cover is very
fine.
.................................................................................Frost $580

1271

1272

166

PC Germany 1931 Graf Zeppelin July Polar Flight Post Card,
Frost # 3)127-137A, a thick plain brown card with 2 mark blue
Graf Zeppelin stamp with “Polar Fahrt 1391” overprint, tied
by a JUL.24.1931 Friedrichshafen datestamp. Usual red Polar-Fahrt 1931 red cachet at left plus a JUL.27 Malyguin datestamp on front, addressed to Canada with Hamilton, Ontario
receiver on back dated SEP.5. Very fine.
............................................................................. Frost $1,100

1273



1274



1275

PC Germany 1931 Graf Zeppelin July Polar Flight Post
Card, Frost # 2)127-127A, franked with a 1 mark carmine
Graf Zeppelin stamp with “Polar Fahrt 1931” overprint, tied
by a JUL.24.1931 Friedchshafen datestamp. Usual red PolarFahrt 1931 red cachet at left plus a JUL.25 Leningrad “Par
Avion Zeppelin” datestamp on front. Minor faults, including
toning near the stamp, still fine or better.
.................................................................................Frost $600

Germany 1931 Graf Zeppelin July Polar Flight Cover,
Frost # 3)127-127A, franked with a 4 mark brown Graf Zeppelin stamp with “Polar Fahrt 1931” overprint (cat. $850 on
cover), tied by a JUL.24.1931 Friedrichshafen datestamp.
Usual red Polar-Fahrt 1931 red cachet at left plus a JUL.27
Malyguin datestamp on front. Addressed to the United States
with no receiver, but the back shows a 3-line purple cachet
reading “First Tourist / Expedition / 1931 Ice-breaker,, Malygin”. Couple of light creases, still very fine and scarce.
............................................................................. Frost $1,800

Germany 1931 Graf Zeppelin July Polar Flight Cover,
Berlin to Leningrad, Frost # 3)127-127B, franked with a
2 mark blue Graf Zeppelin stamp with “Polar Fahrt 1931”
overprint, tied by a JUL.25.1931 Berlin datestamp. Usual red
Polar-Fahrt 1931 red cachet at left plus a JUL.25 Leningrad
“Par Avion Zeppelin” datestamp on front. Addressed to Estonia, with a JUL.27 receiver on back, alongside sender’s handstamps. Very fine.
.................................................................................Frost $900



Germany 1931 Graf Zeppelin July Polar Flight Cover,
Frost # 3)127-127C, franked with a 4 mark brown Graf Zeppelin stamp with “Polar Fahrt 1931” overprint (cat. $850 on
cover), tied by a red JUL.25.1931 Friedrichshafen datestamp.
Usual red Polar-Fahrt 1931 red cachet at left plus a JUL.27
Malyguin datestamp on front. Addressed to the United States
with Winnetka, Illinois receivers on back dated SEP.5, and the
back also shows a 3-line purple cachet reading “First Tourist
/ Expedition / 1931 Ice-breaker,, Malygin”. Couple of creases,
still very fine and scarce.
............................................................................. Frost $2,000

1276

1279

PC Germany 1930 Dornier DO-X Flown Picture Post Card to
the United States, Frost #DOX-5A flown on the DEC.31.1930
flight from Lisbon to Las Palmas in the Canary Islands. Address side has the red Europe-America confirmation handstamp, a Dornier DO-X on board confirmation c.d.s. and a
diamond shaped Brazil receiver confirmation marking. Card
was sent to South America by ship due to DO-X mechanical
problems. Picture side has a Rio APR.22.1931 arrival c.d.s., A
few minor faults, still overall very fine and scarce.
............................................................................. Frost $1,100

1280

 Great Britain 1935 Air France Crash Ambulance Cover

 Germany 1933 Graf Zeppelin Chicago Exposition Flight
Cover, mailed at Berlin OCT.13.1933 and flown on the connecting flight to Friedrichshafen. Franked with #C44, the 2m
Graf Zeppelin issue with Chicagofahrt Weltausstellung 1933
overprint, plus three additional air mail issues (Scott C28,
29, 31). Has both the Berlin connecting flight cachet and the
Chicago flight cachet. Chicago OCT.26 World’s Fair machine
receiving cancel on back. A very fine and scarce cover.
............................................................................. Frost $1,060

1277

PC Germany 1930-31 Dornier DO-X Flown Picture Post
Card, Lisbon to Canary Islands, Frost # DOX-6Baa, left
Friedrichshafen on NOV.13.1930, flown on DEC.31.1930 and
then on to South America MAY.30.1931 to June 1931, backstamped at Rio on JUN.22. Address side has red DO-X confirmation handstamp, DO-X on board c.d.s. and triangular Rio
receiving handstamp. Scarce and very fine.
.................................................................................Frost $500

1281
1278

 Germany 1930 First Flight Registered Cover Bremen to
New York, left Dusseldorf on MAR.18 and was carried on the
Europa (on its first trip) from Bremen to New York, then onto
Cleveland arriving there on MAR.26, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

and Insert, Air France plane F-AJIQ crashed at Aracajo Brazil,
crew were all killed. Mail recovered was sent on to destination. British ambulance cover from the returned letter section
in Mount Pleasant London (postmarked there NOV.20.1935).
The insert reads “it is regretted that this packet was damaged
by sea-water following disaster to the aeroplane in which it
was being transported” in 5 lines. Insert has some paper clip
rust marks else a fine item.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 Great Britain 1925 Aborted Airship Cover, American Air

Mail Catalogue #PP38a. Canadian Grettir Algarsson planned
a dirigible flight to the North Pole. This cover was to be carried on the trial flight from London to Liverpool, and during
construction, it was determined to be incapable of its planned
mission. After cancellation, the blue flight label was overprinted “SPECIMEN” on the cover. About 100 SPECIMEN covers
reported, very fine and scarce.
...............................................................................AAMC $300

167

1282

1283

1284

168

/PC Iceland Group of Two Graf Zeppelin Flown Items,
Frost #s 127-127Cb and Cd, includes a post card franked
with 30aur and 1kr Zeppelin overprint stamps, Iceland #s C9
and C10, plus a cover with 30aur and 2kr Iceland #s C9 and
C11, both with stamps cancelled Reykjavik JUN.30 and both
sent registered mail. Both also have the triangular flight cachet. Very fine.
............................................................................. Frost $1,000

1285

 Paraguay 1935 Graf Zeppelin Flown Cover to Tokyo, Japan, flown on Frost flight 127-231 from Paraguay to Germany.
Paraguay stamps, including 1935 Zeppelin issue cancelled
JUN.29.1935, arrived in Germany JUL.9.1935 (Stuttgart backstamp) and then sent on to Japan via Russia and the TransSiberia railway. A scarce routing and destination cover, with
horizontal crease at middle plus a few other minor creases.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1286

PC Poland 1938 Stratosphere Balloon Flight Illustrated Card with Souvenir Sheet, mailed from Zakopane on
SEP.22.1938 to Warsaw (OCT.22 receiver on front) and franked on back with an appropriate Scott # B31 souvenir sheet
cancelled by Zakopane slogan machine. Front also shows
flight cachet, very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1287

PC Russia 1931 Graf Zeppelin Polar Post Card with Imperforate Set of Russian Stamps, Frost # 4)127-127F, mailed
on board the ice breaker Malyguin, and all four stamps (Scott
C26-C29) are cancelled by the ice breaker confirmation datestamp (JUL.18.1931). Only two stamps (the 30k and 1R) were
required for the registered post card rate, and covers or cards
with all four stamps are quite scarce. Also has a German polar
flight handstamp in red. Arrived Friedrichshafen on JUL.31,
and to its final destination in Russia on AUG.3. Picture side is
a photograph of Leningrad. A very fine and rare item.
............................................................................. Frost $3,000



Newfoundland 1927 60c Black King Henry VII on
Pinedo Flight Cover, AAMC #FF-28c, a well centered stamp
tied by “ROMA CORRISPONDENZE ORDINARI” c.d.s. dated
JUN.22.1927 cancel on cover mailed from Trepassy (broken
circle free strike dated MAY.21) and a second strike of the
Rome c.d.s. receiving on back. The cover is endorsed “Air
Mail / Pinedo 1927” on front, is addressed to the High Commissioner in London, England and has a return address on
back reading “Please return to / Conductor A. J. Fandy (?)
/ Trepassy Railway / Newfoundland”. Light edge issues and
aging, still in remarkable condition considering its age and
the travel it endured. The Marchese Francesco de Pinedo
reached Trepassey, Newfoundland, on May 20, 1927 in the
course of his round the world flight aboard the Santa Maria
II. On May 23 he took off on his attempt to fly to Rome via the
Azores. Signed by Alberto Diena and accompanied by a 2008
Raybaudi (Rome) certificate, with his signature on the cover.
A rare piece of aviation history. Rsv. $5,000.
......................................................................... AAMC $14,000

Newfoundland Collection on The Hillig & Hoiriis 1931 Flight
from Harbour Grace Newfoundland to Denmark, (AAMC
Flight #FF-43), well annotated by owner on pages, and includes five original photographs of the aviators and airplane,
two flown and signed covers and two promotional and advertising items, and features a probably unique telegraph form
presenting the Official Flight Record of the Danish plane “The
Spirit of Liberty” on June 22, 1931 and shows the route flown
over various cities and the times, starting from St. John, New
Brunswick to Anderson’s Cove, Newfoundland. This was one
leg of the flight that had started in Liberty, New York and that
would eventually take the aviators to Copenhagen, Denmark
a few day later. The telegraph form is franked with a trio of
the 1931 15¢, 50¢ and $1 Airmail issues, which are signed
by both of the aviators. This item is ex Newfoundland airmail
expert, Peter Motson, who used it in his Best-in-Class Aerophilately award-winning exhibit at the London 2010 International
Stamp Exhibition. Motson also highlighted the piece on page
65 in his BNAPS Exhibit Series No. 54 revised book, “Newfoundland Airmail Stamps and Airmail Flights: 1918-1948,”.
An excellent collection for the specialist, or for anyone wanting to expand on it. Everything is scanned, including backs of
items that show more information on them.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1288

 South America Group of 10 Graf Zeppelin Flown Covers, 1930-1934, includes Argentina to Italy MAY.21.1930
cover (Frost 8)127-49F, $180), as well as 9 covers and cards
from Brazil which include better flights such as 2)127-172E
(cat $250) with C29 Zeppelin overprint issue mailed October
1932, and 4)127-191B x2 covers (one is a #10 size) from
August 1933, one to England and the other to Germany. Also
a 3)127-197B (cat. $200) Brazil to USA October 1933 and
2)127-213 and 3)127-218 each cataloguing $150 and flown
within Brazil in 1934. Most with minor creases or other minor
faults, still overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................. Frost $1,460

1289

1290

PC Switzerland 1930-31 Dornier DO-X Flown Post Card
from Lisbon to Canary Islands, Swiss acceptance mailed
from Romanshorn, Switzerland on NOV.8.1930, received
Friedrichshafen NOV.11. Has DO-Z Europe confirmation handstamp in red plus a Dornier DO-Z JAN.31.1931 c.d.s. on the
front. Sent on to South America by ship and received at Rio
APR.22 (back stamp). Frost does not list Swiss mail sent by
ship so this card may be unique. Received back in Switzerland on JUL.14. Minor edge wear, still very fine and interesting
voyage.
.................................................................................Frost $850

1291

 United States 1918 24c Jenny First Flight Cover,
mailed from the Aero Club of America to New York City on
MAY.15.1918, with “Air Mail Service...” duplex tying a 24c Jenny stamp, plus purple “AERIAL MAIL._______VIA NEW YORK”
handstamp on front and receiver on back. Still on original album page with interesting write-up. A fine and scarce cover.
..............................................................................Scott U$750

1292



United States First Solo Woman Trans-Pacific Flight
Cover, 1963, flown California to Australia, left California
APR.27, Honolulu MAY.3, Canton Island MAY.7, Fiji MAY.9,
and arrived Brisbane MAY.14. Pilot was Mrs Betty Miller (with
signature on cover), and the 13 day trip covered 7,500 miles.
The cover is very fine except for the 7c stamp cancelled at Honolulu which is missing a corner. A scarce record setting flight
cover that is rarely offered. According to the accompanying
article, only 100 covers were provided and flown.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1293

 United States Group of 6 Flight Covers, 1912-1983, in-

1294

 United States Group of 4 Covers, All with One or More

1295

 United States Group of 6 U.S. 1929 Round the World
Graf Zeppelin Flight Covers, with an AUG.6 cover flown New
York to Germany, 3 covers flown Los Angeles to New York
AUG.26.1929, including one cover to Canada and two Sept.1
items, one cover and one post card flown New York to Germany,
both without confirmation handstamps, as is usual. Both with
Friedrichshafen receivers SEP.1.1929. Two post cards and one
cover with vertical folds, others with light creasing, etc.
.................................................................................Frost $830

 United States Flown Cover from 1918, mailed from the
National Aerial Coast Patrol Commission in Washington to
the Aerial League of America New York City on JUL.13.1918,
franked with a 16c Air mail issue and with JUL.15 New York
receiver on back. July 15th was the first day of the 24c to 16c
air mail rate reduction. Light vertical fold and creases, still
fine and scarce.
..............................................................................Scott U$800

cludes a pioneer flight cover #25 from Altooma, PA. (AAMC
$150). Also a pioneer cover #126 flown Omaha to Chicago
MAY.15.1920 and addressed to Roessler, and a cover prepared for the “Old Glory” 1927 flight to Rome that missed the
flight when the takeoff point was changed. The plane crashed
into the sea, and the wreckage found but not the crew. Also
a 1936 rocket mail cover (cat. #FB6) flown green Wood Lake
NY to Hewitt NJ. Lastly there are two 1983 Challenger Space
Shuttle flown covers, both still in their presentation folders.
Note the odd minor crease, otherwise all very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300
50c Baby Zeppelin Century of Progress Stamps, all flown
on the Graf Zeppelin, includes 2 covers mailed at New York
and sent to Germany by ship. First is flown Germany to Recife,
Brazil and the second with 3 Baby stamps is flown Germany
to the Exhibition in Chicago, via South America. Also a cover
flown Miami to Chicago, and finally a cover from Chicago to
Germany. A nice and very fine group.
............................................................................. Frost $1,360

169

1296

PC United States 1930 Graf Zeppelin Flown Post Card with
US 65c Green Graf Zeppelin Issue, Frost #8) 127-49E flown
from Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen June 3-6 1930. Has the
correct US confirmation handstamp in purple for this leg of
the flight. Friedrichshafen June 6 receiver at bottom of card.
Also has a German confirmation mark in red at top left. Couple of small faults, still scarce.
............................................................................. Frost $1,250

1299

 United States 1930 Graf Zeppelin Flown Cover with the
$1.30 Graf Zeppelin Issue, Frost #8) 127-49E, flown from
Lakehurst (MAY.30.1930 flag machine), addressed to Vancouver, British Columbia, and uprated with a 5c Winged Globe
air mail (not required). The cover has a red German confirmation handstamp, as well as the usual purple U.S. diamond
confirmation handstamp. Back has a Friedrichshafen receiver
(JUN.6.1930), as well as a “Foreign Section / G.P.O. N.Y.” two
line purple handstamp. Minor edge faults, still very fine and
scarce.
............................................................................. Frost $1,600

1300

 United States Group of 18 U.S. Airship Covers, 19301961, includes 8 flown covers, flown on the Goodyear airship
“Volunteer” (x5), 2 flown on the U.S.S. Akron and the last
flown in 1961 on the 2PG2. This was one of the last flights
of a Navy airship, as the program was discontinued in 1961.
Also includes 10 souvenir covers from visits of the U.S.S.
Akron and U.S.S. Macon. Note one U.S.S. Akron cover with
creases and the rest are very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1297

1298

170

PC United States 1930 Graf Zeppelin Flown Post Card with
US 65c Green Graf Zeppelin Issue, Frost #8) 127-49E flown
from Lakehurst (June 2 flag machine) to Friedrichshafen. Has
the correct US and German confirmation handstamps, and
Friedrichshafen June 6 receiver at bottom of card. The Graf
Zeppelin left Lakehurst on June 3rd. An interesting U.S. Postal
Service air mail post card showing the internal routes. Very
fine and scarce.
............................................................................. Frost $1,250



United States 1930 Graf Zeppelin Flown 5c Air Mail
Postal Stationery Cover with the $1.30 Graf Zeppelin Issue,
Frost #8) 127-49E flown from Lakehurst (MAY.30.1930 flag
machine) and uprated with a Graf Zeppelin stamp bearing a
very interesting “LAKEHURST, N.J.” single line overprint. The
stamp is tied to the cover by a red German confirmation handstamp, and the cover also has the usual purple U.S. diamond
confirmation handstamp. Back has a Friedrichshafen receiver
(JUN.6.1930), as well as a New York JUN.18 Graf Zeppelin
Europe-Pan America round flight handstamp in green. Light
creases, still an unusual and rare cover.
............................................................................. Frost $1,600

1301



1302

 United States Accumulation of About 650 U.S. Contract

United States 1934 Haiti U.S. Marines Pilot Signed
Evacuation Flight Cover, postmarked Port au Prince, Haiti on
AUG.13.1934 at 7 AM and backstamped Quantico VA / Marine Branch on AUG.14 at 4:40 PM. Cover has a pre-printed
cachet at left and was flown on plane S-U-Z, and is signed by
pilot H.L. Price and franked with 2 of the Washington Bicentenial issues (#s 708, 710). Very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100
Air Mail Flight Covers, 1928-1970s, from many different
contract air mail routes. Note covers with A.A.M.S. catalogue
values up to $15 and an unlisted variety retail priced at $25.
Note many cachets with good topical interest. Note the odd
cover with minor faults, still overall nice quality and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1303



United States Group of About 400 U.S. Contract Air
Mail First Flight Covers, 1926 to 1970s, from CAM1 to
CAM33, and includes better A.A.M.S. catalogue values up to
$20, mostly all #8 or similar sizes, with five #10 size covers.
Some minor duplication of a few flights, overall condition is
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1304



1305



United States Group of About 475 U.S. Contract Air
Mail Covers, 1947-1970s, from CAM88 to CAM97, with better A.A.M.S. catalogue values up to $11, with mostly #8 or
similar size covers, includes only one #10 size cover. Some
minor duplication of a few flights, with lots of cachets with
good topical interest, and note the odd cover with minor toning, else a very fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1306



United States Group of About 375 U.S. Contract Air
Mail Covers, 1949-1970s, from CAM98 to CAM172, with
better A.A.M.S. catalogue values up to $11, with mostly #8
or similar size covers except for four #10 size covers. Some
minor duplication of a few flights, overall condition is very fine,
with lots of topical interest in the cachets.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1307



United States and Bermuda 1925 Airship Los Angeles,
Formerly the German Zeppelin LZ126 Group of 14 Covers,
includes Frost catalogue numbers 126-8A (x3), 1)126-9A (x3),
1)126-9B (x3), 2)126-9A, 2)126-9C (x2), and 1)126-10A.
Three covers were flown Bermuda to the US on the April 24th
flight, and the other 11 were frown from the US to Bermuda on
flights of Feb. 11th, April 21st and May 3rd. Good assortment
of flight handstamps, both from the Post Office and private.
Includes one nice cacheted cover. Overall very fine.
............................................................................. Frost $1,850

/PC Worldwide Group of 4 Graf Zeppelin Flown Covers,
1931-1935, plus a SEP.30.1933 Great Britain cover intended
to be flown, but received too late, so sent surface mail. Flown
covers include two 1931 Hungary flight covers, one just flown
around Budapest and the other flown Budapest to Friedrichshafen. Also an April 1931 Egypt flight cover franked with Graf
Zeppelin overprinted Egypt stamps (cover has repaired tears
at top from a very rough opening). Last is a 1935 Czechoslovakia flown post card mailed at Prague May 4 and flown from
Germany to Brazil where it arrived May 7. Both post cards are
very fine, the covers have creases or minor tears, etc.
............................................................................. Frost $1,310

 Worldwide Group of 14 Different Hindenburg and Graf
Zeppelin II Covers, 1936-1938, includes #s 129-2A from
the 1936 trial flight, 2)129-4 from Brazil on the Hindenburg’s
first South America flight. Then #s 129-6B, 129-6C, 129-6D,
129-6E and 129-6F, all from Germany, including an on board
post card. Also 129-6 from Liechtenstein franked with both
Liechtenstein Hindenburg issues (cover has a stain from a
smudged address), also 2)129-6B from the USA, 129-35Da
from a cancelled flight dropped at Cologne on the Hindenburg’s last in America flight. Lastly a US cover prepared for the
flight to Germany but not flown, after the Hindenburg crashed
and burned on May 6, 1937, and also a Graf Zeppelin II cover from 1.12.38 Sudetenland flight. A few creases or other
faults, still overall very fine.
............................................................................. Frost $1,315

United States Group of About 450 U.S. Contract Air
Mail Covers, 1930-1970s, from CAM34 to CAM87, with better A.A.M.S. catalogue values up to $30, with mostly #8 or
similar size covers, includes 14 #10 size covers. Some minor
duplication of a few flights, overall condition is very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

x1308
1308

1309

x1310
1310

/PC Worldwide Group of 4 Dornier DO-X Covers and Post
Card, with 2 covers from flight DOX-8Ib from Trinidad to the
USA (very fine), and to Canada (major faults). Also cat # DOX9aa US commemorative cover from Miami (not flown) and a
mailed Germany post card #DOX-11c with a DO-X commemorative handstamp. Both very fine.
.................................................................................Frost $490

1311

/PC

1312

 Worldwide Group of Zeppelin or Dirigable-Themed Com-

Worldwide Collection of Zeppelin Flight Covers
and Cards, all neatly displayed in three cover albums with
slipcases. All three volumes (mostly volume 1) contain 100
picture post cards depicting balloons, dirigibles, airships, etc.,
many of which are contemporary (including real photo) and
with some mailed, noting a few mailed from Germany to Hawaii, saw a stereo view card, and much more. Volumes 2 and
3 contain about 40 flown covers and cards, identified by Frost
catalogue # on back, noting a variety of flights, legs, countries, frankings and vessels. Owner’s Frost catalogue value
comes to $2,535, with items ranging mostly in the $50 to
$180 range. Overall fine to very fine, see our many scans for
an overview of this useful lot.
.................................................................................... Est $500
memorative Covers and Items, with a total of 135 items in
large Lindner stock pages. Includes some United States commemorative prints for their Zeppelin issues, all the covers
have either Zeppelin or Dirigable-themed stamps, postmarks,
cachets, etc. from the 1950s to the 1980s. Very fine, all pages photographed online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

171

Karl Lewis Illustrated Covers
1313

 Spectacular Collection of Karl Lewis Hand Painted Covers of the World, with 102 covers plus 3 post cards. The post
cards are some of Karl Lewis’ first creations, as he was a photographer early in his career and sold post cards to earn a
living. An extensive and beautiful collection, containing many
“crème de la crème” of Lewis’ works of art, all displayed and
neatly written up on album pages. The collection contains first
day covers of newly issued Japanese stamps, covers mailed
from the summit of Mount Fuji and covers with Japanese or
American ship postmarks. In the first half, the collector uses
mostly Japanese covers to illustrate his chronological story
of Karl Lewis. In the second half, he presents all his better
foreign covers, first day covers, Mount Fuji and Ship covers
and ends it with some of his postcards. We also included a
non-illustrated cover with a Karl Lewis return address mailed
to Marks Stamps in Toronto, Canada (probably mailed while
he worked as a manager of an automobile sales company,
as there is an automobile-themed label on back). Listing the
better illustrated covers would be difficult, as they are all masterpieces, but collectors who know his work should rest assured that the collection is packed with goodies of all sorts,
with many rarities. In many instances the owner wrote on the
opposite side of the page how much he paid, and from what
auction house he bought items, with several priced in the
$400 to $850 range, with the lowest priced at $175. Each
cover is scanned on our website, and the lucky buyer of this
remarkable collection will also get a publication listing all of
the Lewis post cards offered in his 1905 catalogue, as well
as a few article clippings and an issue of Japanese Philately
which includes a very detailed article on Karl Lewis covers,
one of a long series published in this magazine from 2011
to 2017, plus the useful 2019 auction catalogue (and PR) for
sale of Dr. Steven J. Berlin’s impressive collection. We are offering this collection without a reserve starting price, as we
are certain that it will attract competitive bidding. All of the
items in this lot are of the highest quality, with fresh, bright
colours and very fine or better.
.............................................................................. Est $15,000

Karl Lewis Illustrated Covers - British Commonwealth

1315



1316

 Johannesburg, South Africa to Canada, DEC.14.1936,

Sandy Bay, Island of St Helena, South Atlantic to
Michigan, FEB.26.1940, with postage due marking on back,
depicting a serene mountainous country scene, with St Helena c.d.s. datestamp tying a single 3d (damaged) St Helena
stamp. The cover has sustained very light water damage in
places, still leaving the cachet in fresh condition and overall
fine-very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $350

depicting a village with bee hive huts, with two Johannesburg
c.d.s. cancels tying four different definitives. Mounted on a
page giving a good description of Karl Lewis’ life. A scarce
destination and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

Karl Lewis Illustrated Covers - First Day Covers

1314

 Rabaul, New Guinea to Missouri, APR.26.1933, depicting a local village scene, with two Rabaul c.d.s. datestamps,
each tying two different New Guinea air mail stamps. An early
cover, as the earliest was dated March 2, 1935. Very fine, ex.
Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $350
1317

 April 2, 1935 Manchuoko Emperor’s Visit Set First Day
Cover, depicting a temple by the sea, addressed to Kansas,
stamps are tied by two fine strikes of the large circular Yokohama scenic datestamp, with Yokohama foreign mail c.d.s.
in between. 11 first day covers are known for this issue, with
about half of them addressed, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

172

Karl Lewis Illustrated Covers - Japanese Empire

1318

1319

 April 20, 1939 Daisen and Setonaikai National Parks
Set First Day Cover, depicting an all-over Abuto-Kannon cachet, addressed to Kansas, stamps are tied by two fine strikes
of the large circular Tottori Daisen scenic datestamp. Only 9
such first day covers are recorded, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1321

 Fujiyama to California, AUG.10.1934, with two Mount
Fuji circular scenic datestamps tying three Japanese definitives. Very slightly reduced at top, still very fine, ex. Dr. Steven
J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $200



1322

 Fujiyama to Buffalo NY, AUG.24.1934, depicting Mount

April 20, 1940 Daisetsuzan National Parks Set First
Day Cover, depicting an all-over lovely sampan and islands
cachet, addressed to Washington, stamps are tied by two fine
strikes of the large circular Yokohama scenic datestamp. Only
9 such first day covers are recorded. Back shows four small
spots where the cover was once glued, with very light edge
wear at top, still a gorgeous cover.
.................................................................................... Est $400

Fuji (without sun, rare Type IX, with only two recorded examples), with two Mount Fuji circular scenic datestamps tying
three Japanese definitives. Very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin
collection.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1323
1320

 August 15, 1939 Aso Volcanic National Parks Set First
Day Cover, depicting an all-over smoking volcano cachet, unaddressed, stamps are tied by two fine strikes of the large
circular Yokohama scenic datestamp. Only 7 such first day
covers are recorded. A very fine and rare cover.
.................................................................................... Est $400



Yokohama to Illinois, MAR.9.1935, depicting Mount
Fuji and steamer, with two unusual Yokohama circular scenic
datestamps tying three Japanese definitives and a Red Cross
definitive. Very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $300

173

1324

 Yokohama Registered to Wisconsin, AUG.25.1936,
depicting Mount Fuji and steamer, etc. (Type IX with only two
recorded used at the mountain), with a lovely strike of the Yokohama circular scenic datestamp tying two Japanese air mail
stamps. Back has a Karl Lewis return address label and Madison WI receivers. Very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1327

 Hase, Kamakura to California, FEB.14.1935, depicting
Mount Fuji with steamer, etc., with four strikes of the Kamakura Hase circular scenic datestamps tying seven Japanese
definitives. The franking necessitated the inscription to be in
a single line, and this cover is the only known such. Very fine,
ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1325



1328

 Itsukushima to Connecticut, MAR.15.1937, depicting
an islands scene, with two lovely strikes of the Miyajima Ekimae circular scenic datestamps tying three of the Japanese
Red Cross commemoratives set. Very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J.
Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1329

 Chinnampo, Korea to New Jersey, OCT.26.1936, depicting a covered bridge in mountains scene, with two lovely
strikes of the Chinnampo apple-shaped scenic datestamps
tying three Japanese definitives. Very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J.
Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1326

174

Nogeyama Park, Yokohama Registered to Iowa,
MAR.5.1936, depicting the park with cherry blossom trees,
etc., with two strikes of the Yokohama circular scenic datestamp tying two Japanese air mail stamps. Back has a Karl
Lewis return address label (clipped from his stationery) with
logo, and Postville, Iowa receivers. One of only two known covers with the Nogeyama inscription, and the only registered.
Very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $500

 Onuma Park, Hokkaido to California, APR.28.1937,
depicting a park scene, with two strikes of the Sapporo oval
scenic datestamp tying four Japanese definitives. Rare and
very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1330

 To Ei, Korea to Missouri, OCT.1.1937, depicting a cov-

1333

 Tamsui, Island of Formosa to New York, JUN.10.1934,
depicting a plough man (in pink pants) in a field, with two
strikes of the Tansui circular scenic datestamp tying three
Japanese definitives. This is the earliest date known for this
location, and possibly either one of the two known, or a third
unreported example of this cover, rare and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1334

 Heito, Island of Formosa to New York, JUN.29.1934,
depicting a laden banana tree, with two strikes of the Heito
square scenic datestamp tying three Japanese definitives.
There is only one example of this cover reported in a series
of articles in Japanese Philately (possibly this cover), and only
one other is known to us from this location (with a different
cachet and dated much later), thus this is one of only 2 or 3
known. Rare and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1335



ered bridge in mountains scene, with a lovely strike of a fishshaped scenic datestamps tying a single Mount Fuji and Deer
Japanese definitive (a scarce single franking). Very fine, ex.
Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1331

 Odomari, Island of Saghalien to New York, JUN.6.1934,
depicting “collared” bear in forest, with two strikes of the Otomari scenic datestamp tying three Japanese definitives, very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1332

 Toyohara, Island of Saghalien to New York, JUN.16.1934,
depicting a “level-headed” penguin looking at sunrise over
mountains, with two strikes of the Toyohara scenic datestamp
tying three Japanese definitives, very fine and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $500
Jaluit, Marshall Islands to New Jersey, SEP.20.1935,
depicting palm trees on a beach, with two strikes of the Yaruto circular scenic datestamp tying three Japanese definitives.
Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300
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1336

 Itsukushima, Japan to New York, AUG.18.1934, depicting a bright vermilion torii, with two strikes of the Miyajima
Ekimae torii circular scenic datestamp (the first examples we
have seen) tying four Japanese definitives. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1337

 Yokohama, Japan to New Jersey, SEP.12.1935, depicting a rising sun over mountain, with a single strike of the Yokohama circular scenic datestamp tying two Japanese definitives. The back has a cut out picture of a tall sailing ship. Tiny
scissor cut at top right, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1338

 Hase, Kamakura, Japan to New Jersey, DEC.24.1933,
depicting a rising sun over mountain, with two strikes of the
Kamakura Hase circular scenic datestamp tying three Japanese definitives, with typed origin inscription on back. Small
opening faults at top, else very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1340

 To Ei, Korea to West Virginia, APR.2.1934, depicting a
building and trees in mountains, with a single lovely strike
of the Toei fish-shaped scenic datestamp tying two Japanese
definitives, with typed origin inscription on back. This is a new
earliest known (unrecorded) date by 3 months, as the earliest
we know of (in the Dr. Steven J Berlin collection) was dated
JUL.27.1934. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

 Hase, Kamakura, Japan to New York, SEP.8.1934, depicting a rising sun over mountain, with two strikes of the Kamakura Hase circular scenic datestamp tying three Japanese
definitives. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

176

1339

1341



Horyuji Nara, Japan to Rizal, Philippine Islands,
MAR.23.1934, depicting a small house with Mount Fuji in
background, with two strikes of an unknown (to us) scenic
datestamp tying three Japanese definitives, with typed origin
inscription on back. There is a APR.2.1934 handstamp on
back (receiving date?). We were not able to find any comparables of this cover, so assume it is rare. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1342

1343

1344



Fujiyama, Japan to New York, JUL.10.1936, depicting
Mount Fuji with bridge over river, with two strikes of the Mount
Fuji circular scenic datestamp tying three Japanese definitives. Posted on that year’s first day of opening of the post
office, only 15 covers are known dated in 1936, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1345

 Fujiyama, Japan to New York, AUG.10.1934, depicting
Mount Fuji with rising sun, with two strikes of the Mount Fuji
circular scenic datestamp tying four Japanese definitives.
Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1346



Fujiyama, Japan to Missouri, JUL.25.1934, depicting
Mount Fuji with sun rising, with two strikes of the Mount Fuji
circular scenic datestamp tying four Japanese definitives.
Slight toning at top, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1347





Fujiyama, Japan to New York, AUG.4.1934, depicting Mount Fuji with bridge over river, with two strikes of the
Mount Fuji circular scenic datestamp tying two Japanese definitives. There is a Yokohama foreign c.d.s. on back dated
AUG.7.1934. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 Fujiyama, Japan to New York, AUG.30.1935, depicting
a mountain scene with Mount Fuji in background, with two
strikes of the Mount Fuji circular scenic datestamp tying three
Japanese definitives. Slight toning areas, and other small
faults, else very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Fujiyama, Japan to New Jersey, AUG.31.1936, depicting bridge over river with Mount Fuji in background, with two
strikes of the Mount Fuji circular scenic datestamp tying three
Japanese definitives. Only 15 covers recorded for all of 1936,
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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Karl Lewis Illustrated Covers - Pacific Ocean

1348

1349

1350

178



Fujiyama, Japan to New York, JUL.12.1933, depicting
Mount Fuji (one of only 21 recorded of this type), with two
strikes of the Mount Fuji circular scenic datestamp tying three
Japanese definitives. Only 68 covers recorded for all of 1933,
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1351

 Saipan, Marianne Islands to Canada, APR.22.1936, depicting a local village scene, with two clear strikes of Saipan
circular scenic datestamps tying three Japanese definitives.
A scarce destination, very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $400

Fujiyama, Japan to Pennsylvania, AUG.12.1935, depicting a small hut with Mount Fuji in background, with two
strikes of the Mount Fuji circular scenic datestamp tying a
Japanese definitive plus an air mail. Only 36 covers recorded
for all of 1935, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1352

 Pago Pago, Island of Tutuila, American Samoa to Cali-

 Chinnampo, Korea to California, FEB.12.1937, depicting a lovely covered bridge scene, with two lovely strikes of
the Chinnampo apple-shaped scenic datestamps tying three
Japanese definitives. Very fine, quite attractive and ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1353



fornia, FEB.20.1937, depicting a beach with palm trees and
mountains scene, with a duplex datestamp tying three American definitives paying the 3c domestic rate. Very fine, ex. Dr.
Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $300



Danger Island (Puka Puka), South Pacific to Long Island, New York State, JUL.30.1939, depicting a beach with
palm trees and a cabin, with three Danger Island c.d.s. strikes
tying three Cook Islands stamps. Very fine and scarce, as this
is the only known cover from this location with this cachet,
and one of only four mailed from Puka Puka. This is also dated on the latest known day. Ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1354

1355

 Avarua, Island of Rarotonga, South Pacific to Washing-

1357

 Apia, Western Samoa to Minnesota, APR.14.1936, de-

ton DC, JUL.12.1936, depicting mountains and palm trees
scene, with a Rarotonga c.d.s. tying a Cook Islands stamp.
This cover is dated six weeks later than the previously recorded latest date, and bears an unlisted origin text. Very fine, ex.
Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $350

Karl Lewis Illustrated Covers - Ship Covers



1358

Apia, Island of Upolu, Western Samoa to Missouri,
JUL.9.1935, depicting a beach with palm trees and a cabin,
with two Apia c.d.s. datestamps, one tying one of the two Samoa stamps. This is an earliest known cover, and the cachet
is unrecorded used in this location. Very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J.
Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $350

picting a beach with palm trees and a cabin, with one Apia
c.d.s. datestamp tying the two Samoa stamps. Very fine, ex.
Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 American Mail Liner “President Jefferson” to Seattle,
FEB.23.1935, depicting a small village with Mount Fuji in
background, with two appropriate duplexes tying three Japanese definitives. Very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1359

 Group of Three Similar American Liner Covers, “President McKinley” to Seattle then Ohio SEP.7.1935, President
Jefferson” to Seattle then New Jersey MAR.21.1936 (receiver
on back), and “President Jackson” to Seattle then Oklahoma
DEC.14.1935 (with cut-out picture of a Dollar Line steamer
on back). All three have similar variations on the same cachet
and are identified by “C-9” on back by Lewis, but each has a
different combination of the two blue 1½ sen stamps: one
has two regular, one has two coils and one has two booklet
stamps (the latter are quite rare on Karl Lewis covers). A very
fine trio, ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1360

1356



Papeete, Island of Tahiti Registered to New York,
APR.4.1936, depicting an all-over harbourfront village scene,
with three different definitives on front (a second copy of the
1f50 on back) all tied by Papeete c.d.s postmarks. San Francisco transit and Herkimer NY receiver on back, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400



Two Different American Mail Liner Covers to Seattle, “President Jackson” to Seattle, then New Jersey
DEC.14.1935 and “President Grant” to Seattle then Connecticut JUL.27.1935. Both have different mount Fuji cachets and
both have different frankings. Very fine, ex. Dr. Steven J. Berlin
collection.
.................................................................................... Est $250
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Picture Postcards
1368

PC Great Britain Group of 270 Picture Postcards from
Great Britain, mostly pre-World War II, with many dating in
the 1900s to 1930s and a few more recent. Wide variety of
subjects pictured, we estimate about one third are unused.
Some faults, still overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x1361
1361

 Set of All 11 Ships of the American Dollar Steamship
Line Covers, with one of each of the following “President”
ships: Cleveland, Coolidge, Grant, Hoover, Jackson, Jefferson,
Lincoln, McKinley, Pierce, Taft and Wilson. The group presents a nice variety of cachets and frankings, including Japanese stamps but also 7 with American stamps. A very fine and
difficult to assemble group, all scanned online. Ex. Dr. Steven
J. Berlin collection.
.................................................................................Est $1,200

1362

1364

1369

PC Group of 9 Early Native Canadian Photos or Post Cards,
all black and white, 3 are printed on post card stock (one is
undivided from Lyall Commercial Photo in Winnipeg), depicting Native Canadians, native sculptures, canoes, totem poles,
etc. Three are identified from Alert Bay BC. A most interesting
group, all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1370

PC Netherlands Correspondence Lot of 290 Stationery
Cards, 1901-1904, all mailed to Solingen, Germany at the 5c
rate (either franked with a single 5c or two 2½c), with a very
good variety of (mostly small) town postmarks and several different stationery card types. Fine to very fine, and scans give
a glimpse of the variety of cards, and only show a small portion of the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1371

PC Lot of Royalty Picture Postcards, From Early 1900s to
Modern, consisting of over 300 items, mostly divided backs,
with many black and white, and what appears to be real photos. Postcards feature Royalty from several countries such as
Germany, Sweden, Nederland, Norway with the majority from
England (ranging from Edward VII, to QEII era). We estimate
that about 20% were postally used. A clean and interesting
lot, better than average, no doubt difficult to duplicate. Viewing is recommended to better appreciate the lovely content.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1372

PC United States Collection of Picture Postcards Cards,
consisting of 296 postcards housed in one album. We noted
thematic interest such as lumber industry (many depicting
old logging scenes with huge trees), tourist attractions, Mexican landscape, famous people including well known outlaws.
Good variety of postcards such as real photos, black and
white, and chrome, but mostly ranging from the early 1900s
to 1950s. Only a small portion were postally used. Clean interesting lot, overall fine to very fine. See scans for a glimpse
of the collection.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1373

PC United States Accumulation of Picture Postcards, consisting of over 3,500 postcards mostly from the early 1900s
to the 1980s. We noted a great variety of material such as
real photos, black and white, linen and only a small quantity of chrome. Postcards feature many topics such as landscapes, tourist attractions, greetings and more. About one
third of the inventory is sorted by state and we estimate that
about 40% were postally used. Overall nice quality. See scan
for a very small glimpse of the content.
.................................................................................... Est $400

 Asama Maru Imperial Japanese Sea Post Nippon Group
of Four Different Covers, each with a different cachet, mailed
on 4 different dates to four different states: Connecticut, New
Jersey, Iowa and Pennsylvania. The latter has light overall
toning, and the cover to Connecticut has damage to all its
stamps (appears to have occurred before mailing), else an
overall very fine group
.................................................................................... Est $350

1363

x1369



Chichibu Maru Imperial Japanese Sea Post Nippon
Group of Two Different Covers, each featuring a slightly different cachet, mailed on two different dates to two different
cities in California and Illinois. The latter has a light stain at
top left, else a very fine pair.
.................................................................................... Est $250

 Hiye Maru Imperial Japanese Sea Post Group of Two Different Covers, both with slightly different cachets, mailed on
two different dates to two different cities in New Jersey (Sea
Post Nippon) and California. The latter is lightly toned, else a
very fine pair.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1365

 Tatsuta Maru Imperial Japanese Sea Post Nippon Group
of Three Different Covers, all three with different cachets,
mailed on three different dates to Seattle WA, Clinton IA and
Kelso Wa. The latter has its inscription at top hand-types, and
has very light toning spots on top edge, still a very fine trio.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1366

 Two Different Imperial Japanese Sea Post Nippon Covers, Hikawa Maru mailed MAY.24.1934 to New York and Heian Maru mailed MAY.3.1934 to Pennsylvania. The latter has
slight aging at top, still a very fine duo.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1367

 Group of Four Different American Ship Covers, “President Hoover” to San Francisco (JUL.20.1935 to Pennsylvania), “President Cleveland” to San Francisco (OCT.2.1935 to
Pennsylvania), “President Grant” to Seattle (FEB.9.1935 to
Minnesota) and “U.S.S. Augusta - Yokohama Japan” to New
York (MAY.26.1936). A very fine group, with all different cachets and other attributes.
.................................................................................... Est $350
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1374

1375

1376

PC Western Canada Group of 55 Western Canada Picture
Postcards, includes a collection of 36 Winnipeg picture post
cards, with many postally used between 1905 and 1920
(noted one more recent), and mostly mailed from Winnipeg
plus a few other places and depicting what appears to be all
different Winnipeg town views. We also note some lovely farm
scenes, buildings, etc., mostly from Manitoba, and we note
some mailed from towns such as Norwood Grove MB, Poplar
Point MB, Lauder MB, Louise bridge MB, Marysville NB, one
is postmarked Pearceton (with only “Q” at bottom), etc. Also
includes three archival photos from the Manitoba Archives
depicting Winnipeg buildings in the 1870s and 1880s. Some
items have faults, still overall fine or better. Scans only show
a portion of the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150
PC Worldwide Accumulation of Picture Postcards, consisting of over 3,500 postcards mostly from the 1950s to the
1990s. While the majority are from the more recent chrome
era, we noted also some black and white and about 30 postal
card booklets. The material features many topics and tourist attractions, landscapes, etc. We estimate that around 40
% were postally used with strength in European countries
and the U.S.. Overall nice quality. See scan for a very small
glimpse of the content.
.................................................................................... Est $300
PC Worldwide Accumulation of Picture Postcards, consisting of over 3,400 postcards mostly from the early 1900s to
the 2000s. While about half of the material is from the more
recent chrome era, we noted also many real photos, black
and white, linen, sepia and a few postal card booklets. The lot
features many topics and tourist attractions, landscapes, with
a mixture of U.S., Canada and European countries. We noted
some smaller collections of approximately 40 postcards, on
the city of Ottawa, real photos, and the Canadian armed forces, all housed in Uni-Safe albums. We estimate that around
25% were postally used and some duplication up to 45 of
each for some . Overall nice quality. See scan for a very small
glimpse of the content.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1378

Group of 13 Canadian Reference Works, includes Ghosts
and Post Offices of Ontario (F. Carter), Nova Scotia Postal History / Post Offices Vol. 1 (Macpherson), Japanese Relocation
Mail 1941-1945 Exhibit (Topping), Webb’s Postal Stationery
Catalogue (7th Ed.), The Dead Letter Office in Canada (Plain,
1st Ed.), Fancy Cancels of Canada (Lacelle (1st Ed.), British
Columbia Express Covers from 1858 to 1900 Exhibit (Carr),
Canadian Postcards Lithographed by The B.C. Printing & Litho
Ltd. (Souch, 2003), Canadian Revenue Catalogue (van Dam,
2009), Alfred Caspary Collection of B.N.A. (Longley), 5 diff.
Longley Auctions catalogues, etc. All very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1379

Group of 14 Province of Québec Philatelic Books, with
Lettres sous le régime français et premières marques postales du Bas Canada (collection de Guy des Rivières, S.H.P.Q.),
Les oblitérations circulaires des bureaux de poste du Québec
de 1979-1989 (S.H.P.Q.), Initiation aux marques postales du
Québec (Teyssier / Beaupré) La série du centenaire 19691973 Tome I (S.H.P.Q.), Philatélie Québec (volumes 7, 10, 11,
14, 1980/1988, all hard bound), Les cahiers de l’Académie
AQEP Opus 1, 3, 4, 6 (hard bound) and 3, 5 (soft bound),
including articles on BNA forgeries. All very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1380

Box of 35 Useful Canadian Philatelic Literature, with Canada The Fifteen Cents of 1868 (Firth), 2009 van Dam Revenue catalogue, Postal Rates and Fees of the Elizabethan Era
1952-2002 (Chung, Narbonne and Machum, Volume 1 part
2 and Volume 2), The Post Office in Canada (Hillman), The
Proof Strikes of Canada (J. Paul Hughes volumes 2, 3, 13,
14), The First Decimal Issue of Canada 1859-68 (Whitworth)
plus a number of books on plate flaws and re-entries of the
Large and Small Queens, Admirals, etc. Also includes “Some
Canadian postage Stamps” revised edition of 1965 presentation book. Very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1381

The Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps, The
Empire in North America, volume V by Robson Lowe, (1973,
760 pages). Hard bound with dust jacket, very fine. A must
have for the enthusiast, loaded with stamp and postal history
information not found elsewhere, with colour plates.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1382

Group of 7 Useful and Interesting Deltiology Books, includes
“Wish you were here” Life on Vancouver Island in Historical
Postcards, by Peter Grant (2002), A History and Directory of
Yukon Postcards 1897-1942, by Ken Elder (2012), Warwick
Bros. & Rutter Postcard Gems 1903-1912, by MJ. Smith and
W.O. Buchanan (2011), The J.W. Bald Picture Postcard Handbook 1905-1955, by Roy Sennett (2013), The W.G. MacFarlane Picture Postcard Handbook 1902-1910, by M.J. Smith
(2006), The Stedman Bros. Picture Postcard Handbook 19061914, by Michael J. Smith (2011), Early Fredericton Postcards,
by Gordon Brooks (1998) and Unique Canadian Postcards
from the Edwardian Era 1900-1916, by Allan Anderson & Betty
Tomlinson (1978). Also included is a brand new pack of 50
plastic postcard pages (4 pockets per page). Great condition
and useful lot for the postcard collector or dealer.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1383

Fundamentals of Philately, by L.N. Williams, revised 1990
edition, 862 pages. This is a must have for serious collectors of any country, as it explains many facets of philately and
the printing process in great detail, such as different types of
printing, perforating, watermarks, embossing, gums, papers,
and much more. Gently used, with dust jacket (tears).
...................................................................................... Est $50

Literature
1377

The Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps, The
Empire in North America, volume V by Robson Lowe, (1973,
760 pages). This is the scarce two-volume hardbound set,
with original box and the books are in nearly new condition. A
must have for the enthusiast, loaded with stamp and postal
history information not found elsewhere, with colour plates.
...................................................................................... Est $50
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1384

1385

1386

Group of 10 Philatelic Books, includes The Postage stamps
and Postal History of Canada by W.S. Boggs (1975), Stamps
of British North America by Fred Jarrett (1975), Canadian
Postage Stamps and Stationery by Clifton A. Howes (1974),
Holme’s Specialized Philatelic Catalogue of Canada and British North America by Ryerson Press (1968), American Air
Mail Catalogue Volume Four by the American Airmail Society
(1981),The Companion Guide to Muskoka District Post Offices 1861-1999 by S.M. Sheffield (2001), Canadian Fancy
Cancellations of the Nineteen Century K.M. Day and E.A.
Smythies (1981), The Canada Precancel Handbook by H.G.
Walburn (1988), two copies of The Canadian Revenue Stamp
Catalogue E.S.J. van Dam (1991, 2000). Also included is Canadian Military Postal Markings in 2 volumes with matching
slipcase by W.J. Bailey and E.R. Toop (1996). Some tear on a
few of the dust jackets, but overall great condition.
...................................................................................... Est $50
Box of 16 Philatelic Books, includes Philatelic Gems complete set consisting of 5 volumes in matching slipcase
(Linn’s,1989), Stamps & Postal History of Vancouver Island
and B.C. (Wellburn,1987), Worlds Greatest Stamp Collections
in 2 volumes with matching slipcase, (Bierman,1990), Tales
by Mail, with book 1-2, both signed, (Cartier, 2006), Inverted
Jenny, Money, Mystery, Mania, (Scott, 1986), The Post, (Vie.
Art. Cité, 1974), The Musson Stamp Dictionary (Douglas &
Mary Patrick,1972), L’Almanach de la Philatélie Canadienne,
Tome 1, (1992), Le Castor de Fleming, (Masse, 1993), Le
Livre Guinness des Timbres, (Editions Philippines, 1983). A
useful lot, in great condition.
...................................................................................... Est $50
Box of Mostly Philatelic Forgery Related Literature, with a
set of “Album Weeds - How to Detect Forged Stamps” (complete volumes I to VIII), “Fundamentals of Philately Series”
(sections 3 to 5), “Philatelic Forgers - Their Lives and Work”
(Varro E. Tyler), “The Yucatan Affair - The Work of Raoul Ch.
de Thuin Philatelic Counterfeiter” (APS) plus other general interest philatelic books, including a group of specialized early
German books.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1387

Postmarks of the Cape of Good Hope, by Robert Goldblatt
(1984, 267 pages), covering the 1892 to 1910 period, hard
bound with dust jacket, profusely illustrated, very fine (like
new).
...................................................................................... Est $50

1388

History of the East African Army Postal Service, by Stuart
Rossiter and Edward Proud (circa 1982, 111 pages), hard
bound with dust jacket (tiny tear), well illustrated, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1389

Group of Interesting and Useful Philatelic Publications,
Stanley Gibbons Commonwealth Catalogue (2010), The Admiral issue of Canada (Marler, 1982), Jenny! (1986), Stanley
Gibbons Great Britain Concise Catalogue (2015), The British
Postage Stamp of the Nineteenth Century (Robson Lowe,
1968), A Canadian Military Postal History Anthology (BNAPS,
1991), Atlantic Mails A History of the Mail Service Between
Great Britain and Canada to 1889 (Jack Arnell, 1980), Canadian Military Postal Markings (Bailey and Toop, 1996), The
Sandford Fleming 3 Pence Essay (Firby Auctions, 1996), Canadian fancy Cancellations of the Nineteenth Century (Day
and Smythies, 1973).Stanley Gibbons Elizabethan Postage
Stamp Catalogue (1965), The Erival Collection Catalogue
(two volumes, one for United States and one is a lovely 192
page fully colour illustrated history of the collection and its
sale at H.R. Harmer in 2019), Altdeutchland Spezial Katalog
(volume 5, German States, by Hans Grobe, 1975) and last but
not least, The Floyd E. Risvold Collection Catalogues (deluxe
hard bound 3-volume set in a slip case, profusely illustrated
in full colour and featuring outstanding early and interesting
United States postal history - best coffee-table books, ever).
.................................................................................... Est $100
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1390

The Postal History of Iraq, by Patrick C. Pearson and Edward
Proud (1996, 262 pages), hard bound with dust jacket, well
illustrated, very fine (like new).
...................................................................................... Est $50

1391

Group of 5 Scarcer Older Air Mail Books, Théodore Champion “Catalogue historique et descriptif des timbres de la poste
aérienne” (Paris, 1928), N.C. Baldwin “Bridging the Atlantic”
- A chronological record of all projected, attempted and successful Atlantic flights until the inception of regular services
and a priced catalogue of souvenirs (nearly 200 illustrations,
1945, the Aero Field handbook No. 7), Field and Baldwin “The
Coronation Aerial Post” (1911, Aero Field handbook No. 3),
Lissiuk “The Historical Air Mail Catalogue - an Authoritive catalogue of Air Mail stamps and Historical Covers (1930) and
Dalwick and Harmer “Newfoundland Air Mails 1919-1939”
(1953). All five are very fine and like-new, and some have clippings or other additional material included.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1392

Collection of Zeppelin and Airship Post Literature, with 26
different monographs or catalogues, plus a number of Zeppelin related newsletter runs, and other related ephemera
including newspapers, advertising, etc. The monographs are
too numerous to list here, but we noted historical accounts,
auction catalogues, coffee-table style books, various flight
catalogues, a lovely circa 1933 “Zeppelin-Weltfahrten” book
loaded with high quality flight photographs, etc. Some of the
books are in German, and many specialize in specific flights
and are quite advanced, and the newsletters include “Buoyant
Flight”, “Zeppelin Brief”, “The Zeppelin Collector” (the most issues). A great lot for the specialist, see photos for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1393

Group of 16 Philatelic Reference Books, with Penny Red
Stars 1855-1862 (Part I and II), Free French Invasion: The
St Pierre & Miquelon Affaire of 1941 (Anglin), Great Britain
the Varieties and Characteristics of the 1d Line Engraved
Stamps, 1841-1864 (Stanton), British Post Office Numbers
1844-1906 (Brumell), British Army Field Post offices 19391950 (Crouch and Hill), Channel Islands Stamps and Postal
History (Stanley Gibbons specialized catalogue), Out-Foxing
the Fakers (Jean-François Brun), Robson Lowe Encyclopaedia
of British Empire Postage Stamps (part II - Canada), The Evolution of British Stamped Postcards & Letter Cards (Dagnall),
The British Postage Stamp of the Nineteenth Century (Robson
Lowe), and a few other titles, including a complete run of 45
newsletters of the Pitcairn Islands Study Group “The Pitcairn
Log” from Sep. 1989 to Dec. 2000.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1394

Group of 28 Philatelic Reference Books and Pamphlets, with
The Postmarks of Great Britain and Ireland with supplements
(Alcock and Holland), three pamphlets on the Hawaiian Grinnell Missionary stamps, A History of British Postage Stamps
(Todd), Robson Lowe’s The Encyclopaedia of British Empire
Postage Stamps - Part III The Maritime Provinces, British Post
Offices Abroad - The Glassco Collection (Robson Lowe), Three
Centuries of Scottish Posts (Haldane), Scots Local Cancellations Illustrated 1854-1860 (Alcock), Squared Circle Postmarks (Stitt Dibden), London Fancy Geometric Postmarks
(Maurice Barette), The Great Britain and Commonwealth Catalogue of Great British Errors (B. Alan Ltd.), and more.
...................................................................................... Est $75

